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About This Report

Inquiries
If you have any inquiries or need additional information about this report, 
please contact the following department of Yuhan Corporation.

Department	 ESG Management Group
E-mail	 esg@yuhan.co.kr
Website	 www.yuhan.co.kr

Overview
Yuhan Corporation has implemented sustainable management focusing on 
ESG (environmental, social and governance). We issued the first sustainability 
report in 2022 to transparently disclose the outcome of economic, social, 
and environmental values created to stakeholders and communicate with 
them. Through this annual report, we will transparently share what was done 
and achieved and gather opinions from various stakeholders to reflect them 
in management activities, thus improving the effectiveness of sustainable 
management.  

Reporting Period  
The reporting period is from January 1, 2021, until December 31, 2021. Some of 
the main items include activities and outcomes made in the first half of 2022. 

Principles and Guidelines
This report is in compliance with the core principles of the Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) standards, a global sustainability report guideline, and reflects 
the 10 Principles of the UN Global Compact, and UN SDGs. 

Reporting Scope
The report covers the sustainable management activities and related 
outcomes of Yuhan Corporation's business sites in Korea. Reporting financial 
information followed the consolidation standards as per the K-IFRS. Yuhan 
Corporation’s subsidiary companies subject to consolidated financial 
statements are: Yuhan Chemical Inc., Yuhan Medica Corporation, MG Co., 
Ltd., Yuhan Care Co., Ltd., Addpharma Inc., Yuhan USA Corporation, Yuhan 
Uzbekistan,  Yuhan Hong Kong Limited, and Yuhan ANZ Pty Ltd. Non-
financial information, as well as financial information, was listed up for each 
fiscal year according to the disclosure standard.

Verification of Report 
To ensure the credibility of the report, Yuhan Corporation hired British 
Standards Institution (BSI), a specialized verification service provider, as 
a third-party verifier to secure credibility and fairness of the preparation 
process, disclosed data, and other elements of the report. A detailed 
verification report is included in the Appendix.   
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96 years ago, Dr. Jaepil Seo(Philip Jaisohn) hoped 
that Yuhan Corporation to become a company for the 
country and the people, just like a willow tree that grows 
persistently and thickly even amid rainstorms. His wish is 
reflected in Yuhan Corporation’s willow tree symbol. 

To Yuhan Corporation, the willow tree represents Dr. Ilhan 
New’s noble founding spirit, our commitment to enhancing 
public health, and our ongoing journey to growth and 
challenge to achieve sustainable management. 

We will stay committed to contributing to the health and 
happiness of humankind like a willow tree that continues to 
grow its branches and lush green leaves for 100 years.  
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CEO Message

“�In 2022, Yuhan Corporation set a new vision for 
sustainable management called "Healthier Humanity 
and Earth, Better Next 100 Years" to pursue innovations 
for sustainable growth based on our solid growth over 
the past 96 years.”

Dear stakeholders, I’m Wookje Cho, CEO of Yuhan Corporation.

I�am�pleased�and�grateful�to�present�this�Yuhan�Corporation’s�first�
Sustainability�Report.

For�96�years�since�its�establishment�in�1926,�Yuhan�Corporation�has�
fulfilled�its�responsibility�as�a�corporate�citizen�based�on�Dr.�Ilhan�New’s�
founding�philosophy,�“A�company�belongs�to�the�society,�and�it�should�
give�back�to�the�society�in�which�it�thrives.”�This�founding�spirit�is�in�line�
with�ESG�management�required�in�modern�society,�and�all�employees�of�
Yuhan�Corporation�are�constantly�striving�to�create�social�values�that�befit�
the�current�era�by�inheriting�and�further�developing�the�spirit.�

Last�year,�the�COVID-19�pandemic�continued�due�to�the�spread�of�mutant�
viruses,�and�recently,�the�unstable�international�situation�has�created�
a�challenging�business�environment.�However,�Yuhan�Corporation�
continued�its�“sustainable�journey�for�100�years”�by�making�achievements�
in�several�sectors.
�
First,�we�unveiled�the�innovative�new�drug�“Leclaza,”�a�non-small�cell�lung�
cancer�treatment,�in�the�domestic�market�in�July�last�year,�giving�many�
lung�cancer�patients�a�greater�chance�to�get�treated�while�satisfying�their�
needs.�In�addition,�global�phase�3�clinical�trials�of�first-line�treatment�and�
a�global�clinical�trial�of�combination�therapy�are�in�progress�as�planned.�
We�hope�Leclaza,�with�clinical�efficacy�and�stability,�will�give�non-small�
cell�lung�cancer�patients�worldwide�new�hope.�Yuhan�Corporation�is�also�
working�to�lay�the�foundation�for�creating�future�value.�We�launched�
new�products�such�as�incrementally�modified�drugs�(IMDs),�treatment�
for�cognitive�dysfunction�syndrome�of�dogs,�probiotics�Y’s�BIOME,�etc.�
We�also�made�strategic�investments�to�increase�production�facilities�to�
expand�nutrition�infusion�and�contract�development�and�manufacturing�
organization�(CDMO)�businesses,�and�to�create�opportunities�for�open�
innovation.�

We�are�making�various�efforts�to� improve�the�welfare�of�the� local�
community.�Sanitary�products�such�as�face�masks�and�hand�sanitizers�
have�been�provided�to�children�and�the�elderly�vulnerable�to�COVID-19.�
In�addition,�we�have�actively�donated�to�the�underprivileged�class�and�
men�of�national�merits�with�low�income�to�help�them�take�care�of�their�
health.�Also,�we�continued�volunteer�activities�with�our�employees�for�the�
underprivileged.�

As�a�result�of�dedicated�efforts�to�ensure�the�safety�and�health�of�
employees,�as�of�July�2021,�Ochang�Plant�remained�zero-accident�for�22�
consecutive�years,�a�first�among�pharmaceutical�companies�with�more�
than�300�employees.�We�also�tried�to�maintain�work-life�balance�and�were�
certified�as�a�family-friendly�company�in�December�of�last�year.

As�for�the�environment,�we�introduced�facilities�to�reduce�air�pollutant�
emissions�and�save�energy,�and�we�are�increasing�the�use�of�containers�
that�can�be�more�easily�separated�and�eco-friendly�paper�for�packaging.�

In�terms�of�governance,�we�have�increased�the�number�of�independent�
directors�to�make�them�a�majority�and�recruited�a�female�independent�
director�to�strengthen�the�independence�and�diversity�of�the�Board�of�
Directors.�
In�2022,�Yuhan�Corporation�established�a�new�vision�for�sustainable�
management�called�"Healthier�Humanity�and�Earth,�Better�Next�100�
Years"�to�pursue�innovations�for�future�sustainable�growth�based�on�our�
solid�growth�over�the�past�96�years.�Furthermore,�as�a�global�company�
that�fulfills�its�corporate�social�responsibility,�we�would�like�to�contribute�
to�human�health�through�the�development�of�innovative�new�drugs�and�
to�preserve�the�environment�for�future�generations,�with�the�following�
specific�goals:

We will do our best to help humankind lead healthy and happy lives. 
We�will�focus�all�our�capabilities�on�improving�the�lives�of�those�suffering�
from�diseases.�To�this�end,�we�will�successfully�complete�the�new�
medicine�research�projects�currently�in�the�clinical�trial�phase�and�secure�
new�differentiated�pipelines�and�base�technologies.�We�will�strengthen�
our�R&D�capabilities�by�securing�outstanding�talent�and�upgrading�our�
management�system�while�expanding�joint�research�and�development�
with�promising�startups�and�universities�at�home�and�abroad�to�promote�
efficiency�and�win-win�management.�Plus,�we�will�continue�to�develop�
and�implement�health�care�support�programs�for�the�underprivileged�
class�in�the�“blind�spot”�of�medical�welfare�to�address�health�inequality�in�
the�community.�
�
We will exert efforts to satisfy all customers and employees. 
We�will�further�reinforce�quality�management�for�customer�safety�and�
satisfaction.�We�will�strictly�control�the�quality�of�all�businesses,�such�as�
products�and�services.�We�will�always�listen�to�customers’�opinions�and�
make�improvements�actively�whenever�necessary�to�minimize�customer�
complaints.�At�the�same�time,�we�will�ensure�the�safety�and�health�of�our�
employees,�support�the�development�of�employees’�capabilities�to�help�
them�grow�with�us,�and�create�a�flexible�communication�culture.�

We will actively pursue eco-friendly management. 
We�will�conduct�various�activities�to�minimize�adverse�impacts�on�the�
environment.�We�will�reduce�waste�and�carbon�emissions�generated�
from�manufacturing�while�increasing�resource�recycling.�In�addition,�we�
will�minimize�unnecessary�packaging�materials�and�increase�the�use�of�
eco-friendly�packaging�materials.�To�implement�this�efficiently,�we�will�
develop�related�goals�and�roadmaps�and�put�them�into�practice.�

With�the�release�of�this�first�report,�we�will�keep�communicating�with�
stakeholders�to�identify�opportunities�for�sustainable�development.�
Thank�you�again�for�your�unwavering�support�for�us.�Please�stay�with�us�
during�our�journey�for�a�better�tomorrow�than�yesterday.�Thank�you.�

Wookje Cho
CEO and President of 

Yuhan Corporation 
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Company Profile

Established�in�1926,�Yuhan�Corporation�has�contributed�to�the�
health�and�happiness�of�the�humanity�for�96�years�while�putting�
its�corporate�philosophy�–�manufacturing�high-quality�medicine,�
honest�tax�payments,�and�returning�corporate�profits�to�soci-
ety�–�into�practice�to�honor�of�the�spirit�of�the�founder�Dr.�Ilhan�
New.�With�strategic�R&D�investment,�Yuhan�Corporation�has�
supplied�quality�medicines,�including�innovative�new�medicines,�
household�supplies,�veterinary�medicines,�etc.,�in�and�outside�of��
Korea,�thus�becoming�the�number�one�pharmaceutical�compa-
ny�in�Korea.�In�addition,�we�have�earned�trust�and�respect�from�
various�stakeholders�by�establishing�sound�governance�that�
separates�ownership�and�management�and�fulfilling�corporate�
responsibilities�with�sincerity.�We�aim�to�become�one�of�the�
global�top�50,�beyond�number�one�in�Korea,�through�active�new�
medicine�development�and�new�businesses.�

About Yuhan 

Outcome of 2021   

Company Yuhan Corporation

CEO Wookje Cho

Date of 
Establishment June 20, 1926 

Location of HQ 74, Noryangjin-ro, Dongjak-gu,  
Seoul Korea

No. of Employees 1,878 persons  
(as of the end of 2021)

Areas of Business
Medicine, dietary supplements, household 
& healthcare products, veterinary 
medicine, dental products, and export

(As of the end of 2021, based on the consolidated financial statement)Financial Performance

Total Assets

2,463.8billion KRW 

Total Liabilities

527.9billion KRW 

Total Equity

1,935.9billion KRW 

Sales

1,687.8billion KRW 

Operating Income

48.6billion KRW 

Net Income 

99.1billion KRW 

R&D Performance

(별도재무제표 기준)

Non-Financial Performance

2019

2020

2021

20

30

35

Investment in Bio Venture Companies (Unit: billion KRW)

2019 1.04

0.94

2.05

2020

2021

Investment in Environmental Protection (Unit: billion KRW)

Industrial Safety

22 years
Ochang Plant remained zero-accident since 1999

無

Average Training Hours per Employee

55.2hours

12years 7months

Average Length of Service

Amount Donated

6.4billion KRW 

R&D Investment

178.3billion KRW 

(Excerpts from the consolidated financial statement)

30projects

Innovative New Medicine Project

6projects

Technology Export Project

R&D Investment Ratio to Sales 

10.6%
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• ��Established Gujarat 
Themis Biosyn (GTBL) in 
India

• �Exported YH439 liver 
disease medication 
technology to Gleran 
Pharmaceutical of Japan

• �Completed 
construction of new 
Yuhan Corporation 
headquarters building

• �Became the first KGSP-
certified pharmaceutical 
company

1992

 

1994

1997  

• �Established Yuhan Medica
• �Transferred the world’s 

first internally developed 
immunosuppressant �
solid injection technology 
to Schering-Plough

• �Received the Silver Tower 
Order of Industrial Service 
Merit medal (Ministry of 
Science and Technology, 
Science Day)

1998

1999 

• Founded Yuhan Corporation

• �Changed to a corporation

1926 

1936 

• Established Yuhan Trade Agency 

• Relocated HQ to Sosa Plant

• �Became the first pharmaceutical 
company listed on the Korea 
Stock Exchange

• �Completed constructing its HQ 
office building in Daebang-dong

• �Received Bronze Tower Order of 
Industrial Service Merit �
(as “Outstanding Taxpayer”)

• �Adopted CEO system 

1941 

1942 

1962

 

1968 

1969

1970

1977

1979 

1980 

1982

• Established Yuhan-Kimberly
• �Received Moran Medal, Order of Civil 

Merit

• �Established Yuhan-Clorox

• Completed Gunpo Plant

• �Established Yuhan Chemical, a joint 
venture with the Korea Institute of 
Science and Technology (KIST) 

• Established Yuhan-SmithKline
• �Established Yuhan-SP (Schering-

Plough)
• Established Yuhan-Cyanamid

HISTORY OF 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 YUHAN

1983

 

1984 

1985

 

1988 

• �Received the Silver Tower Order 
of Industrial Service Merit medal 
(a company with excellent labor-
management cooperation) 

• Founded Janssen Korea

• �Finished the construction of Yuhan 
R&D Institute(YRI)

• �Became the first approved 
manufacturer under Korea Good 
Manufacturing Practice (KGMP) 
certification guidelines

• �Yuhan R&D Institute became the first 
approved testing organization under 
the Korea Good Laboratory Practice 
(KGLP) 

2000

 
2001 

2002 

2005

• ��Exported YH1885 antibacterial substance 
technology to SmithKline Beecham

• �Gunpo Plant certified as an environmentally 
friendly company

• ��Gunpo Plant acquired ISO 14001 certification

• �Completed relocation of Yuhan R&D Institute 
to Yongin

2006 

2007 

2008
 
2009

• Completed construction of Ochang Plant
• ��Ochang Plant approved for KGMP, and Yuhan 

R&D Institute certified for KGLP

• �Launched Revanex Tab, internally developed 
new medicine

• �Received 70 Million USD Export Tower award on 
the 45th Trade Day

• �Ochang Plant certified as an eco-friendly 
company

Challenge GrowthExpansion Responsibility Innovation

•�Established�Yuhan�USA
•�Established�Yuhan�Uzbekistan
•��Exported�a�degenerative�disc�disease�(YH14618)�treat-
ment�technology�(Spine�Biopharma,�240�billion�KRW)

•��Exported�a�Non-small�cell�lung�cancer�(Lazertinib)�
treatment technology (Janssen Biotech, 1.4 trillion KRW)

•��Exported�nonalcoholic�steatohepatitis�(NASH)�treat-
ment�technology�(Gilead,�approx.�900�billion�KRW)

•��Exported�nonalcoholic�steatohepatitis�(NASH)�treat-
ment�technology�(Boehringer�Ingelheim�International�
Gmbh,�1�trillion�KRW)

•�Established�Yuhan�ANZ
•�Established�Liuxin�(Qingdao)�Health�Co.,�Ltd.
•��Multi-national�phase-3�clinical�trial�(MNCT)�approved�
by the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety

•��Exported�gastrointestinal�disorder�treatment�
(Processa Pharmaceuticals, approx. 500 billion KRW)

•��Launched�‘Leclaza,’�a�new�lung�cancer�treatment�
designated�as�the�31st�new�medicine�in�Korea.

2018 

2019 

2020 

2021 

• �Ochang Plant received KOSHA 18001 and OHSAS 18001 
safety and health management system certificates

• �Received the Prime Minister award at the Labor-
Management Culture Awards

• �Received Innovative Pharmaceutical Enterprise 
certification from the Ministry of Health and Welfare

• �Received 100 Million USD Export Tower award on the 
50th Trade Day

• �Sales reached 1 trillion KRW, a first in the domestic 
pharmaceutical industry

• �Established a joint venture, ImmuneOncia

• �Won Presidential Citation in National Productivity 
Award (Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy)

• �Received the 200 Million USD Export Tower award on 
the 54th Day of Trade 

2010 

2012 

2013 

2014 

2016 
2017 

1926 - 1969 1990 - 1999 1970 - 1989 2000 - 2009 	 2010 -

History
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Subsidiaries 

Affiliated companies of Yuhan Corporation 
are members of the Yuhan Family, which 
share the founder’s commitment to con-
tributing to public health and giving back to 
society. These affiliated companies produce 
or distribute medicines, health/hygiene 
products, dietary supplements, active 
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), beauty 
products, dental implants, and oral hygiene 
products, in addition to new medicine R&D, 
to promote the health of humankind, in-
cluding Koreans.    

Affiliated Companies 
and Joint Ventures

Yuhan-Kimberly 

Yuhan-Clorox Co., Ltd.

Janssen Korea, Ltd.

Ucarlix Co., Ltd.

ImmuneOncia Therapeutics Inc. 

Warantec Co., Ltd.

Mediogen Co., Ltd.

Yuhan�Corporation�has�been�striving�to�grow�into�
a�global�company�by�establishing�overseas�offices�
to�tap�into�overseas�markets�while�exploring�new�
business�opportunities�and�strategic�investment�
in�new�technologies�and�businesses.�We�opened�
a�representative�office�in�Vietnam�in�2017�and�
Yuhan�Uzbekistan�in�2018�to�explore�new�overseas�

markets�and�expand�its�global�network.�
In�2018,�Yuhan�Corporation�established�Yuhan�
USA�to�reinforce�the�company’s�R&D�capabilities�
by�rapidly�obtaining�pharmaceutical�technologies�
and�biotechnologies�and�advanced�information�in�
the�North�American�region,�the�biggest�market�in�
the�industry�

Global Network

VIETNAM
Representative 

Office in Vietnam

CHINA
YUHAN Hong Kong

Liuxin(Qingdao) 
Health Co., Ltd.

Yuhan Chemical Inc.
Manufacturing and sales of medicines, active 
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), and fine 
Ownership percentage: 100%

Yuhan Medica Corporation
Manufacturing and sales of medicines and 
dietary supplements 
Ownership percentage: 100%

Addpharma Inc.
R&D in medicines  
Ownership percentage: 68%

Yuhan Care Co., Ltd.
Sales of cosmetics and dietary supplements 
Ownership percentage: 86.3%

Yuhan USA Corporation
Investment in bio venture companies 
and licensing
Ownership percentage: 100%

USA

UZBEKISTAN HONG KONG

ANZ

Yuhan Uzbekistan
Sales of medicines
Ownership percentage: 100%

Yuhan ANZ Pty Ltd
Investment in bio venture 
companies and licensing
Ownership percentage: 100%

Yuhan Hong Kong Limited
Investment in bio venture 
companies and establishment of the 
corporation(s) in China
Ownership percentage: 100%

MG Co., Ltd.
Manufacturing and sales of nutrition infusion 
Ownership percentage: 61.6%

UZBEKISTAN
YUHAN Uzbekistan

Business Site Location
Head Quarters 74, Noryangjin-ro, Dongjak-gu, Seoul, Korea

Ochang Plant 219, Yeongudanji-ro, Ochang-eup, Cheongwon-gu, 
Cheongju-si, Chungcheongbuk-do, Korea

Yuhan R&D Institute 25, Tapsil-ro 35beon-gil, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si, �
Gyeonggi-do, Korea

Gunpo Distribution Center 27, Sanbon-ro 48beon-gil, Gunpo-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea
Branch Offices 29 branch offices

Domesitc Business Sites

AUSTRALIA
YUHAN ANZ

KOREA

AMERICA
YUHAN USA
(San Diego, �

Boston)

(As of the end of 2021)
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Mission Providing People with Quality Medicines
In 1926, Dr. Ilhan New, the founder of Yuhan Corporation, witnessed the adversity of Koreans under the 
Japanese imperialism and decided to devote himself to the pharmaceutical business with the belief 
that only healthy people could regain their lost sovereignty. Since its foundation, Yuhan Corporation has 
stayed committed to producing quality medicines to contribute to the health and happiness of the peo-
ple and contribute to public health.  

Honest Tax Payment
The founder said, “It is a company’s basic social responsibility to pay taxes, and a company should re-
turn wealth accumulated by its business activities to the country through faithful tax payment.” Compa-
nies should fulfill their responsibility to their country by paying taxes based on profits earned from their 
business since faithful tax payment lays a foundation for national development. To Yuhan Corporation, 
honest tax payment represents Yuhan Corporation’s love of the country and its corporate philosophy. 

Giving Back to Society
The idea that “A company should give back the society in which it thrives.” is a crucial corporate philos-
ophy of Yuhan Corporation. This originated from the founder’s belief that the company is owned by the 
society and that an individual only manages it. Yuhan Corporation developed a system for “giving back 
to society,” creating jobs for society and fulfilling its social responsibility.  

Corporate Philosophy & Vision 

The logo, frequently called a ‘mark of trust,’ has 2 words, ‘progress’ and ‘integrity’ on a large green willow 
tree, the company symbol. This mark represents the founding philosophy of Dr. Ilhan New, the founder 
of Yuhan Corporation. For the past 96 years, Yuhan Corporation has prioritized trust and integrity based 
on its core value (progress and integrity), led righteousness and transparent management and has de-
veloped into a better company by constantly taking on a challenge. 

Progress & IntegrityCore Value

Progress �
Innovation, Improvement �
and Progress 

Integrity �
Integrity, Honesty, Sincerity

Mission & Vision Framework 

Vision

VISION

CORE VALUES

CORPORATE 
PHILOSOPHY

Production of 
Superior Medicines

Honest Tax 
Payment

GREAT YUHAN, GLOBAL YUHAN

PROGRESS & INTEGRITY

Returning 
Corporate Profits 

to Society

GREAT YUHAN, GLOBAL YUHAN
Since its establishment in 1926 by Dr. Ilhan New, Yuhan Corporation has exerted its ceaseless effort to 
promote public health for more than 96 years. Yuhan Corporation will take a greater step toward a better  
future where all humanity can be happier. With its unique core value of “progress & integrity,” Yuhan  
Corporation takes on a new challenge to become a greater global company.
We will be a responsible and faithful corporate citizen that shares its value with society while preserving 
its core value and proactively coping with environmental changes to become a sustainable company. By 
becoming a global company that can contribute to humanity’s healthy and happy lives through innova-
tive new medicines and new businesses, we are creating a new chapter in its history as a company that 
has received much respect and affection from customers and society alike.
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Yuhan’s
Sustainable 
Management

Yuhan Corporation’s Sustainable Management
that Already Began in 1926

Special Page
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Yuhan Corporation Offers Products to 
Improve the Health and Convenience

In the early phase of business, Yuhan Corporation 
released products mostly to resolve the difficulties 
of Koreans at that time. We offered various types 
of products that enhanced the convenience in life, 
as well as medicines. For instance, we import-
ed and distributed dyes because white-colored 
clothes that Korean enjoyed were inefficient in 
terms of ease of laundry and costs. Steel farming 
tools were also imported and sold to replace in-
efficient wooden tools. To improve public health, 
we developed a variety of medicines, starting 
with Antiphlamine, the first Medicine developed 
by Yuhan Corporation in 1933, and imported 
anthelmintic, a cure for tuberculosis, skin disease 
treatment, etc.  

Dream for the Health of Humankind

Yuhan Corporation’s R&D has a long history. In 
the early phase of business, Dr. Ilhan New hired 
renowned chemists from overseas countries as 
technology managers, to secure internal research 
capabilities and introduce advanced technologies. 
In 1960, he opened an independent lab (661 m2), 
a first among Korean pharmaceutical companies. 
Yuhan Corporation’s R&D-centered culture, 
which began from the company’s foundation, and 
efforts to produce quality medicines by adopting 
advanced technologies continue to this day, laying 
the basis for the success of innovative new medi-
cines globally. 

A portrait of Dr. Ilhan New in his 
early days of business

Yuhan’s Sustainable Management

Dr. Ilhan New 
Planted the Seed of Sustainable Management

Sustainable management, which has become 
a hot issue nowadays, shed new light on the 
management philosophy of Dr. Ilhan New, who 
founded Yuhan Corporation in 1926. He went to 
the United States alone at nine and later became a 
successful businessman. At 31, he established Yu-
han Corporation in Korea, which was under co-
lonialism then, aiming to improve national health 
and gain national independence. When busi-

ness management was only a means of seeking 
profitability, he declared, “A company’s profits 
should return to the society in which it thrives.” 
His business philosophy, innovative management 
methods, and strong patriotism have kept alive 
to this day as the spiritual foundation of Yuhan 
Corporation.

Yuhan Corporation Established for the Health of the Public

Laying 
Foundation for Public Health 
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future where all humanity can be happier. With its unique core value of “progress & integrity,” Yuhan Cor-
poration takes on a new challenge to become a greater global company.
We will be a responsible and faithful corporate citizen that shares its value with society while preserving 
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Integrity-centered Quality Management Culture

Dr. Ilhan New emphasized that integrity and 
sincerity are the foundation of business manage-
ment. As a pharmaceutical company producing 
medicines that are directly linked to public health, 
Yuhan Corporation strictly managed the entire 
process from product development to production 
and distribution as part of its commitment to 
providing quality medicines. 
In addition, we completed the construction of 
Sosa Plant in Bucheon, Gyeonggi-do in 1936, 
to create a mass production system. We led the 
technological development of the pharmaceutical 
industry with advanced R&D and facility invest-
ment. Following example shows Yuhan Corpo-

ration’s commitment to strict quality control. In 
the 1960s, when several products did not contain 
the accurate amount of ingredients as labeled, 
the company increased the amount of ingredients 
to make up for possible losses in the production. 
Such commitment stays the same and has become 
part of our corporate culture.

Honest Tax Payment, Very Basic Obligation 
of Yuhan Corporation

Dr. Ilhan New believed that the first thing that 
a company should do in fulfilling its social re-
sponsibility is to pay taxes. He also believed that 
wealth accumulated by corporate activities must 
be returned to the country through honest tax 
payments. In the 1960s, it was revealed from sev-
eral tax investigations that Yuhan Corporation 
had faithfully paid taxes. As a result, Yuhan Cor-
poration became the first company to receive the 
Bronze Tower Order of Industrial Service Merit in 
1968 as an exemplary taxpayer.

Prevention of Medicine Abuse and Misuse 
Through Accurate Information

In the past, there were several false and exag-
gerated advertisements in the pharmaceutical 
industry. However, Yuhan Corporation led the 
effort to enlighten Koreans by delivering accurate 
information. For instance, the company ran an 
ad on Dong-Ah Ilbo, a Korean daily, that said, 
“Consult a reliable doctor before using medi-
cines,” to prevent medicine abuse and misuse by 
the public. In addition, the name of Antiphlamine, 
the first product internally developed by Yuhan 
Corporation, is a combined word of “anti” and 
“inflame,” literally explaining the efficacy of the 
product. Unlike other companies that exaggerated 
the efficacy of their products, Yuhan Corporation 
simply named the all-time favorite product like 
that to avoid misunderstanding that Antiphlamine 
is a cure for all.  

Integrity and Sincerity as the Root of Business

Yuhan’s Sustainable Management

Employee training, an Important Role of a 
Company

Yuhan Corporation followed Dr. Ilhan New’s 
conviction that “The organization should take the 
lead in developing the capabilities and talent of its 
employees,” and provided employees with train-
ing early on. In the 1930s, we invited university 
professors twice a month for English and medical 
education. Employee training as such, started in 
the early days of our business, led to the creation 
of a dedicated training department in 1965 to 
further reinforce education.  Until now, we are 
operating various education programs and sys-
tems for employee training. 

Employee Welfare that Began 100 Years ago

In the past, when the concept of workers’ human 
rights and welfare didn’t even exist, Dr. Ilhan 
New paid close attention to enhancing employee 
welfare. Yuhan Corporation’s current scholarship 
program for employees’ children originated from 
the founder’s scholarship money frequently given 
to employees to lessen their financial burden for 
their children’s education. Besides, Yuhan Cor-
poration built a dormitory, a swimming pool, and 
company housing when Sosa Plant was complet-
ed in 1930 for employees’ welfare. The company 
implemented an employee stock ownership plan 
(ESOP) for the first time in Korea. Yuhan Corpo-
ration also improved employee welfare by intro-
ducing medical benefits for employee.

Growing into a Company Where 
Employees Can Work Happily

A full view of Yuhan Corporation's Sosa plant
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Putting Down Roots for Innovative  
and Transparent Management  

Sustainable management is the founder’s spirit and 
foundation philosophy at Yuhan Corporation, 
which will soon mark its 100th anniversary. The 
founder's philosophy and employees who have put 
it into practice was behind Yuhan Corporation's 
deeply rooted culture of integrity and sincerity, CEO 
system that nurtures employee's sense of ownership 
by allowing a new recruits to become the president, 
transparent governance without family business 

succession, as well as continuous innovation that 
enabled the company to continuously grow for 
100 years. 
Going forward, Yuhan Corporation will do its 
best to maintain and further develop the DNA for 
sustainable management that has been handed 
down since its foundation.     

Yuhan Corporation’s DNA for 
Sustainable Management Continues 
for 100 Years 

Yuhan Foundation Treasury stock

Other

Yonsei UniversityYuhan School

National 
Pension Service

Yuhan Corporation’s Shareholder Composition 

(As of 2021)

8.5%

51.9%

3.7%

15.7%

7.7%

12.5%

Yuhan’s Sustainable Management

Dr. Ilhan New believed that society, not individuals, 
owns a company. He put the values of ESG and 
social responsibility of a company, into practice 
through his management activities 100 years ago. 
The purpose of creating Yuhan Corporation was to 
create social value rather than to make money. 
As can be seen from his remark, “A company be-
longs to the society it serves” he separated com-
pany ownership and management and adopted an 
advanced management system. For instance, he 
converted the company into a corporation in 1932. 
The company went public in 1962 for the first time 
in the domestic pharmaceutical industry and intro-

duced the professional management system in 1969, 
thus setting milestones in Korean business history. 
In addition, the founder donated all of his posses-
sions to establish non-profit foundations (Yuhan 
Foundation and Yuhan School), which became the 
largest shareholder of Yuhan Corporation to make 
decisions considering social value. Such struc-
ture allows Yuhan Corporation to continuously 
give back to society as the company continues 
its growth. It also laid foundation for sound and 
transparent governance and decision-making.  

Society, Not Individuals, Owns the Company
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THE CREED AND 
SPIRIT OF YUHAN

Yuhan’s Sustainable Management

We serve our nation and people through the sincere manufacture of 
superior quality medicines and train our workers into honest, sincere 
and conscientious able businessmen so that they may remain a bona fide 
service to society but above all.

1.  We use income from our business for enlargement of the business 
and provide jobs for more people.

2.  We pay taxes to our government honestly and faithfully.
3.  We return the rest to our society in which we have grown up.
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Business Strategies Mid/Long-Term Business Strategies 

With the vision of “Great Yuhan, Global Yuhan,” we are committed to becoming a global leader in the 
pharmaceutical industry through future oriented and value-based management. To achieve its vision 
and goals, we developed 5 strategic tasks – reinforce R&D, expand new business, strengthen business 
competitiveness, nurture talents, and practice ESG management & righteousness management – and 
is actively working on open innovation, strengthened employee training and reinforced compliance 
management as growth strategies. 

5	Strategic	TasksMid/long-term	Business	Strategies

Vision

Goal

Strategic 
Tasks

Growth 
Strategy Open Innovation

To become one of the top 50 global 
pharmaceutical companies 

GREAT YUHAN, 
GLOBAL YUHAN

Strengthened 
Employee 
Training

Nurture Talents

Reinforced 
Compliance 

Management 

Practice 	
ESG Management 
& Righteousness 

Management 

Strengthen 
Business 

Competitiveness

Expand New 
Business

Reinforce R&D 

Reinforce R&D

Developing�innovative�new�medicines�is�essential�to�becoming�a�global�
pharmaceutical�company�and�a�strategic�task�to�continue�value-oriented�
growth.�Yuhan�Corporation�will�develop�innovative�new�medicines�by�
strengthening�pipelines�and�securing�base�technology�and�successful�
clinical�trial�of�strategic�R&D�tasks�to�grow�into�a�global�pharmaceutical�
company.

Expand New 
Business

Doing�new�business�is�a�must-do�strategy�to�overcome�the�existing�
business’s�limits�and�ensure�sustainable�business.�We�pursue�thorough�
plans�and�differentiated�marketin�g�strategies�so�that�our�probiotics,�
veterinary�medicines,�fluids,�and�CDMO,�dietary�supplements�businesses�
can�succeed�in�the�market.�Furthermore,�we�will�continue�developing�
and�exploring�new�businesses�to�expand�business�areas�and�make�
sustainable�growth.��

Strengthen 
Business 
Competitiveness

While�expanding�market�share�by�launching�customer-oriented�products,�
we�will�focus�on�improving�profitability�by�amending�high-cost�and�
low-efficiency�structures�through�continuous�cost�reduction.�At�the�same�
time,�by�making�efforts�to�effectively�manage�our�managerial�resources,�
we�will�create�added�value.

Nurture Talents

We�will�provide�various�talent�training�programs�to�nurture�talents�that�
will�realize�Yuhan�Corporation's�vision�and�to�achieve�competitiveness�
required�for�mutual�growth.�We�will�continue�our�endeavor�to�nurture�
talents�that�will�lead�the�domestic�bio-pharmaceutical�industry�as�well�as�
global�talents�that�will�contribute�to�the�enhancement�of�human�health�
and�happiness.�

Practice ESG 
Management & 
Righteousness 
Management

Based�on�the�core�values�of�trust,�sincerity,�and�honesty,�we�will�perform�
our�work�fairly�and�honestly�with�all�stakeholders,�including�customers,�
shareholders,�partners,�and�employees.�
In�addition,�we�will�not�only�create�economic�value�but�also�fulfill�our�
environmental�and�social�responsibilities�and�strive�for�sustainable�
growth�as�a�member�of�global�citizens.



Special Purpose Business1)

AHC
Centering�around�AHC�(Animal�Health�Care)�business,�Yuhan�
Corporation�provides�antipathogenic�agents,�probiotics,�vac-
cines,�and�functional�feed�additives�in�animal�industry�sector.�
In�companion�animal�sector,�we�are�expanding�our�business�
by�introducing�pharmaceuticals,�feeds,�and�health�care�prod-
ucts�for�companion�animals.�

Special Purpose Sales
Yuhan Corporation exports finished products, such as medi-
cines and dietary supplements, to overseas markets and tries 
to diversify its business to CMO and animal healthcare prod-
uct export to secure momentum for sustainable growth. In 
addition, we distribute quality APIs manufactured by Yuhan 
Chemical in the domestic market.

Overseas Business 

Yuhan Corporation exports APIs for antiviral medicines, anti-
biotics, and anticancer medicines produced at its world-class 
manufacturing facilities to 11 countries worldwide, including 
the US and Europe. We are proactively exploring overseas 
markets by continuously developing strategic export projects 
and strengthening cooperation with overseas partners on new 
APIs and finished medicines. In addition, Yuhan Corporation 
exports finished products, such as ethical medicines, over-
the-counter medicines, and dietary supplements, to overseas 
markets and imports quality APIs to distribute them in the do-
mestic market.

Dental
Yuhan Corporation is successfully increasing sales by devel-
oping and launching new dental equipment, bio materials, 
and oral care products in addition to its existing implant 
products. We laid a foothold for entering the global market 
by attracting investment by Straumann, a global dental im-
plant company, in Warantec, an affiliated company specializ-
ing in dental implant manufacturing.
1)��The�special�purpose�business�was�spun�off�from�the�pharmaceutical�busi-

ness�following�the�first�organizational�restructuring�on�January�1,�2022.

Household & Healthcare Business

Dedicated to creating healthy and eco-friendly products, 
Yuhan Corporation entered the domestic household 
product market, launching sterilizing and bleach brand,  
Yuhanrox, natural baking soda-based brand Arm & Hammer, 
health & hygiene brand ‘Happy Home,’ and probiotic brand 
‘Y’s Biome’ to improve the quality of life of customers.

Pharmaceutical Business

ETC	Medicine	Business	

Yuhan�Corporation�is�engaged�in�the�Ethical�(ETC)�business,�
including�anti-hyperlipidemic,�antidiabetic,�antihyperten-
sive,�and�anticancer�medicines.�As�of�2021,�as�the�flagship�
business�category�of�Yuhan�Corporation’s�pharmaceutical�
business,�the�ETC�business�recorded�more�than�10�billion�
KRW�from�24�product�items,�proving�its�high�competitive-
ness�in�Korea.

OTC	Medicine	Business

Yuhan�Corporation’s�over-the-counter�(OTC)�business�con-
sists�of�non-prescription�medicines,�quasi-drugs,�and�di-
etary�supplements,�such�as�nutritional�supplements,�diges-
tive�medicines,�medicines�for�skin�diseases,�pain�relievers,�
contraceptives,�and�probiotics.�Our�flagship�OTC�brands,�
including�Beecom-C�and�Antiphlamine,�have�been�all-time�
favorite�medicines�among�Koreans. BUSINESS AREAS

AHC | 특목영업 | Dental

특목사업

해외사업

약품사업

생활유통사업
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7억 원
   

68.9 billion KRW  

       
165.3 billio

n KRW 

        1,657억 원

(�As�of�the�end�of�2021,�based�on�the��
consolidated�financial�statement)
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2021 Business Review

Innovation in Governance by Reorganizing the Board of Directors (BOD)

In March 2021, Yuhan Corporation reorganized the BOD through the resolution at a 
general meeting of shareholders to renovate the governance. The number of inde-
pendent directors increased from 3 to 5, and a new female independent director was 
newly appointed. This reorganization helped us prepare for future revisions to the 
Commercial Act, such as requiring independent directors to hold a majority in the BOD 
and further strengthening the BOD’s independence, professionalism, and diversity.

Launched Leclaza, Korea’s 31st Novel Medicine

In July 2021, we launched ‘Leclaza,’ a non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) treatment 
designated as the 31st domestic new medicine. Leclaza is an innovative new medicine 
developed that we developed through global open innovation. In January, the Minis-
try of Food and Drug Safety approved it as a treatment for patients with EGFR T790M 
mutation-positive locally advanced or metastatic NSCLC who have previously received 
EGFR-TKI therapy. 

Initiated Phase-1 Clinical Trial for Innovative New 
Medicine for Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis in Europe

In November 2021, we started phase 1 clinical trial of its joint development partner 
Boehringer Ingelheim’s dual-action innovative new medicine to treat nonalcoholic 
steatohepatitis (NASH) liver disease (project name YH25724)’ in Europe. In 2019, we 
signed a technology export contract for a NASH candidate worth 1 trillion KRW with 
Boehringer Ingelheim, a global pharmaceutical company. Since then, the companies 
have cooperated in innovative new medicine development.

Launched Y’s BIOME, a probiotic brand Held a Groundbreaking Ceremony for CNS Research Institute

In July 2021, Yuhan Corporation launched Y’s BIOME, a premium probiotic brand de-
veloped with its unique microbiome technology, to reach out to broader spectrums of 
customers. Y’s BIOME combines the merits of probiotics, prebiotics, postbiotics, and 
dead lactic acid bacteria to maintain a healthy balance in the gut microbiome.  

In December 2021, we held a groundbreaking ceremony for the new ‘CNS Research 
Center and FabLab Building’ together with Sungkyunkwan University and Imnewrun 
Bioscience. The construction is scheduled to be completed in 2024, and the research 
center will consist of state-of-the-art research facilities and an experimental animal cen-
ter to lead promising fields, including brain science. The research center will help create 
a future-oriented industry-university convergence brain disease R&BD ecosystem and 
establish a differentiated industry-university convergence platform.

Signed MOU for Green Packaging Development 

In August 2021, we signed an MOU for the Development of Sustainable Eco-friendly 
Packaging with Hansol Paper. In cooperation with Hansol Paper, we are expanding the 
usage of easily recyclable packaging materials such as a paper made of regenerated 
pulp, free from plastic coating. We also are continuously reviewing the methods to 
simplify product packaging. 

Certified as a ‘Family-friendly Company’

Thanks to its commitment to improving the working conditions of its employees,  
Yuhan Corporation was certified as a ‘family-friendly company’ by the Ministry of Gender 
Equality and Family in December 2021. The certification recognizes our achievements 
in providing support, such as maternity and parental leave, flexible working hours, in-
house daycare center operation, and welfare benefits, to help our employees pursue 
growth and happiness while maintaining the balance between work and family. We will 
take this certification as a chance to create a more family-friendly corporate culture.

Ochang Plant Remained zero-accident for 22 Years 

In July 2021, Yuhan Corporation Ochang Plant remained zero-accident for 22 years as 
of July 22 for the first time among pharmaceutical companies hiring more than 300 
employees. Since starting its zero-accident movement in 1999, both the labor and 
management of the company have continuously strived to establish a field-oriented 
safety culture. As a result, we remained free from industrial safety accidents for 22 
years (8,190 days).
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Since its foundation, Yuhan Corporation has consistently stayed true to our 
belief  that a company’s pursuit of profit, which is the driving force behind 
social development, should benefit society. To further develop the belief, 
Yuhan Corporation, which will soon mark its 100th anniversary, has set a 
future-oriented ESG management system and has faithfully implemented 
strategies and tasks related to the environment, society and governance. 
We will actively communicate with all stakeholders, such as customers, 
employees, shareholders, investors, suppliers, the local community, and the 
government, to improve our capabilities in implementing ESG management. 

1
Our Approach 
to ESG

ES
G m

anagement · Stake-holders · M
ateriality Test 

ESG 
Management 

System 

Communication 
with 

Stakeholders 

Materiality 
Assessment
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ESG Management System Communication with Stakeholders

Yuhan Corporation’s major stakeholders are customers, employees, shareholders, investors, suppliers, the community, and the gov-
ernment. We strive to identify their major areas of interest and reflect their opinions throughout our business activities by utilizing 
various online and offline communication channels suitable for different stakeholders. We will continue to strengthen its mutual trust 
through close communication and cooperation with all stakeholders.

Yuhan Corporation inherited the philosophy of the founder Dr. Ilhan New, and has put sustainable management into action early on with ad-
vanced governance led by the Board of Directors (BOD) and professional manager and by giving back to society and paying taxes honestly.   
In 2022, to prepare for the upcoming 100th anniversary, we created the ESG Working Council under direct control of the CEO. We un-
veiled the ESG Management Group as a dedicated organization to implement ESG management more strategically and in a structured 
way. ESG Working Council is regularly held to set and implement directions for strategies and tasks for the environment, society, and 
governance. The ESG Management Group sets ESG strategies and objectives, issuing sustainable management reports, employee en-
gagement in ESG, social contribution projects with the local community, and employees’ voluntary services. 
With the organizations in charge that overlooks the company-wide implementation and the future-oriented implementation strat-
egies, Yuhan Corporation will not only create increased value for our stakeholders in good faith but also commit to the 10 Princi-
ples of UNGC and support the achievement of UN SDGs. 

Types	of	Stakeholders	and	Major	Communication	Channels

ESG	Management	Executing	Organization	and	Strategies

Stakeholder Major Communication Channel Expectation (Issue Interest)

Customers
•�Company�website
•�Brand�blog/FaceBook/YouTube
•�Customer�Center

•�Rapid�provision�of�accurate�information�
•��New�medicine�development�and�quality�
improvement

•�Privacy�breach�prevention

Employees

•�Company�magazine,�newsletter,�intranet
•��Labor-management�council,�employee�steering�
committee

•�Occupational�Safety�&�Health�Committee�
•�Business�Plan�Review�Council
•�New�Product�Entry�Policy�Committee
•�Research�Committee
•�Special�lecture�for�the�entire�employees

•�Guaranteeing�job�stability
•��Launching�innovative�new�medicines�and�
products

•�Giving�fair�evaluation�and�opportunities�
•�Horizontal�organizational�culture

Shareholders/
Investors

•�General�shareholders’�meeting
•�Conference�calls
•�Company�presentation�and�disclosure�
•�Annual�reports�(business�reports)
•�Audit�reports
•�Corporate�governance�reports

•�Sustainable�growth
•�Pursuit�of�new�business
•�Financial�outcomes�and�distribution
•�Transparent�governance
•�Transparent�information�sharing
•�Risk�management�

Suppliers
•�Client-supplier�consultative�body
•��Joint�inspection�by�the�client-supplier��
consultative�body

•�Fair�transaction
•�Mutually�beneficial�cooperation
•�Employee�training�and�infrastructure�support

Community
•�Meetings�at�community�welfare�center
•�Volunteer�activities�by�employees
•�Company�website�

•�Balanced�regional�development
•�Vitalization�of�the�regional�economy
•�Support�for�underprivileged�classes
•�Environmental�protection

Government
•�Annual�reports�(business�reports)
•�Audit�reports
•�Corporate�governance�reports

•��Compliance�with�the�fair�transaction�and�anti-
corruption�principles

•��Transparent�disclosure�of�corporate�
information

•��Creation�of�economic�value�and�faithful�tax�
payment

Vision of 
Sustainable 
Management

Healthier Humanity and Earth, 
Better Next 100 Years

•��We�strive�to�create�history�for�another�100�
years�by�implementing�sustainable�manage-
ment�to�realize�social�value.

•��We�fulfill�our�social�responsibility�to�create�a�
better�world�by�inheriting�and�developing�the�
founding�philosophy.�

•��We�continuously�take�on�a�new�challenge�
and�innovate�ourselves�to�contribute�to�the�
healthy�and�happy�lives�of�humankind.

•��We�do�our�best�to�play�our�part�in�implement-
ing�eco-friendly�management�and�reducing�
environmental�impact.

Strategies

• �Strengthen the system to manage 
environmental performance

• Respond to climate change
• �Expand eco-friendly product 

portfolio

Healthy Earth

• Reinforce ethical management
• �Strengthen the independence of 

the BOD
• Manage ESG-related risks

• Create a good environment to work
• �Reinforce social contribution activities 

related to our business
• �Build a win-win management system

Healthy 
Organization 

Healthy 
Society
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� Identified a total of 43 ESG issues 

Selected 3 critical issues and 12 key issues to be reported

Materiality Assessment

Materiality  
Assessment  
Process

Materiality  
Assessment Result 

Yuhan Corporation’s core ESG issues selected from the materiality test are ‘R&D and Technology 
Innovation,’ ‘Strengthening Product Responsibility and Safety,’ and ‘Improving Access to Medicines 
(Healthcare)’. Related information is included in the ESG Highlight chapter. In addition, major activi-
ties and performances related to 12 reporting issues are also included in this report.

Yuhan Corporation conducted a materiality assessment based on the principle of selecting report 
themes for GRI Standards to identify key ESG issues that can affect the overall sustainability and se-
lect what should be reported. We created an issue pool by analyzing sustainability report trends in 
the pharmaceutical/bio industries, Yuhan Corporation’s internal documents, ESG assessment indi-
cators in and outside of Korea, and company-related ESG issues exposed in Korean media coverage. 
We then assessed each issue’s impact on business and the degree of stakeholders’ interest in each 
issue. As a result, we selected 3 critical issues and 12 key issues that should be reported. Through 
this Report, we will transparently disclose information related to the issues to be reported and rein-
force communication with stakeholders to lay a foundation for stronger ESG management.    

Materiality	Assessment	Process Materialtiy	Assessment	Result	

Benchmarking 
•  Investigate sustainability reports and trends in the 

pharmaceutical/bio industries
  -  Analyze a total of 15 companies (10 overseas, 5 

domestic) among Yuhan Corporation’s competitors

Media research
•  Investigate articles related to Yuhan Corporation 

published in 2021 
-  Analyzed 1,363 relevant1) articles out of 1,699 articles  

in total 

Internal data review
• Analyze the keywords of CEO’s New Year’s speech  

•  Analyze the result of an interview with responsible 
employees in relevant teams

International standard analysis
•  Analyze global/domestic standards covering overall 

ESG issues 
-  GRI Standards, DJSI, ISO 26000, UNGC, and UNSDGs 

•   Analyze industrial standards reflecting the features  
of the pharmaceutical/bio industries

   - SASB, PSCI

Create a 
sustainable 
management 
issue pool

Select issues 
and related 
details to be 
reported

Step 1.

Step 3. Internal/external 
review

•  Review by the management and responsible teams of Yuhan Corporation
• Receive advice from outside experts in sustainable management 

Developed materiality scores by issue

Assess and 
prioritize 
issues  

Step 2. Analyze the degree of interest by stakeholders 
•  Develop the result of international standard analysis  

into scores
• Analyze the degree of media exposure 
•   Analyze the result of a survey of major stakeholders, 

including suppliers, employees, and sustainability experts

Analyze the impact on business
•  Make the result of benchmarking against other 

companies in the industry into scores
•  Analyze the keywords of CEO’s New Year’s speech and 

internal management materials 
•  Weighting for each issue based on interviews with 

responsible persons in related teams

St
ak
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r i

m
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ct

Business relevance

Key issues 

1
4

5

7

10
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13

15

14

9

8
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Critical issues 

Rank Issue Key Stakeholder Related Risk Page GRI Standards

1 R&D and technology innovation Customers, shareholders R&D, management 26-33 203-1~2

2 Strengthening product responsibility and safety Customers, governments Management, sales, 
manufacturing 34-39 416-2

3 Improving access to medicines (healthcare) Customers, local communities Management 40-43 203-2, 413-1

4 Work-life balance Employees R&D, management 63-65 401-2~3

5 Strengthening global competitiveness Customers, shareholders R&D, management 8-9, 26-33 -

6 CSR activities related to the industry Local communities Management 82-87 203-2, 413-1

7 Response to climate change Local communities Management 52 305-1~2, 305-4

8 Implementation of ethical management and 
compliance management

Customers, suppliers, 
governments Management 96-101 205-2~3

9 Fair performance assessment and compensation Employees R&D, management 70 404-3

10 Creation and operation of responsible board of 
directors

Shareholders Management 89-92 102-18, 102-
22~25

11 Energy saving Local communities Management 52 302-1, 302-3

12 Management of harmful chemical substances Local communities Management, manufacturing 50 -

13 Reduction and recycling of wastes Local communities Management, manufacturing 51 306-3

14 Improving capabilities of employees Employees R&D, management 66-69 404-1, 404-2

15 Developing eco-friendly products Local communities Management 54-55 -

Critical 
Issues 

Key 
Issues 

1) �News articles related to economic, social, environmental 
performances and issues of Yuhan Corporation
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As a pharmaceutical company, Yuhan Corporation has made endeavors in 
various areas to protect humankind’s health and fulfill its responsibilities as a 
corporate citizen that grows with society. With an enterprise-wide quality man-
agement system and strict quality control, we continuously improve the safety 
of medicines and make meaningful achievements globally in new innovative 
medicine development by leveraging internal R&D and open innovation. In 
addition, we also contribute to resolving social issues in the medical sector by 
providing the underprivileged with medicines and health information. 
We will reinforce corporate value through continued R&D and systemized 
quality management, return profits created to the local community, try to 
promote the health of humankind, and realize a happier future. 

2
ESG Highlight

R
&

D · Q
uality Management · M

edical Welfare Support

New Medicine 
Development 
Through R&D 

Reinforcement 

Quality 
Management for 
Customer Safety

Medical Welfare 
Support 
Activities
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Yuhan Corporation is concentrating its enterprise-wide capa-
bilities on strengthening competitiveness in the R&D sector 
from a mid/long-term perspective to leap forward as a global 
R&D-oriented pharmaceutical company that has new medi-
cine development capabilities. We are accelerating the devel-
opment of global innovative new medicines through strategic 
R&D activities such as strengthening our own research capabil-

ities to discover new medicine candidates, expanding R&D co-
operation through active open innovation, and strengthening 
partnerships with overseas clients. We will further solidify the 
foundation for future growth by developing differentiated new 
products, strengthening overseas licensing, expanding new 
medicine pipelines, enhancing R&D capabilities, and establish-
ing advanced systems.

R&D Strategy

YUHAN Sustainability Report 2021-2022 27

New Medicine Development  
Through R&D Reinforcement 

Issue 1

Importance
As�the�global�pharmaceutical�and�bio�in-
dustries,�a�future�growth�engine�with�high�
added�value,�continue�to�grow,�companies�
in�these�sectors�are�engaged�in�even�more�
intensified�competition.�The�domestic�
pharmaceutical�and�bio�industries�have�
shifted�from�a�generic�medicines,focused�
business�to�IMDs�and�innovative�new�medi-
cines,�so�only�companies�ahead�in�the�com-
petition�for�new�medicine�development�
can�enjoy�sustainable�growth.�In�this�re-
gard,�pharmaceutical�companies�continue�
expanding�their�R&D�investment�to�secure�
the�technological�competitiveness�needed�
to�get�the�upper�hand�in�the�market.�
Developing�innovative�new�medicine�is�an�
essential�part�of�Yuhan�Corporation’s�core�
strategies�because�these�medicines�cre-
ate�new�opportunities�to�become�a�global�
pharmaceutical�company�and�are�needed�
for�patients�suffering�from�diseases.�

Approach
To�become�a�global�R&D-oriented�phar-
maceutical�company,�Yuhan�Corporation�
has�made�intensive�R&D�investments�for�
the�past�several�years�to�secure�new�med-
icine�development�capabilities,�which�is�
key�competitiveness�in�the�pharmaceu-
tical�and�bio�sectors.� In�particular,�we�
focused�on�expanding�the�new�medicine�
pipeline�and�increasing�the�chance�of�suc-
cess�in�medicine�development�through�
the�open� innovation�strategy.�Yuhan�
Corporation�will�continue�exploring�new�
medicine�candidates�through�ongoing�
investment� in�related�companies�and�
R&D�competence�reinforcement.�We�will�
realize�new�medicine�development�by�
successfully�completing�clinical�trials�cur-
rently�underway.�

LECLAZA®
Launched lung cancer treatment 

(31st Korean new medicine) in July 2021

178.3
R&D investment in 2021

billion KRW 

3,539 
Technology export amount (2018-2021)

million USD 

No. of innovative new medicine pipelines 
(as of the end of March 2022)

30

Performance

Drug Discovery 
Team II 
Euichul Lee, �
Principal Scientist

Drug Discovery 
Team I 
Taekyun Kim, 	
Team Leader

Biologics Discovery 
Team I 
Junghoon Pyun, 	
Senior Scientist
(From left)

R&D Organization and Manpower

Percentage of R&D 
personnel among 
all employees 17.3%

Percentage of those 
with master’s and 
doctoral degrees 
among R&D staff 
members 76.9%

R&D Organization

R&D Organization Structure 

Category Doctoral Degree Master’s Degree Bachelor’s Degree Total
Yuhan R&D Institute 53 149 17 219
Clinical Development and Medical Department 9 23 36 68
Pharmaceuticals Development Group 1 8 15 24
Healthcare Product Development Group 1 5 7 13
Total 64 185 75 324

R&D Manpower Overview (As of the end of March 2022, unit: persons)

At Yuhan R&D Institute - one of the top class research facilities 
in the industry the Clinical Development and Medical Depart-
ment, Pharmaceuticals Development Group, and Healthcare 
Product Development Group a total of 324 researchers (249 

with master’s and doctoral degrees) are researching innovative 
new medicines, IMDs, and APIs. In 2022, we plan to further 
strengthen the research base of biopharmaceuticals by open-
ing the Bio CMC Center and Yuhan Innovation Center.

Pharmaceutical 
Process R&D 

Team

R&D Strategy & 
Planning Team

Pharmaceutical 
Analysis R&D 

Team

R&D QA team

R&D 
Administration 

Team

Drug Discovery 
Team I

Drug Discovery 
Team II

DMPK & Nonclinical 
Research Team

Process 
Research Team

Biologics 
Discovery Team I

Biologics 
Discovery Team II Analytical 

Research Team

Microbiome 
Research Team

Biologics 
CMC Team

Formulation 
Research Team

Yuhan R&D Institute

Drug Discovery 	
Department

Pharmaceutical 
Process R&D 
Department

Biologics 
Discovery 

Department

Formulation 
Research 

DepartmentYuhan	R&D	
Institute	

Clinical	
Develop-
ment	and	
Medical	

Department

Pharmaceu-
ticals	

Develop-
ment	
Group

Healthcare	
Product	
Develop-

ment	
Group
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Yuhan Corporation tries to stay ahead in the competition for in-
novative new medicine development in the domestic and over-
seas pharmaceutical industry by reinforcing its technological 
capabilities and active open innovation. We built a new medicine 
development network and partnership with domestic and over-
seas bio ventures and startups, universities, and public research 
institutes. We are also focusing on introducing external pipelines 
and securing promising original technologies by working on the 
initial basic study with partners. We combine these original tech-
nologies with our new medicine development capabilities for 
more efficient R&D to further raise the possibility of developing 
new global innovative medicines. In addition, we are further so-
lidifying our strategic partnership with our partners for successful 

clinical trials of projects that were exported to global pharmaceu-
tical companies, including Leclaza, which became Korea’s 31st 
domestic new medicine in 2021.

Global Innovative Medicine R&D

Yuhan Corporation has steadily expanded its strategic R&D in-
vestment to stay one step ahead in the competition for innova-
tive new medicine development in the pharmaceutical and bio 
ecosystems in and outside Korea. In particular, since 2015, we 
have intensively invested large-scale resources in R&D to en-
hance our innovative medicine development capabilities and 
performance. What’s notable is that we created a virtuous R&D 
cycle by reinvesting most of the funds secured from new med-
icine development, including technology exports and imports 
to and from leading overseas pharmaceutical companies. In 
2021, we will continue expanding investment by investing 
178.3 billion KRW, or 10.6% of our sales, in R&D.

R&D Investment Overview

Pipeline Portfolio Diversification �

Yuhan Corporation is concentrating its R&D capabilities on 
oncology, metabolic and central nervous system diseases, con-
sidering high demands in the global new medicine market and 
growing needs by global pharmaceutical companies to intro-
duce related technologies. In oncology, we have pipelines for 
various carcinomas, including succeeding research materials 
after lazertinib. As to metabolic diseases, we focus on research 
on treatments for non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NASH) and 
obesity. Since 2020, we expanded the pipelines of degenerative 
brain diseases with medicines that increase the permeability 
of the blood-brain barrier (BBB). 

In central nervous system diseases, we are conducting research  
on treatments for brain cancer, Alzheimer’s, and Parkinson’s disease. 
Including these pipelines, as of the end of March 2022, 30 innovative 
new medicine projects and 19 IMD projects are underway.

No. of innovative new medicine pipelines 
(as of the end of March 2022) 30

2928

Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) treatment, ‘Leclaza’

R&D Investment Overview (Based on the consolidated 
financial statement)

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021

Investment 
amount Billion KRW 138.2 219.5 178.3

R&D to sales 
ratio1) % 9.3 13.6 10.6

1) R&D expenses/sales of the current period X100
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Sales

R&D Investment (percentage out of sales)

R&D Investment for the Last 10 Years (Based on the consolidated financial statement, Unit: billion KRW) 

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

679.2

776.5

943.6
1,017.5

1,128.7

1,320.8

1,462.2
1,518.8

1,480.4

1,619.9

1,687.8

50.4	
7.4%

47.7	
6.1%

56.3	
6.0%

58.0	
5.7%

72.6	
6.4%

86.5	
6.5%

103.7	
7.1%

112.6	
7.4%

138.2
9.3%

219.5	
13.6% 178.3	

10.6%
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Open Innovation Strategy

Yuhan Corporation has been actively pursuing open innova-
tion through joint research and commercialization with exter-
nal institutions, along with continuous investment in internal 
research resources. Open innovation is a strategy to capture fu-
ture values based on the pipeline expansion and improvement 
of the success rate of new medicine development. Our part-
ners include global pharmaceutical companies, bio venture 
companies and startups in and outside of Korea, and the form 
of partnerships include various models such as joint research 
and equity investment.  

In particular, we continuously expand joint research with tech-
nology introduction from domestic and foreign universities, re-
search institutes, and venture companies to research promis-
ing medicine targets and medicines. Furthermore, to efficiently 
enter the global market, we have established close cooperative 
relationships with global pharmaceutical leaders and continue 
successful joint development. More than 50% of new medicine 
research projects are currently conducted through these exter-
nal collaborations.

 
 

A major achievement of the open innovation strategy is ‘Lazer-
tinib,’ a targeted anti-cancer medicine in the oncology area. It 
was approved for domestic sales by the Ministry of Food and 
Drug Safety in January 2021 and officially launched on the 
market in July the same year. Since 2018, major global pharma-
ceutical companies such as Janssen Biotech, Boehringer Ingel-
heim, and Gilead Sciences have recognized the value of our 
innovative new medicine candidates for various disease groups 
and signed a total of 5 technology export and joint R&D con-
tracts. We also continue cooperative research. In recent years, 
we also have made strategic investments in more than 10 do-
mestic bio start-ups and are actively conducting joint research.

Yuhan Corporation will continue to pursue its global open in-
novation strategy worldwide by utilizing its expanded platform, 
such as actively securing new technologies through its local 
subsidiaries opened in the US and Australia. Also, we will fur-
ther accelerate the development of new medicines at a global 
level by establishing an industry-academic-research-hospital 
R&D ecosystem that encompasses the pharmaceutical indus-
try and universities, research institutes, bio ventures, and start-
ups to hospitals where actual treatments are performed.

14pipelines 8pipelines 3pipelines 5pipelines

Pipelines by Clinical Trial Stage (As of the end of March 2022)

● Technology export projects(6)           ▲ Joint research projects(18) 

Under exploration(13) Lead Compound(9) Pre-clinical(3) Phase 1 clinical trial(2) Phase 2 clinical trial(1) Phase 3 clinical trial(2)

YHC2129 
Obesity

YH33619  
NASH·Fibrosis ● ▲

YH32367 Cancer 
immunotherapy▲

YH25724 
NASH ● ▲

YH12852  
Postoperative ileus 

●▲

Lazertinib (lung cancer) 
Lazertinib- Amivantamab 

●▲

YHC1131 
Fibrosis

YHC1108 NASH  
● ▲

YH24931 Cancer 
immunotherapy

YH35324 
Allergy , asthma ▲

YH14618 
Degenerative disc ●▲

YHC2134  
Obesity ▲

YH34160 
Obesity

YH25487 
Asthma

YHC114 
Diabetes

YH36425 
Gaucher disease ▲

YHC2133
CNS ▲

YH29143 Cancer 
immunotherapy ▲

YHC1135  
CNS 

YHC1104 Lung cancer 
targeted treat ▲

YHC1107  
Liver cancer ▲ 

YHC1103 Cancer 
immunotherapy

YHC2119 Cancer 
immunotherapy

YH32364 Cancer 
immunotherapy▲

YHC2122 Cancer 
immunotherapy ▲

YH38560
Cancer immunotherapy

YHC2124 Cancer 
immunotherapy ▲

YHC1128 Cancer 
immunotherapy

YHC2138 Cancer 
immunotherapy ▲

YHC1139 Reflux 
esophagitis
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Metabolic 
Diseases 

Immunity 
& Digestive 

System

Central 
Nervous 
System 

Oncology
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Technology Export Performance (As of the end of 2021, unit: million USD)

Date Project Title Indication Partner Contract Amount

Jul. 2018 YH14618 Degenerative arthritis Spine Biopharma 218

Nov. 2018 Lazertinib NCSLC Janssen Biotech 1,255

Jan. 2019 YHC1108, YH32367 �
NASH

Gilead 785

Jul. 2019 YH25724 �  � Boehringer Ingelheim 870

Aug. 2020 YH12852 Gastrointestinal Motility 
Disorder Processa Pharmaceuticals 411

Total 3,539

Patents and Trademarks Owned (As of the end of 2021, unit: cases)

Category Patent Rights Trademark

Domestic 201 1,133

Overseas 601 124

Total 802 1,257

Yuhan Innovation Program (YIP) for Industry-University Basic Research CooperationCASE

Yuhan�Corporation,�which�has�expanded�industry-university-laboratory�joint�research�and�research�support�through�open�innovation�
at�home�and�abroad,�will�start�the�Yuhan�Innovation�Program�(YIP)�in�2022�as�part�of�the�industry-university�basic�research�cooperation�
plan.�This�program�discovers�and�supports�innovative�basic�research�projects�done�by�researchers�at�universities�and�public�research�
institutes.�What’s�unique�about�this�program�is�that�it�guarantees�the�independence�and�autonomy�of�each�research�project�by�allowing�
it�to�be�conducted�independently�of�the�company’s�research�institute.�

The�selection�of�research�projects�is�divided�into�projects�needed�by�Yuhan�Corporation’s�internal�R&D�organization�and�projects�in�
certain�areas�selected�through�an�external�competition.�The�former�is�selected�whenever�necessary,�while�the�latter�is�chosen�once�or�
twice�a�year.�Approximately�100�million�KRW�is�given�to�selected�projects.�Research�areas�under�the�program�include�base�technologies�
(platforms),�innovative�medicine�targets,�aging-related�diseases,�and�fields�or�topics�suggested�by�researchers.�Once�a�project�is�selected�
through�internal�recommendation�or�external�competition,�the�program�proceeds�in�the�order�of�signing�a�contract,�conducting�research�
and�evaluating.�Projects�with�excellent�project�evaluation�results�will�be�subject�to�additional�cooperation�for�commercialization�such�as�
technology�transfer,�joint�development,�or�start-up�investment.�

With�the�program,�in�addition�to�preoccupy�the�opportunity�to�commercialize�the�outcome�of�the�research�projects,�we�will�be�able�to�
reinforce�its�internal�R&D�capabilities,�such�as�securing�new�modalities�and�platform�technologies,�expanding�networks�with�innovative�
and�creative�basic�technology�researchers.�In�line�with�the�program’s�mid/long-term�development�strategy,�we�will�run�various�research�
support�programs�depending�on�research�type�and�target�to�actively�create�and�vitalize�the�open�innovation�ecosystem�for�basic�re-
search.�In�addition,�we�plan�to�continuously�expand�our�business�by�establishing�an�independent�research�corporation�to�commercialize�
research�outcomes�and�creating�a�non-profit�fund�for�the�public�interest.

YIP’s Mid/long-term Development Strategy

Create a system for basic research 
support and management 

• �Establish a process of receiving, 
deliberating upon and evaluating 
projects 

• �Secure a network of basic medical 
and scientific researchers

• �Integrate with the projects that 
support the research institute(s) and 
clinical department (e.g., translational 
medicine research projects, etc.)

Phase 1 
Secure the foundation for  

basic research

2022-2023

Run various basic research 
programs

• �Programs for exploring and 
supporting basic research

• �Programs for matching government 
projects and companies

• �Programs for founding and nurturing 
startups

Phase 2 
Strengthen expertise and 

business capabilities

2024-2025
Build an innovation network that 
enables mutual collaboration 
among universities, startups, and 
pharmaceutical companies

• �Pursue research consortiums joined 
by multiple parties

• �Complete Open Innovation 2.0

Phase 3 
Create an R&D ecosystem

2026-
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Yuhan Corporation has established and implemented its 
own quality policy to improve human health and satisfy 
customers’ quality expectations. The quality policy specifies 
policies for quality management to achieve a certain quality 
of manufactured medicines and consists of quality manage-
ment, medicine substance system, GMP compliance, regular 
quality inspection, and quality risk management. The Manu-

facturing Division, which is in charge of producing medicines, 
revised and announced the declaration of quality policy in 
April 2021, clearly proclaiming its commitment to quality 
management. The Manufacturing Division also established 
‘Consumer Safety First’ principles, specifying the company’s 
compliance with safety control principles in producing quali-
ty medicines that can contribute to public health. 

Pharmaceutical Quality System 

Yuhan Corporation manufactures and controls the quality of 
pharmaceuticals in accordance with the Pharmaceutical Af-
fairs Act and the guidelines of the Ministry of Food and Drug 
Safety, and products are produced according to the GMP 

management procedures. We have implemented a phar-
maceutical quality system to consistently maintain product 
quality at a target level and continuously improve the system 
by evaluating the operation.

Strengthening Product Responsibility and Safety
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Quality Control System

To comply with our quality policy and " Consumer Safety 
First " principle, we run a strict quality management system 
such as a pharmacovigilance system and a pharmaceutical 

quality system. Based on this, we faithfully fulfill our respon-
sibility as a pharmaceutical company to contribute to public 
health by offering safe medicine.

Quality Control Principles

Pharmacovigilance System

In recognition of the importance of pharmaceutical safety 
management, we have an independent team that runs a 
pharmacovigilance1) system to actively respond to changes in 
the regulatory environment. We provide all employees with 
mandatory pharmacovigilance training every year to collect 
information about abnormal cases and safety information 
of medicines. Furthermore, we analyze and assess the safe-
ty information of medicines that is collected after clinical 
trials and a launch in the marketing to review the safety of 

medicines. We also provide safety information on medicines 
through regular risk-benefit assessments. In the case of new 
medicines that require a risk management plan, we con-
duct activities to manage or minimize the risks of medicines 
according to the risk management plan. We contribute to 
the safe supply of medicines through this systematic phar-
macovigilance system by conducting safety management 
throughout their lifecycle.

1)  Pharmacovigilance is the science and activities relating to the detection, assessment, understanding and prevention of adverse effects or any other 
medicine/vaccine related problem. 

Quality Management  
for Customer Safety

Issue 2

Importance
Medicines�supplied�for�patients’�health�
require�thorough�quality�assurance� in�
the�entire�process�from�development�to�
production�and�storage,�distribution,�sale,�
and�use.�Therefore,�regulations�on�the�re-
sponsible�management�of�medicines�by�
domestic�and�foreign�regulatory�agencies,�
including�governments�of�each�country,�
are�becoming�more�and�more�stringent.�
Furthermore,�demands�by�stakeholders�
for�medicine�quality�and�responsibilities�
are�on�the�rise�as�standards�of�living�and�
information�sharing�between�govern-
ments�are�improved.�
Quality�issues�can�be�risk�factors�that�can�
deter�customer�safety�and�cause�con-
flicts�with�regulatory�bodies.�Meanwhile,�
high-quality�medicines�can�build�custom-
ers’�trust�of�Yuhan�Corporation�and�serve�
as�a�standard�for�customers�to�select��
Yuhan�Corporation’s�products.

Approach
Yuhan�Corporation�is�committed�to�re-
sponsible�product�management�by�estab-
lishing�its�own�quality�policy�and�consum-
er-first�safety�principle�and�establishing�a�
global�quality�management�system�based�
on�the�sense�of�mission�to�contribute�to�
the�public�health�by�supplying�excellent�
medicines.�We�thoroughly�manage�the�
quality�of�our�in-house�and�outsourced�
products�based�on�the�quality�manage-
ment�system,�mainly�led�by�dedicated��
organizations�such�as�the�Quality�Assur-
ance�Team�and�Quality�Control�Team.�
We�also�provide�systematic�internal�and�
external�quality�training�to�strengthen�
the�competencies�of�employees�in�qual-
ity�management.�Moreover,�we�provide�
systematic�internal�and�external�quality�
training�to�strengthen�employees’�compe-
tencies�in�quality�management.

Performance

Quality 
Assurance Team 
Jaegyo Seo, 	
Senior Engineer 

Quality  
Control Team  
Boyoung Ham, 	
Engineer

Quality 
Assurance Team  
Sangho Lee, 	
Team Leader
(From left)

5
Conducted online GMP due diligence

cases 

4
No. of GMP certifications owned 

cases 

208
Translated Good Manufacturing 
Practice (GMP) documents into English

cases
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Areas Where the Pharmaceutical Quality System is Operated

Quality Control Organization
  �
Yuhan Corporation has dedicated quality control teams - the 
Quality Assurance and Quality Control teams of the Manufac-
turing Division (Ochang Plant). The Quality Assurance team 
performs process management for solid preparations (e.g., 
tablets, capsules, and dry syrup) and non-solid preparations 
(injections, liquids, and ointments),  validation, and testing 
and specification management of packaging materials (in-
dicating materials). The Quality Control Team is in charge of 
testing raw materials, materials, and finished products, man-
aging testing/analysis devices, and collecting samples. The 
quality management team closely cooperates with the man-
ufacturing support team and the manufacturing team 1 & 2 
in charge of manufacturing to prevent and manage quality 
risks in the entire process from product development to pro-
duction, distribution, and use for thorough quality control. 
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Quality Control Activities

Yuhan Corporation is actively carrying out quality manage-
ment activities tailored to the characteristics of each business 
division based on quality management principles and quality 
management systems, including quality policies. 

Our production plants produce 7 large-scale GMP (Good Man-
ufacturing Practices) formulations, including solid oral dosage 
forms, injections, oral solutions, and ointments. For strict 
quality control of all medicines manufactured, the Manufac-
turing Division implements systematic quality control activi-
ties by applying the newly revised quality policy, mainly led by 
responsible teams, such as the Quality Assurance and Quality 
Control teams. 

In particular, we continuously manage and improve our prod-
ucts’ safety through regular GMP inspections. In 2021, to cope 
with the COVID-19 pandemic, we established an environment for 
contact-free annual GMP inspections. We successfully conducted 
contact-free due diligence and inspections of global pharmaceu-
tical companies by installing dedicated video conference equip-
ment and translating 208 GMP documents into English. 

In addition, we improved product quality to provide cus-
tomers with safe medicines. We changed the labeling of 

vitamin preparations and suspension sticks from inkjet to 
laser printing, improving visibility and reducing printing costs. 
Furthermore, to improve equipment errors due to errors with 
recognizing the existing pharma code, we changed the design 
of the pharmaceutical box and improved the recognition rate 
by standardizing the location of the pharma code in the liter-
ature, thereby removing the possibility of mixing labeling ma-
terials. We plan to continuously increase quality improvement 
activities, such as improving the cap of small-size containers 
and the delivery quality of refrigerated medicines. 

In 2022, we will renew the GMP certification of Ochang Plant, 
which is a regular activity, and conduct GMP certification audits 
for the Leclaza Plant and the Antiphlamine Ointment/Lotion 
manufacturing plants. We also plan to introduce an integrated 
quality management system (QMS) that computerizes GMP 
documents and the tracking process required for product qual-
ity management. With the introduction of QMS, we will be able 
to secure the linkage, traceability, and reliability of GMP docu-
ment records to cope with stricter GMP regulations and enable 
accurate diagnosis and improvement of the root cause by lever-
aging empirical analysis. Yuhan Corporation provides regular 
and systemized quality training in and outside of the company 
to enhance employees’ capability to improve quality as well.

Quality Control Organizational Chart

Quality Assurance Team Quality Control Team

Head of Manufacturing Division

Deputy Head of Manufacturing Division

• Knowledge management of products and processes throughout the life cycle of medicines.
• Medicine design and development considering the requirements of pharmaceutical manufacturing and quality control standards
• Selection and appropriate monitoring of raw material suppliers and subcontractors
• Establishing an effective management system for process performance and product quality
• Management of changes and deviations based on quality risk management and implementation of corrective and preventive measures
• Regular assessment of the effectiveness and adequacy of the pharmaceutical quality system through voluntary inspection.

GMP Certification Status

Certification Certified by/Country

Compliance�with�pharmaceutical�manufacturing�and�quality�control�standards MFDS/Korea

Certificate�of�conformity PMDA/Japan

Businesses�in�compliance�with�medicine�distribution�management�standards Cheongju�city�government/Korea

Designation�as�a�business�that�applies�the�Good�Manufacturing�Practice�(GMP)�for�Dietary�
Supplements

MFDS/Korea

Contact-free Due Diligence in 2021

Category Enforcement Date Virtual Audit 

Internal Inspection

Feb. 25, 2021 • Transport validation inspection (AstraZeneca)

May 26, 2021 – May 27, 2021 • Regular inspection (Lily)

Oct. 26, 2021 – Oct. 29, 2021 • Regular inspection (AstraZeneca)

External Inspection
Oct. 18, 2021 • Site assessment (Zuellig Pharma)

Nov. 3, 2021 • Site assessment (GL Pharma)



Quality Control Activities by the Consumer Goods & Health Care Department

At the same time, the Consumer Goods & Health Care De-
partment faithfully fulfills its legal obligations and realizes 
quality-oriented values through internally developed R&D 
and quality assurance processes and close communica-
tion with manufacturing partners to continuously supply 
high-quality products to consumers. 
Meanwhile, the R&D team develops new products that meet 
strict ingredients and quality standards and secures product 
quality through strict internal tests before launching them. 
After the launch of these new products, the quality team 
conducts a quality risk assessment to establish a quality 
management system for each type based on product charac-
teristics for efficient product management. 

We regularly assess manufacturing partners’ manufacturing 
and quality levels to maintain or improve the quality of sup-
plied products. We conduct appearance inspections whenev-
er products arrive and regularly conduct internal quality tests 
according to test items by product type and examine quality 
test reports provided by manufacturing partners. In addition, 
special attention is paid to storage and distribution manage-
ment to maintain storage conditions according to the char-
acteristics of each product. Persons in charge of each item 
in the Consumer Goods & Health Care Department receive 
training on an ongoing basis to strengthen their expertise 
in the products. They strive to improve (product) quality by 
communicating with customers through various online and 
offline channels.
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Overview of Quality Training Operation

Category Type Target Frequency Content

In-house
training

Regular
training

Regular�GMP/KGSP
training

Entire team 
members

At least once a 
month

•��Training�to�help�employees�at�manufacturing�site�subject�to�
GMP�to�understand�and�learn�GMP-based�quality�systems�

Regular job training Some team 
members

At least once a half 
year

•��Training�on�the�features�of�trainees’�jobs�to�help�them�
successfully�fulfill�their�jobs

Training by Korea 
Pharm Tech 
Education Center

Some team 
members

Once�every�2�
weeks�or�on�a��
fixed�schedule

•��Training�to�strengthen�trainees’�capabilities�to�manage�the�
quality�of�pharmaceutical�manufacturing�

Training for  
employees who 
access aseptic areas

Employees who 
access aseptic 
areas

At least once a 
month

•��On-the-job�training�for�employees�who�access�aseptic�areas

Special 
Training

New (experienced) 
employee
training

New 
(experienced) 
employee

When necessary •��GMP�training�and�on-the-job�training�for�new�(experienced)�
employees

On-the-job training 
for employees who 
take on different 
work

Employees who 
take on different 
work

When necessary •��Training�is�provided�when�trainees�take�on�different�jobs�(e.g.,�
manufacturing�process,�equipment,�and�testing)�due�to�a�
change�in�their�team�or�transfer�to�a�different�team.

Training�on�GMP�
documents�that�are�
added/revised

Person in charge Whenever 
documents are 
revised or added

•��Training�provided�when�GMP�documents�are��
newly�established�or�revised

External 
training

Manufacturing Manager 
Training

Head of 
manufacturing 
and quality 
teams

According to 
mandatory 
training schedules

•��Regular�training�for�manufacturing�managers�by�certification�
bodies�for�mandatory�training

Other�(pharmaceutical�
associations,�etc.)

Persons who 
need training

When necessary •��Training�by�an�external�professional�training�institution�to�
acquire�the�necessary�knowledge�
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Product	
Development

•��Prior�to�product�introduction,�product�development�teams�(Consumer�&�Healthcare�Product�Development�Team�or�
Marketing�Team)�provides�the�Quality�Assurance�Team�of�the�Manufacturing�Division�with�product�information�and�
supplier�selection�data

•�Discuss�the�quality�risk�of�the�product�and�the�due�diligence�of�the�manufacturer

Manufacturer 
Inspection

•��Carry�out�site�assessment�of�the�manufacturer,�product�manufacturing,�and�quality�control�levels,�if�necessary,�
depending�on�the�quality�risk�review�result

•��If�necessary,�the�Quality�Control�Team�or�an�external�agency�conducts�a�quality�test�for�the�product

Product Inspection 
Level Setting

•��Determine�the�level�of�post-inspection�by�quality�teams�(Quality�Assurance�Team,�Quality�Control�Team,�etc.)�and�reflect�
it�in�the�quality�inspection�system�(regular�quality�test,�an�inspection�of�the�supplier,�etc.)

Product	Launch •�Inspection�and�management�according�to�the�pre-determined�post-management�process�after�the�initial�product�launch

Manufacturing Supplier Selection Stage

Quality Control of Outsourced Products

Yuhan Corporation manages outsourced products’ quality 
in manufacturing supplier selection and post-management 
stages after product launch. In the supplier selection stage, 
systematic quality management is carried out from product 
development to manufacturing supplier selection, product 

inspection level setting, and product launch. Once products 
are released in the market, we manage them according to 
the pre-determined post-management process. The basic 
procedure consists of inspection upon receipt and regular 
inspection.

Post Management Stage After Product Launch

Regular Inspection (quality test)

•		Samples	are	regularly	collected	and	tested	depending	on	the	
risk	for	each	product	type

	
-�Cycle:�every�3�months�or�6�months�by�type�

-��Test�items:�Conducting�tests�considering�the�characteristics�
of�each�formulation�(property,�content,�disintegration,�
microbiological�test,�sterility�test,�etc.)

Inspection Upon Receipt (inspection)

•		For	each	lot	arrived,	approval	is	given	after	a	basic	
inspection	

-�Appearance�of�packaging��
-��Conditions(foreign�
substances,�leakage,�etc.)

-��Condition�of�printing�on�the�
package�

-��Issues�with�opening�and�
using�the�product

-�Quantity�check
-�Quality�report



Yuhan Corporation is exerting various efforts to improve 
public health by leveraging its business characteristics and 
core competencies. As part of the efforts, we are also trying 
to eliminate blind spots in medical welfare by improving 
physical, economic, and informational accessibility to med-
icines. In particular, by setting ‘public health’ as one of our 
directions for social contribution activities, we continue sev-
eral programs such as providing medicines, running health 

promotion programs, and providing health information both 
online and offline for the underprivileged in the community 
- HIV patients, low-income families, senior citizens living 
alone, and those living in remote areas, who do not benefit 
from medical welfare. We will further expand our social con-
tribution activities in the public health area to continuously 
strengthen access to medicines for the medically vulnerable.
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Medical Welfare  
Support Activities

Issue 3

40

Importance
Based�on�the�recognition�that�a�com-
pany’s�social�role�is�to�contribute�to�the�
development�of�the�community�through�
various�activities�and�create�business�
outcomes,�stakeholders�have�growing�
demands�and�expectations�about�a�
company’s�social� responsibilities.� In�
particular,�the�outbreak�of�the�COVID-19�
raised�the�necessity�to�guarantee�access�
by�the�underprivileged�class�to�medicines�
and�to�provide�them�with�correct�health�
information.�In�this�regard,�pharmaceu-
tical�companies�in�and�outside�Korea�are�
conducting�various�social�contribution�
activities�to� improve�medical�welfare.�
With�social�contribution�activities�related�
to�health,�which�is�closely�related�to�its�
business,�Yuhan�Corporation�will�contrib-
ute�to�resolving�a�social�problem�called�
‘health�inequality’�and�create�chances�to�
grow�together�through�active�communi-
cation�with�the�local�community.�

Approach
Since its inception, Yuhan Corporation 
has implemented diverse social 
contribution activities to improve public 
health considering the characteristics 
of the pharmaceutical business and its 
capabilities as an industry leader. These 
activities include providing essential 
medicines to the underprivileged who 
do not have access to medical welfare 
and providing useful health information 
through online and offline channels. 
We will continue strategic social 
contribution activities to reach out to 
blind spots in medical welfare.

Medical Welfare Support Policy

Yuhan Corporation runs an education program titled ‘Beo-
deulsum’ to provide Leclaza-taking patients with information 
on the medicine and other useful information to help them 
manage the disease, thus improving their health and quality 
of life. Patients who apply for the program get phone consul-

tations from professional nurses between 9:00 am and 6:00 
pm on weekdays and receive a medication reminder service 
via text messages. Booklets for medication training are pro-
vided as well.

Education Program for Patients Taking Leclaza

Cumulative amount of medicines 
and personal hygiene products 
support (2019-2021)

831 million KRW 

207.07 million copies 
Cumulative number of the health 
magazine “A Companion For Your 
Health” published (1969-2021)

Cumulative number of men of national 
merit with low income who received 
donation (2017-2021)

3,000 people

Performance
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Medical Welfare Support Program

Programs for HIV Patients 

Yuhan Corporation has been supplying innovative new med-
icines for AIDS treatment, such as Biktarvy, Stribild, and Gen-
voya, to Korea through a strategic partnership with Gilead of 
the United States. We are constantly working on enhancing 
the quality of life of HIV patients by providing Gilead with 
APIs for HIV treatment. 
Yuhan Corporation implements health support projects 
along with groups that support AIDS patients having fi-
nancial difficulties. In cooperation with Korea Catholic Red 

Ribbon, Korea Foundation for AIDS Prevention, and Dasa-
rang, Yuhan Corporation provide various support programs, 
including a medical expense support program, to domestic 
HIV patients (people cut out from families and friends, ben-
eficiaries of national basic livelihood, people released from 
correctional institutions, homeless people, etc.) who are 
experiencing trouble in getting medical treatment due to se-
vere economic difficulties.

ESG Team 2 
Eunmi Kim,	
General Manager

Public Relation 
Team 
Hyundong Hong, 	
Team Leader

Marketing Team 1 
Minhye Jung,	
Manager
(From left)
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Provision of Medicines and Personal Hygiene 
Products Support to the Underpreviliged 

Yuhan Corporation has continuously donated medicines 
and consumer products to improve the health of the under-
privileged who cannot receive medical benefits. In 2021, we 
donated a total of 320 million KRW worth of over-the-counter 
medicines, nutritional supplements, hand sanitizers, and 
hand washes to low-income families and elders who live 
alone. In particular, since 2017, in August every year, we have 
run a program for men of national merit with low income 
in commemoration of Liberation Day. In 2021, gift boxes  

were delivered to 1,000 senior citizens of national merit, and 
the cumulative number of beneficiaries reached 3,000. 

Overview of Medicines Provided to the 
Underprivileged

(Unit: million KRW)

2019 2020 2021

247 259 325
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Operation of Health information Channels

As a pharmaceutical company, Yuhan Corporation has im-
plemented various projects to improve our society’s physi-
cal, mental, and social health and the people. In particular, 
we have been issuing and distributing the health information 
magazine, A Companion For Your Health, for over 50 years to 
deliver accurate and timely information on health and dis-
eases to society. Founded in January 1969, A Companion For 
Your Health is a professional health information magazine 
that delivers accurate disease information and up-to-date 
medical information to the underprivileged without access 
to information. As of December 2021, 117,000 copies have 
been issued every month and are distributed free of charge 
to approximately 30,000 regular subscribers, school nurse of-
fices, community health centers in mountainous regions and 
islands, and drugstores across the country. The number of 
readers who regularly subscribe to the magazine has steadily 

increased for decades, making the magazine a crucial chan-
nel that delivers essential health information every month. 
A Companion For Your Health consists of various magazine 
columns related to health and happiness, such as the latest 
medical information, information on health and diseases 
depending on the season, trend, and class, childcare, food, 
and stories of social enterprises for the coexistence with and  
development of our society. Since 2004, the magazine con-
tent has been uploaded every month on the Yuhan Corporation 
website to further enhance access to information. Also, start-
ing from 2019, we are running the A Companion For Your 
Health channel on YouTube and Facebook to provide infor-
mation in easy-to-understand formats, such as video clips 
and digital content, greatly contributing to public health 
management.

‘A Companion for Community Health’ Program for the ElderlyCASE

This�health�program�for�the�elderly,�jointly�implemented�along�with�6�community�welfare�centers�in�
Dongjak-gu,�Seoul,�is�a�representative�community-based�health�promotion�program�for�the�elderly.�
We�first�began�with�2�community�welfare�centers�in�2018,�and�currently,�all�6�social�welfare�centers�in�
Dongjak-gu�have�joined�the�program.�

Initially,�we�ran�a�program�for�the�elderly�with�certain�senile�disorders�(e.g.,�hypertension,�diabetes,�
and�arthritis�disorders)�to�help�them�improve�their�self-health�management�capabilities�by�offering�
customized�exercises�and�nutrition�recommendations�through�lectures.�In�addition,�we�partnered�
with�local�hospitals�to�provide�them�with�health�checkups�before�and�after�the�program.�We�also�ran�
a�program�with�university�student�volunteers�majoring�in�nursing�science�and�social�welfare�to�visit�
the�elderly.�We�converted�the�format�to�online�and�changed�the�program’s�subject�to�depression�and�
dementia�as�the�mental�health�of�the�elderly�has�become�an�issue�amid�the�COVID-19�pandemic�in�
2020.�The�Health�Note�whereby�the�elderly�can�put�health�information�into�practice�and�check�their�
lifestyles�also�proved�effective�in�improving�the�lifestyle�habits�of�the�elderly.�And�a�laughter�therapy�
we�provided�to�the�elderly�as�a�common�program�was�quite�popular�among�participants.�

In�the�case�of�Daebang�Welfare�Center,�the�elderly�who�joined�the�program�witnessed�10%�improvement�in�their�health�management�capabilities�in�
2021.�Among�those�with�severe�depression,�the�degree�of�depression�dropped�by�approximately�64%,�showing�a�significant�health�improvement�effect.�

Based�on�such�achievements,�Yuhan�Corporation�will�run�programs�to�help�the�elderly�manage�their�health�and�reduce�depression.�Also,�we�will�
work�with�Korean�Pharmaceutical�Association�and�other�organizations�to�provide�support�with�greater�expertise.�Going�forward,�we�will�resolve�
health�inequality�of�the�elderly�in�the�local�community�and�continue�to�improve�programs�to�resolve�senile�health�issues.

A Companion for Your Health Magazine Becomes Available on Social MediaCASE

‘A Companion for Your Health’ YouTube Channel
We�opened�‘A�Companion�for�Your�Health’�YouTube�channel�in�July�2019�to�provide�people�of�all�ages�with�accurate�
health�information�and�become�a�‘companion’�to�care�for�their�health.�The�YouTube�channel�consists�of�Health�Encyclo-
pedia,�Dr.�Yoo’s�Health�Story,�Pharmacist�Kim,�Tips�on�Exercise�for�Your�Health,�and�Healthy�Food�categories.�Health�En-
cyclopedia�delivers�useful�content�about�health,�general�knowledge,�food,�and�lifestyle;�Dr.�Yooo’s�Health�Story�features�
Professor�Byungwook�Yoo�at�Soon�Chun�Hyang�University�Hospital�Seoul,�who�answers�frequently�asked�questions�
about�health.�Pharmacist�Kim�features�pharmacist�Jeongeun�Kim,�Tips�on�Exercise�for�Your�Health�teaches�home�train-
ing,�and�Healthy�Food�introduces�healthy�recipes�and�foods.�The�YouTube�channel�tries�to�help�subscribers�improve�
their�quality�of�life�by�providing�them�with�various�content.�

‘A Companion for Your Health’ Facebook Channel

The�magazine�‘A�Companion�for�Your�Health’�has�regularly�been�released�every�month�since�1969.�We�opened�a�
Facebook�channel�for�‘A�Companion�for�Your�Health’�in�December�2017�to�reach�out�to�a�wider�range�of�subscrib-
ers,�offering�useful�information�on�social�media.�The�Facebook�channel�provides�useful�and�reliable�health�infor-
mation�for�our�daily�lives�in�addition�to�the�information�published�offline.�Follow�the�channel�and�get�easy-to-un-
derstand�and�useful�health�information,�the�medical�information�you�want�to�know,�and�updates�on�various�
events.�In�particular,�the�channel�offers�information�on�COVID-19,�essential�information�about�health�issues�that�
we�frequently�witness�in�our�daily�lives�such�as�text�neck�syndrome�and�chronic�fatigue,�and�other�reliable�and�
useful�health�information.�

Yuhan 
Corporation 
Facebook

Yuhan 
Corporation �
YouTube

A Companion for 
Your Health

https://www.youtube.com/c/%EA%B1%B4%EA%B0%95%EC%9D%98%EB%B2%97
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3
ESG Performance

Yuhan Corporation creates sustainable value for stakeholders and faithful-
ly fulfills its social responsibility by actively putting ESG management into 
practice. We join global efforts to overcome the climate change crisis through 
eco-friendly management and response to climate change. Furthermore, we 
pursue and realize mutual and sound growth along with employees, custom-
ers, suppliers, and the local community based on respect for humankind and 
society-oriented culture. At the same time, we are doing our best to imple-
ment transparent and reasonable management with an ethical and compli-
ance management system and advanced global governance. 
We will exert ceaseless efforts to realize a sustainable future by gradually up-
grading ESG management and disclosing related information.  

En
vir

onment · Social · G
overnance 
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•  Eco-Friendly 
Management

• Safety & Health Management
• Talent Management
•  Human Rights Management
• Win-Win Management
•   Customer Satisfaction 

Management
• Social Contribution

• Governance
• Risk Management
• Compliance
• Information Protection

Environment Social Governance
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1 Environment
Eco-Friendly 
Management▪Eco-Friendly Management

Eco-Friendly Management System

In�order�to�fulfill�its�corporate�social�responsibilities�and�create�a�sustainable�environment,�Yuhan�Corporation�
has�established�a�global-level�environmental�management�system�and�a�dedicated�organization�and�has�been�
practicing�enterprise-wide�environmental�management�to�respond�to�climate�change.�Ochang�Plant�of�Yuhan�
Corporation�obtained�the�environmental�management�system�(ISO�14001)�for�the�first�time�in�2005.�The�plant�
has�maintained�the�certification�with�follow-up�audits�(once�a�year)�and�renewal�audits�(once�every�3�years).
Led�by�a�dedicated�team,�Yuhan�Corporation�strives�to�systematically�carry�out�environmental�management�
policies�in�the�organization�by�setting�overall�plans,�goals,�and�policies�for�environmental�management�and�
developing�specific�targets�doing�improvement�activities�for�each�team.�In�addition,�we�are�exerting�efforts�to�
maintain�and�develop�environmental�management-related�certifications�such�as�environmental�management�
system�certification�and�a�designation�as�a�green�company.
All�information�related�to�environmental�management�performance�is�shared�with�various�stakeholders�via�
sustainability�reports,�green�company�reports,�and�environmental�information�disclosure.�We�will�actively�put�
environmental�management�into�practice�and�transparently�disclose�relevant�information�in�various�aspects�
such�as�continuous�investment�in�the�environment,�compliance�with�environmental�laws�and�regulations,�re-
duction�of�pollutants�and�greenhouse�gas�emissions,�and�saving�resources�and�energy.

Strategies to Respond to Environmental Risks

To�minimize�the�environmental�impact�resulting�from�product�development,�manufacturing,�transportation,�
and�services,�Ochang�Plant�of�Yuhan�Corporation�analyzes�risks�to�develop�measures�and�continuously�im-
proves�the�environment�based�on�the�environmental�management�system�(ISO�14001).�We�focus�on�resolving�
environmental�issues�in�each�area�encompassing�climate�change,�air�pollution,�water�pollution,�and�waste�
regularly�by�monitoring�various�environmental�indicators�and�risks�and�developing�and�implementing�im-
provement�goals�and�specific�tasks.

Environmental Risk Management Process

•  Monitor the 
result of 
improvement 
activities 

•  Set environ-
mental goals to 
handle chosen 
high risks  

•  Identify and 
select high risks

•  Develop mea-
sures to relieve 
high risks

•  Environmental 
impact analysis

• Risk analysis
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Eco-Friendly	Activities	in	the	Community

Campaign Partner Description

“One�Company,�One�Forest�for�
2050�Net�Zero”

Geumgang�Basin�
Environment�Agency

The�Geumgang�Basin�Environment�Agency�promotes�“One�
Company,�One�Forest�for�Carbon�Neutrality”�with�green�
companies.�Green�companies�can�reduce�carbon�emissions�by�
planting�and�growing�trees�while�promoting�corporate�social�
value.

Agreement�on�voluntarily�
reducing�particulate�
matters�in�seasons�where�its�
concentration�goes�up

Geumgang�Basin�
Environment�Agency

Develop�and�implement�a�particulate�matter�reduction�plan�
in�preparation�for�the�seasons�where�particulate�matter�
concentration�goes�up

Miho�River�Basin�Council Pulkkum�Environment�
Foundation

In�order�to�improve�the�water�quality�of�the�Miho�River,��
Yuhan�Corporation�joined�the�Miho�River�Basin�Council�network�
and�pursued�reducing�water�pollution,�purifying�the�river,�and�
supporting�environmental�technologies,�etc.�

Environmental�technology�
support

Geumgang�Basin�
Environment�Agency�&�
Chungcheongbuk-do�
Provincial�Office

Select�new�business�sites�that�require�technical�support,�small�
businesses,�and�vulnerable�businesses�to�provide�them�with�
technical�advice�and�information

Tree�planting�works�at�
Sangam�Noeul�Park

Noeul�Park�Citizen�
Association

Form�a�‘forest�inside�city’�and�restore�the�ecosystem�of�Noeul�
Park,�by�conducting�employee-led�tree�planting�works�in�
Nanjido,�a�formal�dump�site�of�Seoul

Designation as a Green Company  

A green company refers to a business site that greatly contributes to the improvement of the environment by 
significantly reducing pollutants, improving the eco-friendliness of products, and establishing an environmen-
tal management system. Ochang Plant of Yuhan Corporation was designated as a green company for the first 
time in 2009 by the Ministry of Environment and has maintained its status as a green company by receiving 
reviews for renewal every 3 years. In 2017, in recognition of its environmental management activities and 
achievements, we received the Grand Award at the Korea Green Company Awards hosted by the Ministry of 
Environment.

Environmental Campaign with Employees 
  
Yuhan Corporation has conducted internal environmental campaigns with employees to create an eco-friendly 
culture and put environmental management into practice in work and daily life. Through various eco-friendly 
events and incentives to encourage participation, we have consistently implemented measures, such as reduc-
ing leftovers in the cafeteria, gathering and handing out unused tumblers, using public transportation, bicycles, 
and the stairs, saving water, and reducing the consumption of paper. 
Since 2019, employees interested in the environment have voluntarily formed a volunteer group and carried out 
‘Green On,’ an environmental campaign tailored to the characteristics of our business sites. The Manufacturing 
Division installed an eco-friendly umbrella rainwater remover inspired by employees’ ideas, reducing the use of 
more than 4,000 disposable plastic umbrella covers per year. In consultation with reagent suppliers, Yuhan R&D 
Institute established a system to collect ice packs usually discarded after shipping refrigerated reagents, thus re-
cycling more than 1,000 ice packs annually. We also recycle waste plastics through an upcycling company.

Eco-friendly Activities with Local Communities

We are expanding the scope of our eco-friendly activities to local communities. Partnered with local govern-
ments, government agencies, and NGOs, we are cleaning up and preserving the environment, focusing on the 
forests and streams located near its business sites. In cooperation with the Geumgang Basin Environmental 
Office, we carry out activities such as the “One Company, One Forest for Carbon Neutrality” campaign, reduc-
ing particulate matters, and supporting eco-friendly technologies. By participating in the Miho River Basin 
Council network, we are actively participating in improving the water quality of the Miho River.

Reducing Environmental Impact 

Water Resource Management
 
Water Management 
Yuhan Corporation is actively exerting efforts to reduce water consumption and recycle water in order to in-
crease the efficiency of using water resources. The Manufacturing Division improved the backwashing method 
of water treatment filters in 2020, saving approximately 1,000 tons of water per year in the initial phase and 
currently about 2,000 tons a year. By collecting and reusing concentrated water generated from the water pu-
rification facility for pharmaceutical manufacturing, we managed to save approximately 8,000 tons of water 
per year as well. Plus, we reused sample water used to measure the quality of the initial R/O water, reducing 
approximately 530 tons of water. Yuhan R&D Institute also operates a circulator in Yuhan R&D Institute to re-
duce cooling water consumption. We will effectively manage water resources by exploring and implementing 
various measures to reduce water consumption.

Wastewater Management 
Yuhan Corporation initially treats wastewater generated at its business sites through its own wastewater 
treatment plant and then discharges it to a public wastewater treatment plant in the industrial complex. In 
the wastewater treatment plant, waste water goes through a physical preprocessing treatment and then a 
biological treatment based on activated sludge process. By running a wastewater treatment plant, we comply 
with environmental laws related to the discharge of water pollutants and set stricter internal standards than 
the legally required emission standards to ensure that the amount of pollutants generated is less than 20%, a 
legally allowed limit.

Water Resources Management System by Manufacturing Division

1,000 tons/year

1st(2012-2015)

1,500 tons/year

2nd(2015-2019)

2,000 tons/year

3rd(current) 

Source Water Raw Tank Water Purification 
Plant (RO System) 

Activated carbon filter, 
Membrane

Membrane, EDI, UV

Purified Water Facility �
(PW System)

30%

Backwash water generated 

Production 
Process

Approx. 8,000 tons/year

PW Enriched Water

Micro Filter

Tank

Amount of Backwash 
Saved (ton/year)

70%

Water	Pollutant	Discharge	Criteria	&	Treatment	Overview

Category Allowed Emission Level Allowed Level Concentration of Pollutants in 
Water after Treatment 

PH 5.8�~�8.6 6.6�~�7.5 6.7�~�7.3

BOD 400ppm 120ppm 6.1ppm

COD 400ppm 120ppm 16.7ppm

SS�(Suspended�Matter) 300ppm 100ppm 10.9ppm

TN�(total�nitrogen) 60ppm 30ppm 10.2ppm

TP�(total�phosphorus) 8ppm 8ppm 0.3ppm

Point 
pollution source

Medicine manufacturing 
facilities

Biological and 
physical treatment

In-house wastewater 
treatment facilities

Within 20% of 
allowed emission criteria

Public wastewater 
treatment facilities

Non-point 
pollution source

Stormwater pipe at 
business site(s)

Filter type equipment

Facilities to reduce 
non-point pollution source

Handles 70% of 
suspended solids

Stormwater pipes at the 
industrial complex
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Air Pollutant Management  

In order to comply with government regulations related to the emission of air pollutants and minimize the 
environmental impact caused by the emission of pollutants, Yuhan has established and is operating internal 
standards that are stricter than the legally required emission standards.
The Manufacturing Division regularly measures the amount of air pollutants generated at business sites and 
manages emission trends through active monitoring and as-is analysis. In particular, low-Nox burners and 
ultra-low-Nox burners were installed at boiler facilities to reduce the emissions of nitrogen oxides, one of the 
main causes of greenhouse gases and particulate matter. We plan to reduce LNG consumption by replacing 
the absorption chiller using steam produced from the boiler with an inverter turbo chiller.
Yuhan R&D Institute also continuously manages nitrogen oxide emissions and strives to reduce emissions. 
Low-Nox burners (4 units) were installed in Yuhan R&D Institute’s boiler facilities, and the research institute 
plan to minimize nitrogen oxide emissions by applying ultra-low-Nox burners to new boilers to be installed in 
2022. In addition, the institute reduced energy (gas) consumption by installing heat pipes with high thermal 
conductivity in lab air conditioners, thereby indirectly reducing air pollutant emissions.

Waste	Discharged	from	Ochang	Plant	and	Yuhan	R&D	Institute

Category Ochang Plant Yuhan R&D Institute

General�waste 9�types�(recycling�6,�incineration�3),
�including�synthetic�waste�resin

2�types�(incineration),�including�synthetic�
waste�resin;�and�1�type�(recycling)

Designated�waste 9�types�(recycling�2,�incineration�7),�
including�organic�solvents

3�types�(incineration),�including�organic�
waste�solvent;�and�1�type�(recycling)

Medical�waste 3�types�(incineration),�including�
pathological�wastes

3�types�(incineration),�including�pathological�
wastes

Hazardous Substance Management

Yuhan Corporation systematically manages the entire process from purchase, use, and disposal of hazardous 
substances to comply with laws and regulations related to chemical substances and minimize the impact on 
the health of employees and the environment of communities.
In the case of the Manufacturing Division, the EHS manager conducts a safety review based on the Material 
Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) before purchasing hazardous substances. Even after such substances arrive at our 
business sites, the division thoroughly conduct activities for safety accident prevention, such as regular in-
ternal inspection for substances and facilities, MSDS training for those handling such substances, risk assess-
ment, and emergency training in case of leakage. In 2021, as part of efforts to reduce the emission of harmful 
substances, we improved testing methods such as developing an integrated test for vitamines, reducing de-
viations from a content test, and simplifying test methods. As a result, the consumption of 6 types of organic 
solvents (111.6 liters) such as methyl alcohol and chemicals dropped. 
Yuhan R&D Institute has established and runs a hazardous substance management system (LabManager) for 
safe chemical management and handling. The system provides Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for safe 
handling of chemical substances, and user training is provided as well. Yuhan R&D Institute was approved by 
the Ministry of Environment for small-scale handling of hazardous chemicals. Chemicals used in a large quan-
tity (class 4 dangerous substances) are stored in a separate indoor storage facility distanced from the research 
building, and a manager responsible for the safety control of hazardous substances supervises the access to 
the storage facility.

Waste Management 

Yuhan Corporation manages wastes to minimize the amount of waste generated in all manufacturing activ-
ities, from product manufacturing to disposal and recycling of the generated wastes, to minimize incinera-
tion and landfill. In 2021, we also reduced the use of disposable products and the generation of food waste 
through an internal environmental campaign and reduced approximately 70 tons of waste a year by requiring 
suppliers to collect and reuse wood pallets, which are used to support raw materials and products coming 
into the plant. In 2022, instead of incinerating the sludge generated from the wastewater treatment process, 
we hired a recycling company to recycle approximately 110 tons of waste annually. Furthermore, incineration 
remnants that used to be buried in the ground were not generated. 
Also, we are working on improving product packaging to spread a recycling culture in our society. We changed 
product packaging to an easy-tap induction sealer type so that consumers can easily open the package and 
replace the label material with the same material as the container to resolve the inconvenience of removing 
the label for recycling. 
Wastes generated in the laboratories of Yuhan R&D Institute are classified into general, designated, and med-
ical wastes for treatment. A recycling service provider handles recyclable wastes, and we comply with lawful 
and timely disposal of such wastes under the ‘Allbaro System’1) operated by the Korea Environment Corpora-
tion in accordance with the government’s Waste Management Act. We are continuously expanding the sepa-
rate collection of recycled waste as well. 
1)��Allbaro�system�is�an�IT-based�comprehensive�waste�management�system�that�transparently�manages�the�entire�process�from�dis-

charge�to�transport�and�final�treatment�through�the�Internet�in�real-time.

Overview	of	Improved	Waste	Treatment	

Before After Expected Effects

Outsourced handling of wooden 
pallets

Some suppliers (B.I) collect 
wooden pallets

Reduce the generation of wooden 
pallet wastes

Outsourced incinerating sludge 
from wastewater treatment 

Outsourced recycling of the 
sludge Improve waste recycling rate

Hazardous	Substance	Management	Process

Prior 
Review Purchase Arrival Use Disposal

• �Conduct MSDS review prior 
to arrival

• �Provide MSDS training for 
those who handle hazardous 
chemical substances 

• �Conduct regular 
inspection of facilities 
and protective gears

• �Prepare and store 
management register  

• �Review safety of each 
substance

• �Deliver substances and 
provide those in charge of 
disposal with the result of 
substance safety review

Reagent management system at Yuhan R&D Institute (LabManager)

Yuhan R&D Institute

Registration After Arrival Use and Inventory Management Disposal
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Response to Climate Change 

Strategy to Respond to Climate Change 
 
To actively respond to global risks caused by climate change, Yuhan Corporation is taking action to reduce 
carbon emissions. Although the Ochang Plant is not subject to greenhouse gas (GHG) target management, it 
monitors emissions by creating a GHG inventory and is planning a third-party verification by a professional 
verification agency to enhance the reliability of emission data. Aslo, we are expanding eco-friendly invest-
ments to establish GHG reduction strategies and efficiently manage them. Furthermore, we will actively par-
ticipate in the government’s climate change-related policies, including ‘Net Zero by 2050,’ For instance, we 
signed the ‘One Company, One Forest for Carbon Neutrality’ Agreement organized by the Geumgang Basin 
Environment Agency. At the same time, Yuhan R&D Institute reduces gas consumption by leveraging new 
technologies and controls power consumption during peak hours to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
power consumption.

Management of Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Energy Consumption
 
As part of its climate change-related policy, Yuhan Corporation developed a management plan for greenhouse gas 
emissions and energy use every year to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and energy resource consumption. 
The Manufacturing Division is actively trying to improve the efficiency of equipment and facilities for energy 
saving at Ochang Plant. In 2020, the division replaced cephalosporin and penicillin production buildings’ 
inverter-type chillers for water treatment, saving about 104,192 kWh of energy per year and reducing carbon 
emissions by about 48.6 tons. In 2021, high-efficiency equipment – inverter type turbo chillers, high-efficiency 
electric motors, and high-efficiency LED lighting - were installed in CDMO facilities. The expected effects of 
such installation is estimated to be about 350,266 kWh of energy conservation and 163.5 ton of carbon emis-
sions reduction. In 2022, the division will replace the absorption chiller and electric motor in the power build-
ing to reduce energy by about 35,200 kWh and cut carbon emissions by about 712.3 tons per year.
Meanwhile, in 2021, Yuhan R&D Institute installed a heat pipe with high thermal conductivity at the HVAC unit 
(no. 3) in the lab to maintain temperature and humidity levels there without incurring additional costs, reduc-
ing approximately 9,136m3 (0.4TJ) of energy and 20 tons of carbon emissions a year. In 2022, the institute plan 
to continuously reduce energy consumption by applying heat pipe technology to the lab’s HAVC units (no. 8 
and 9) to save 25,920 m3 (1TJ) of energy and 56.5 tons of carbon emission.

Eco-Friendly Social Contribution ProgramsCASE

Yuhan Corporation is conducting various eco-friendly activities that employees and their families can join to 
strengthen ESG management, as society’s interest in the environment has recently increased. We participated 
in donating recyclable materials together with the Seoul Recycling Plaza. We also donated unused umbrella 
cloth and jeans to social enterprises that make products using recycled materials. Previously, we created the 
Yuhan Corporation Forest in Noeul Park in 2018 and grew it with employees and their families. However, as 
offline events were limited due to COVID-19 in 2020, we replaced the campaign with volunteer activities to 
grow and donate acorn seeds to be planted in Noeul Park. We planted 100 acorn seedlings in 2020 and grew 
acorn seeds in 2021 with our employees and their families.

Eco Awards of Cheongju CASE

Yuhan Corporation won Grand Prize at the 8th Eco Awards of Cheongju, held to commemorate World Envi-
ronment Day 2022, hosted by Cheongju city government. The city government gives the award to companies 
and groups who preserved or improved the environment or prevented environmental pollution in areas 
near their business sites. Yuhan Corporation received the Grand Prize in recognition of its efforts. Yuhan  
Corporation prevented environmental pollution in areas near their business sites by introducing sustainable, 
eco-friendly packaging, improving container design to allow consumers to easily separate container packag-
ing for recycling, obtaining environmental management system certification, and being designated as a green 
company. In addition, the company preserved the environment in nearby areas by signing the One Company, 
One Forest Agreement for 2050 Net Zero and the agreement on voluntarily reducing emissions in seasons 
when the concentration of particulate matters goes up; and by conducting “One Company, One River” cam-
paign whereby a company tries to improve the environment of a river. Yuhan Corporation aims to grow fur-
ther by taking actions for environmental management, such as minimizing the emissions of environmental 
pollutants that can be generated from manufacturing activities (from production to disposal) and complying 
with environmental regulations.

Eco-friendly Consumer ProductsCASE

‘Beautiful Kitchen Detergent’ is an eco-friendly product certified by the Eco-Label1) of the Ministry of Envi-
ronment in recognition of improved resource recyclability and contribution to reducing the regional envi-
ronmental pollution. The product is a type 1 kitchen detergent containing natural ingredients, including rice 
extract, so it can also be used to wash vegetables and fruits. With skin protectant and natural ingredients, 
the detergent minimized skin irritation and thus was certified by the Korea Testing & Research Institute as a 
product without skin irritation.  

1)  Eco-Label is given to products that improved its eco-friendliness compared to other products in the same category.  
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Case Review

Introduction of 
Sustainable and 
Eco-Friendly 
Packaging 
Materials

Eco-friendly Packaging for the Future of the Earth 

Packaging	for	a	Healthy	Global	Environment

Yuhan�Corporation�has�practiced�environmental�management�at�a�global�level�to�minimize�the�impact�on�
the�environment�in�the�entire�process�from�product�development�to�production,�sales,�use,�and�disposal.�
In�particular,�we�are�committed�to�improving�packaging�materials�for�pharmaceuticals�and�consumer�
products�to�reduce�the�emission�of�pollutants�and�the�use�of�resources�while�improving�consumer�con-
venience.�For�this,�in�August�2021,�we�signed�an�MOU�to�develop�sustainable,�eco-friendly�packaging�with�
Hansol�Paper�and�started�developing�paper-based�eco-friendly�packaging�materials�to�replace�existing�
plastic�materials.�
The�CCPⓝ�paper�used�in�the�developed�eco-friendly�packaging�material�contains�15%�of�recycled�pulp�
and�green�tea�powder�and�uses�fewer�resources�because�it�does�not�need�a�separate�coating�process.�
It�also�is�made�of�FSC1)�certified�paper�supplied�through�a�reliable�supply�chain.�The�agreement�with�
Hansol�Paper�to�develop�eco-friendly�packaging�materials�is�expected�to�create�synergy�in�promoting�
eco-friendly�management.
1)��FSC�Certification�is�granted�by�the�Forest�Stewardship�Council�to�products�produced�with�materials�that�came�from�forests�

managed�in�a�responsible�manner�for�the�global�ecosystem.

“Love	the	Earth”	with	Eco-friendly	Packaging

Eco-friendly�paper�packaging,�made�of�recycled�papers,�was�first�applied�to�our�probiotics�brand�Y's�
BIOME.�Then,�we�applied�paper-only�packaging�to�the�entire�products�of�our�new�oral�care�brand�Dr.�
Burdle�and�our�toothbrush�products,�which�are�commonly�packed�with�paper�and�plastic�packaging�
materials�for�product�exposure.�
Furthermore,�we�applied�water-based�coating�and�eco-friendly�recycled�paper,�instead�of�the�conven-
tional�vinyl�coating�and�foil,�to�the�box�of�22�items,�including�a�vitamin�C�tablet�1000�mg�100T.�Thanks�to�
this,�the�amount�of�plastic�films�used�in�the�existing�packaging�will�be�reduced�by�1.6�tons�per�year.�In�
2022,�we�plan�to�reduce�paper�use�by�removing�the�paper�boxes�of�105�ETC�medicines.�
In�2021,�we�changed�the�label�material�of�162�items,�including�Gladiem�Tablets,�to�the�same�material�
of�their�containers�for�easier�waste�collection�and�recycling.�We�also�changed�the�material�of�the�
injection�ampoule�holder�for�9�items,�including�Beecom�Hexa�Injection,�from�PVC�to�PET�to�make�
recycling�easier.
In�2022,�we�will�apply�eco-friendly�packaging�materials�to�more�medicine�products.�By�2025,�we�will�
develop�and�release�products�packaged�with�eco-friendly�packaging�for�all�categories�for�household�
and�healthcare�products.�Eco-friendly�packaging�materials�receive�favorable�feedback�because�they�
reduce�the�generation�of�pollutants�while�saving�resources,�and�customers�can�easily�participate�
in�resource�circulation�in�everyday�life.�Yuhan�Corporation�will�continue�research�on�eco-friendly�
packaging�materials�and�protect�the�earth’s�future�by�minimizing�its�impact�on�the�environment�
throughout�the�entire�product�cycle.��

Dr. Burdle Products with Eco-friendly Packaging
Applied�to�3�items,��

including�Yuhan�Vitamin�C�Tablet�1000mg�100T�
OTC Medicines �

(17) 

Applied�to�3�items,��
including�Y’s�BIOME�Pro�Dual�Care�

Functional Food 
(3)

Applied�to�2�items,�including�Dr.�Burdle�toothbrush
Household 
& Healthcare 

Products 
(2)

Eco-friendly Packaged Products (as�of�the�end�of�2021)�
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2 Social
Safety and 
Health 
Management

Safety and Health Management Policy

Yuhan�Corporation�has�established�safety�and�health�management�policies�to�protect�workplace�safety�and�
employee�health�and�implements�enterprise-wide�safety�and�health�management.�With�a�dedicated�organi-
zation�as�a�central�figure,�we�are�continuously�reinforcing�our�safety�and�health�management�by�conducting�
regular�safety�and�health�risk�inspections�on�facilities�and�equipment�at�worksites,�improving�the�working�en-
vironment,�providing�education�and�training�on�safety�and�health,�promoting�employee�health,�and�support-
ing�safety�and�health�for�our�suppliers.

▪Safety and Health Management  
▪Talent Management   
▪Human Rights Management    
▪Win-Win Management   
▪Customer Satisfaction Management  
▪Social Contribution  

Safety	and	Health	Management	Policy

Safety and Health Management Policy

First, establish a safety and health management system that puts the safety and health of 
employees first, and provide a safe and pleasant working environment through continuous 
improvement

Second, strengthen safety and health capabilities by thoroughly complying with relevant laws 
and regulations

Third, carry out prevention-focused safety and health management by discovering potential 
harmful and risk factors of the company, listening to opinions, and making improvements

Fourth, fulfill social responsibility for safety and health by realizing an accident-free workplace 
through the systematic operation of safety and health activities

Fifth, create a corporate culture that maintains active support and cooperation systems for 
suppliers to prevent industrial accidents

Sixth, provide education on an ongoing basis to raise safety awareness among employees and 
recognize and control risk factors.
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Safety and Health Organization 

Yuhan Corporation has a dedicated organization in charge of safety and health management and is working on 
systematic safety and health management. The Safety and Health Team is a dedicated team in charge of safety 
and health management, and each business site, including the headquarters and branch offices, Yuhan R&D 
Institute, and Manufacturing Division, has a general safety and health supervisor, a health manager, a supervisor, 
and a safety manager. In addition, an Occupational Safety and Health Committee meeting is held at each busi-
ness site every quarter to deliberate upon and approve the safety and health-related issues through labor-man-
agement consultations to create a safe and pleasant workplace and a healthy and vibrant work environment.

Safety	and	Health	Management	Personnel	and	Roles

Members/Organizations Position No. of people R&R

General Safety and 
Health Supervisor

Head�of�Planning�and�
Management�Division,
Head�of�Manufacturing�
Division�&
Director�of�Yuhan�R&D�
Institute

3�persons

•��Oversee�safety�and�health�
management�tasks�for�each�business�
site�(headquarters�and�office�
branches,�Yuhan�R&D�Institutes,�and�
Manufacturing�Division)

Safety and Health Team Dedicated�safety�
and�health�organization 6�persons •��Company-wide�safety�and�health�

management�work

Occupational Safety 
and Health Committee Committee�members 54�persons

•��Deliberate�upon�and�approve�
important�matters�related�to�safety�and�

health

•��Listen�employee's�opinion�on�safety�
and�health

Safety Manager & 
Health Manager

Safety�Manager�&�
Health�Manager
(legally�appointed)

7�persons •��Support�and�advise�General�Safety�and�
Health�Supervisor

Supervisor Team�leader�and�manager 94�persons

•��Identify�and�improve�the�relevant�
team’s�harmful�and�risk�factors

•��Provide�team�members�with�safety�
training,�etc

Enterprise-Wide	Safety	and	Health	Management	Organization	

CEO

Yuhan R&D �
Institute 

Headquarters 
and branch offices 

Manufacturing �
Division

Safety and 
Health Team 

Occupational Safety 
and Health Committee

General Safety and 
Health Supervisor

General Safety and 
Health Supervisor

General Safety and 
Health Supervisor

Supervisor

Employee

Health Manager Safety Manager

Operation of the Occupational Safety and Health Committee  

Yuhan Corporation holds the Occupational Safety and Health Committee meeting once a quarter to listen to 
employees' opinions on safety and health issues at each business site, including the headquarter and branch 
offices, Yuhan R&D Institute, and Manufacturing Division. The Occupational Safety and Health Committee is con-
sisted of the same number of representatives from the management and representatives from the employees' 
side. The members of the committee are making efforts to create a safe and pleasant work environment by shar-
ing opinions on changes in safety and health management rules, inspection and improvement of the working 
environment, health checkups of employees, and health and safety training for employees. 

Headquarters	and	Branch	Offices

Period Agenda Item Result of Improvement

March�2021
•�Prevent�COVID-19
•��Prevent�suffocation�accidents�while�cleaning�HQ’s�
septic�tank

•��Initiated�remote�working�and�regular�disinfection
•�Installed�a�ventilator�at�the�HQ�septic�tank

June�2021
•��Improve�facilities�to�promote��
employees'�health

•�Strengthen�management�of�safety�and�health

•��Changed the members of the employee 
engagement committee�

•��Provided�more�safety�training�for�subcontractors

September�2021
•�Announce�risk�assessment
•���Request�for�additional�defibrillators�for�HQ

•��Conducted�safety�inspection�of�facilities�in�
preparation�for�the�Act�on�the�Punishment�for�
Serious�and�Major�Disasters

•�Purchased�additional�defibrillator

December�2021
•�Report�the�result�of�risk�assessment
•�Request�to�install�air�purifiers�at�HQ�office

•��Completed�improving�36�cases�identified�by�risk�
assessment

•�Installed�air�purifiers�at�the�HQ�office

Manufacturing	Division

Period Agenda Item Result of Improvement

March�2021
•��Prevent�safety�accident�(Logistics�Team�forklift�
falling)

•��Installed�a�dock�conveyor�in�the�GR/GI�area�of�the�
warehouse

June�2021 •��Improve�health�promotion�facilities�for�employees •��Installed�multi-purpose�stadium

September�2021 •��Prevent�crush�injuries�caused�by�conveyors
•��Installed�interlocking�devices�to�prevent�crush�
injuries�for�the�Almagel�and�Cough�Stick�
production�lines

December�2021 •��Prevent�musculoskeletal�disease�of�employees� •��Replaced�massage�mat(s)�for�the�safety�and�
health�of�employees

Yuhan	R&D	Institute

Period Agenda Item Result of Improvement

January�2021
•��Deliberate�upon�safety�and�health�rules�and�plans
•��Installation�inspection�for�facilities�handling�small�
amounts�of�hazardous�chemicals�

•�Completed�deliberation�and�approval

April�2021
•��Training�for�supervisors�and�special�safety�training
•�Health�checkup
•�Risk�assessment

•��Approved�changing�medical�institutes�for�health�
checkups

•��Approved�the�method�of�training�supervisors�(mail)

July�2021
•�Precision�safety�diagnosis�for�labs��
•�Introduce�work�permits

•��Approved�the�selection�of�an�institute�that�
conducts�precision�safety�diagnosis�for�labs

•�Approved�the�use�of�work�permits�(2022)�

October�2021
•�Work�environment�measurement�
•�Result�of�precision�safety�diagnosis

•�Approved�work�environment�measurement
•�Reported�the�result�of�precision�safety�diagnosis

Performance	of	the	Occupational	Safety	and	Health	Committee
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Safety	and	Health	Activities	in	2021

Category Item Performance

Training�for�
safety�and�health,�
industrial�accidents�
prevention

Industrial�accidents Zero�accident/Manufacturing�Division�achieved�
zero-accident�for�22�years�(as�of�Jul.�22,�2021)

Regular�safety�and�health�training 1,746�persons/quarter�(6,984�people/year�)

Senior�job�training 5�persons

Supervisor�training 88�persons

Emergency,�emergency�rescue�
training�and�drill 359�persons

New�hire�training 185�persons

Training�when�job�duties�are�changed 104�persons

Special�training 24�persons

Elimination�and�
reduction�of�
hazardous�and�risk�
factors�

Risk�assessment 2,017�improvements

Fire�prevention�inspection 65�improvements

Safety�inspection�for�zero�accident 286�improvements

Quarterly�special�preventive�inspection 15�improvements

Safety�measures�to�prevent�COVID-19��
Purchased�a�total�of�35,053�masks;�1,440�hand�
sanitizer�and�148�hand�sanitizing�tissues;�
cleaned�and�disinfected�worksites�134�times

Health�checkups�
for�employees�and�
work�environment�
inspection

General�health�checkup 1,802�persons

Special�health�checkup 456�persons

Work�environment�inspection 4�times

Review�and�
application�of�
employees'�
opinions

Occupational�Safety�and�Health�Committee Held�12�times�
Improved�39�items

Safety�and�health�
management
activities�for�
suppliers

Client-supplier�consultative�body Improved�52�items�

Joint�health�and�safety�inspection 22�times

Walk-around�inspection 122�times

Safety�and�health�
improvement�
activities

A�potential�risk�discovery�system,�etc. 657�cases

Reinforcement of Workplace Safety and Health Management 

Establishment of Safety and Health Management System
 
Yuhan Corporation has focused on establishing and internalizing a corporate-wide safety and health manage-
ment system to create a safe and pleasant workplace. We run and adjust the system so it would be suitable for 
each business site, prioritizing the safety and health of business sites. 
We regularly conduct risk assessment, working environment measurement, and safety inspections for fire pre-
vention and the environment. Regular joint firefighting drills are provided in partnership with 119 Safety Cen-
ters. We also provide theoretical learning sessions and drills in preparation for various safety accidents such 
as fire and chemical leakage. Also, we performed emergency rescue training with employees onsite to prevent 
suffocation accidents in manholes or tanks. Furthermore, we conduct precision safety diagnoses for labs fol-
lowing an annual risk assessment, and entire labs are inspected as part of monthly safety patrolling activities 
to prevent safety accidents. 
Going forward, we will do our best to identify any risk factors in advance and improve any problems found by 
continuously monitoring risk factors.

Safety	and	Health	Management	Activities

Activity Frequency

Risk�assessment� Twice�a�year

Joint�fire�drill� Once�a�year

Work�environment�inspection Twice�a�year

Occupational�Safety�and�Health�Committee 4�times�a�year

Fire�prevention�and�safety�inspection Once�a�month

Environmental�safety�inspection Once�a�month

Client-supplier�consultative�body Once�a�month

Potential�risk�identification�system All�year�round

Safety	and	Health	Management	Operation	Process

Regulatory 
Compliance 

Manage-�
ment

Goal �
Manage-�

ment

Training �
And Drills

Emergency
Response MonitoringRisk 

Assessment

Manufacturing Division’s Safety and Health Management SystemCASE

Yuhan Corporation established a safety and health management policy that puts the safety and health of its 
employees as the top priority. For this, we shifted from the safety and health management system (KOSHA/OHSAS 
18001) for the medicine production process for the Manufacturing Division (Ochang Plant) acquired in 2010 to the 
global safety and health management system (ISO 45001) in 2020. Based on the world-class safety and health 
management system, we developed detailed operation guidelines for each sector to create a high-level safety 
culture and actively conduct risk management and safety and health improvement activities for internal and 
external stakeholders. A dedicated team leads the development of overall plans, goals, and policies for safety and 
health management, and each team carries out improvement activities.

Safety and Health Activities Performance 

Yuhan Corporation continued safety and health management activities in 2021 by setting annual goals, sched-
ules, and budgets for management items such as industrial accident reduction, safety and health training, 
removal and reduction of harmful and risk factors, diagnosis of employees' health,  work environment inspec-
tion review and application of employees' opinions, safety and health management for suppliers’ business 
sites, and spreading safety culture. As a result, significant achievements were made: the Manufacturing Divi-
sion achieved 22 years of zero accidents, completed safety training for 7,749 employees a year, and improved 
2,383 harmful and risk factors cases.
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Spreading a Health and Safety Culture   

In order to realize a safety culture in work and daily life, Yuhan Corporation is strengthening its employees’ ca-
pabilities to create a strong health and safety culture by providing them with various health and safety training 
programs. The headquarters and branches conduct quarterly safety and health training online to raise aware-
ness of safety and health among employees and to comply with occupational safety and health regulations. In 
particular, considering the fact that majority of the employees working at hearquarters are office employees, 
we provide regular training on the prevention and management of job stress and healthy habit development. 
At the same time, safety and health training for supervisors is also provided on a regular basis.
The Manufacturing Division provides mandatory training programs, including new hire training, training for 
changed job duties, and special training. In the case of supervisor training, we invite instructors from health 
and safety training institutions to provide practical education suitable for the field. We also improve employ-
ees’ health and safety awareness and competency by providing them with similar accident cases that may oc-
cur in each team. Employees join various activities, such as the potential risk discovery, creative idea proposal, 
and monthly environmental, health and safety assessment awards. 
Yuhan R&D Institute also provides health and safety training for supervisors and all employees to strengthen 
employees’ capabilities to ensure health and safety at work. In addition to regular mandatory training, Yuhan 
R&D Institute provides first aid training to all employees, and managers and supervisors receive training on 
how to use an air respirator. We also provide employees with monthly records of accident cases published by 
the Ministry of Science and ICT to prevent similar accidents. 

Health Management Activities 

Yuhan Corporation is exerting various enterprise-wide efforts to improve its employees’ physical and mental 
health. Employees receive regular, comprehensive, and special health checkups regularly to detect general 
or occupational diseases at an early stage. In 2021, we installed in-house health management rooms at head-
quarters and branch offices to provide first aid treatment or medicines depending on employees’ symptoms. 
Employees can also check their blood pressure and blood sugar or get personal health consultations. Based 
on the research data on harmful factors for the musculoskeletal system, the Manufacturing Division improves 
the work environment to prevent musculoskeletal diseases. Furthermore, we regularly inspect business 
sites, examine working environments, and manage hazardous chemicals to come up with measures to tackle 
harmful factors that can threaten employees’ health. We also are working hard to create a better workplace 
by operating a gym and a health management room for employees. In addition to the annual health checkup, 
Yuhan R&D institute supports vaccinations against tetanus and epidemic hemorrhagic fever to prevent occu-
pational diseases. We operate a health management room, a gym, and a nursing room for female employees 
within Yuhan R&D Institute to carefully help employees manage their health.

Support For Suppliers’ Health and Safety Management  

Yuhan Corporation cooperates with residing suppliers (cafeterias, security, cleaning, etc.) every month 
by holding a client-suppler consultative body meeting to discuss safety and health-related matters while 
strengthening joint health and safety inspections, walk-around workplace inspections and supplier training. 
We raise the safety awareness of suppliers by regularly providing them with accident cases related to the sup-
pliers’ work. We constantly make efforts to improve the safety of facilities used by our suppliers by inspecting 
suppliers’ rest areas and replacing drinking water facilities and outdated heating and cooling equipment, etc.

Health	and	Safety	Training	Subjects	and	Rate	of	Completion	
Category Unit 2019 2020 2021

Employees�
subjected�to�
training

First-quarter Persons 1,763� 1,682� 1,625�
Second-quarter Persons 1,737� 1,684� 1,630�
Third-quarter Persons 1,746� 1,705� 1,679�
Fourth-quarter Persons 1,719 1,697 1,703

Rate�of�completion� % 100 100 100

*Employees who cannot join training due to leave of absence or to work at other business sites were not included.

Talent 
Management

Employee Working System  

Yuhan�Corporation�complies�with�statutory�working�hours�and�provides�employees�with�various�support�
to�help�employees�maximize�their�work�efficiency�while�maintaining�a�work-life�balance.�We�offer�flexible�
working�system,�employ�substitute�employees�during�employees’�maternity�and�parental�leave,�encourage�
employees�to�use�paid�holidays�and�designate�company-wide�vacation�periods.�The�flexible�working�system�
allows�employees�to�select�working�hours�and�types�among�various�programs:�alternative�work�schedule;�flex-
time�work;�day�in�lieu;�working�from�home;�blended�working�(Disaster�Prevention�Office,�etc.);�and�deemed�
working�hours�(Pharmaceutical�Business�Division,�etc.).�Working�from�home�program,�which�was�put�in�place�
company-wide�from�2020�to�2021,�is�currently�being�implemented�in�consideration�of�each�organization's�job�
characteristic.

Support For Work-Family Balance

To�support�the�work-life�balance�of�our�employees,�Yuhan�Corporation�runs�a�best-in-class�vacation�system�
and�various�programs�to�support�pregnancy,�childbirth,�childcare,�and�welfare.�In�addition�to�applying�the�
compulsory�vacation�for�16�days�each�year�and�granting�7�more�days�of�annual�leave�compared�to�the�mini-
mum�mandated�by�law,�5�day-collective�vacation�is�provided�in�summer�and�winter.�
To�support�pregnancy,�childbirth,�and�childcare,�we�provide�infertility�treatment�leave,�prenatal�examination�
leave,�recruitment�of�substitute�employees�who�will�replace�employees�taking�maternity�and�parental�leave,�
paternity�leave,�parental�leave�by�male�employees,�reduced�work�hours�during�pregnancy�and�childcare�
period,�and�leave�of�absence�and�family�care�leave.�As�a�result,�the�number�of�employees,�including�male�
employees,�who�took�parental�leave�is�increasing�every�year.�We�also�operate�an�in-house�daycare�center�at�
the�headquarters,�and�nursing�rooms�at�the�headquarters,�Ochang�plant,�and�Yuhan�R&D�Institute�to�provide�
convenience�to�double-income�couples�and�female�employees�with�young�children.�

Work-Life 
Balance

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021 Note

Alternative working schedule Persons 93 113 131 Applied�monthly�basis

Flex-time work Cases 16 248 573 Applied�daily�basis

Taking a leave instead of overtime 
charges (for working in holidays) Cases 425 390 438 Applied�daily�basis

* �Flexible working hours designated by the company (Disaster Prevention Office, etc.) and deemed working hours (Pharmaceutical 
Business Division, etc.) are in place.

Overview	of	Flexible	Working	System
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Support	for	Work-Family	Balance Welfare System 

Under the belief that corporate value is realized by work-life balance, Yuhan Corporation operates the industry-top 
welfare system so that all employees can fully immerse themselves in work while pursuing the happiness of their 
families. Through the Vacation Use Promotion System (16 days of mandatory leave), summer vacation (3 days of 
special paid leave plus 2 days of personal leave) and winter vacation (5 days of personal leave), we are encouraging 
the employees to take vacations. We also offer summer resorts to the employees to create a vacation culture con-
ducive to a better quality of life. Furthermore, we provide health checkups, promote the usage of in-house fitness 
facilities, make efforts to enhance family welfare by financially supporting major family events and children's tui-
tion fees. To improve the satisfaction of employees, we run an in-house daycare center, provide long-term service 
rewards, support in-house social clubs among employees, offer gifts (company’s foundation day, Employees' Day, 
birthday, etc.), and run employee accommodations and commuting buses. 
At the same time, we operate a defined benefit retirement pension plan for employees’ welfare after retirement. We 
also provide various re-employment support services to help retirees redesign their lives and take on new challenges.

No.	of	Days	of	Annual	Leaves

Item 2019 2020 2021

No.�of�days�taken�
per�person 15.6 15.6 15.5

(Unit:�days)

No.	of	Employees	Who	Participated	in	the	Reduced	Working	Hour	System	During	
Pregnancy	and	Childcare	Period	 (Unit:�persons)

Item 2019 2020 2021

Childcare�period 3 9 8

Pregnancy�Period 15 17 24

Welfare	Program	Overview

Category Support

Vacation�
and�leisure

•��22�days�of�annual�leave�per�year�(maximum�10�days�of�additional�leave)
•�Vacation�Use�Promotion�System�(16�days�of�mandatory�leave)
•�5�days�of�summer�vacation�(3�days�of�special�paid�leave�plus�2�days�of�personal�leave)
•�Condominium�and�summer�resort�places�

Health�
promotion

•�Health�check-up�for�all�employees�once�a�year
•��Partner�with�fitness�centers�and�other�health�facilities�across�the�country,�run�a�gym�and�a�table�tennis�
zone�in�the�headquarters

Family�
welfare

•��Support�for�major�family�events:�paid�holidays,�monetary�support,�items�needed�during�a�funeral,�etc.�
•��Support�for�children's�school�expenses:�middle�school,�high�school,�university,�and�graduate�school�of�
dentistry�or�medicine

•��A�n in-house daycare center (headquarters)

Other�
welfare

• �A low-interest (2.0%) loan program, providing 
urgently�needed�money�for�living,�medical�
expenses, housing funds, and others

• �Self-development support: language learning 
room (headquarters)

• �Long-term service reward: gifts and cash prizes, 
leaves based on the years of service, and 
company stock 

• Support for in-house social club activities

•��In-house labor welfare fund/employee mutual 
aid association

• �Anniversary gifts: company foundation anniversary, 
Employee's Day,, birthday, and others

• Dormitories at local branches
• �Support for moving expenses for transferring 

employees
• Commuter buses: plants, research institute
•�Vehicle fuel expense support

Yuhan Beodeul Saessak (Willow Sprout) Daycare Center for Work-Life BalanceCASE

Yuhan Corporation, which has provided various welfare benefits to help employees 
enhance their capabilities and realize happiness in work-life balance, opened Yuhan Beo-
deul Saessak Daycare Center in the Noryangjin headquarters building on March 2, 2020, 
to reduce the burden of childcare for dual-income families. The daycare center, built on 
the first floor (500㎡) of the office building, can accommodate 49 children of employees 
from 1 to 4 years old. 
The daycare center was constructed with safe and eco-friendly materials to create a 
healthy environment for children and has well-planned nutrition, hygiene, safety, and se-
curity management system. We provide optimal education programs for each age group 
and run useful family programs, including lectures to help parents learn desirable parent-
ing attitudes. 
Employees who use the in-house daycare center showed a high level of satisfaction in 
terms of psychological stability, stronger ties with their children, and increased con-
centration at work. Yuhan Corporation will stay committed to creating a family-friendly 
environment for work-life balance by reducing the burden of childcare for dual-income 
employees and preventing career interruptions for female talents due to pregnancy, 
childbirth, and childcare. 

Yuhan Beodeul Saessak 
Daycare Center located 
on the 1st floor of the 
headquarters building

Type Support

Pregnancy

•�Prohibit�assigning�harmful�or�dangerous�work�to�pregnant�women
•�Grant�prenatal�examination�leave
•�Reduction�of�working�hours�during�pregnancy
•�Provide�a�dedicated�parking�space�for�pregnant�women
•�Grant�leave�for�infertility�treatment�(3�days�per�year)

Childbirth
•��Maternity�leave�before�and�after�childbirth�
•�Miscarriage�leave
•�Paternity�leave�(10�days�of�paid�leave)

Childcare

•��Parental�leave�(for�raising�the�children�under�the�age�of�8�or�2nd�year�in�
elementary�school,�up�to�1�year�)

•��Reduced�working�hours�during�the�childcare�period�(an�additional�1�year�apart�
from�parental�leave;�up�to�2�years�in�combination�with�parental�leave�)

•�Guarantee�childcare�hours�(feeding�hours);�operate�nursing�rooms
•�Run�an�in-house�daycare�center�(headquarters)

Family

•��Support�children’s�educational�expenses�(until�graduation�from�university,�
medical�college,�or�dental�college,�no�limit�on�the�number�of�children�/�actual�
expense,�with�a�maximum�limit�of�the�highest�domestic�tuition,�is�reimbursed�for�
overseas�universities)

•��22�days�of�annual�leave�(for�employees�who�have�worked�for�more�than�1�year,�15�
days�of�statutory�annual�leave�and�7�days�of�additional�leave)

•��Support�for�major�family�events�(paid�holidays,�monetary�support,�and�etc.�for�
occasions�such�as�marriages�and�funerals)

•��Family�care�leave�or�leave�of�absence�(90�days�per�year)

After�
retirement •��6�months�of�training�leave�before�retirement�(paid�leave)
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Ideal of Yuhan Talent

The 90-year journey of Yuhan Corporation since 1926 is a proud history realized by the extraordinary passion 
and challenge of ‘Yuhan People’, who inherited the spirit of the founder Dr. Ilhan New. Since its foundation, 
Yuhan Corporation has practiced talent-oriented management, which always values talents the most, and 
has produced outstanding talents with expertise and leadership by operating a strategic talent development 
system. In particular, we are focusing on nurturing talents who will realize our future vision. Here, talents 
mean people with proper values and positive thinking; a strong sense of purpose and active attitude; and a 
future-oriented and forward-looking mindset. Outstanding experts who will lead the development of the do-
mestic pharmaceutical and bio industries and global talents who will contribute to the health and happiness 
of humankind are now developing their capabilities with us.

Talent Development Strategy

Yuhan Corporation operates various training programs to nurture experts who will lead the company’s future 
growth and secure differentiated competitiveness that enables individuals, teams, and the company to grow 
together. We have set 5 directions for nurturing talents: global competencies, job competencies, leadership, 
common course, and book learning, and are providing various training courses consisting of structured and 
specialized content for each direction. In the future, we plan to continuously improve the existing training 
system by actively expanding training in both quality and quantity; improving training courses by reflecting 
employees’ feedback; and creating new training courses based on needs. 

Talent Development Program

Global Program
 
Yuhan Corporation runs a variety of online and offline global education programs to nurture talents that can 
realize the company’s vision of “Global Yuhan.” We support various educational formats such as phone/vid-
eo language courses, private institutes and in-house group study (with native English speakers). We are also 
operating an online learning system that allows unlimited access to quality training courses from specialized 
language education institutions, including YBM.
As part of our active investment in nurturing global talent, we run a differentiated learning system that allows 
our employees to focus on developing their capabilities. A 5-week domestic language training program is 
provided to key talents and those with excellent language skills so that they can acquire language skills to 
conduct business and work in a global business environment effectively. We also support long-term (6-month) 
language education programs at North American universities for each division’s key talents. In addition, the 
self-development training program is in place for up to 6 months for employees who wish to strengthen their 
language capabilities and acquire improved work capabilities intensively.

Expertise Program
 
Yuhan Corporation is nurturing top-notch SMEs(subject matter experts) who can lead the company’s future 
growth. For this, we provide various job training programs reflecting the latest trends and changes in the busi-
ness landscape, such as company-wide and division-specific job training and personalized job training. 
In 2021, the Yuhan School was opened to provide job training with outside professional instructors (both of-
fline and online) for each job group. A total of 452 employees participated in Yuhan School training for a total 
of 10 courses for 19 sessions: strategic marketing planning, comprehensive production management, research 
data analysis, and (research) technical report writing for major job groups (sales, marketing, management, 
production & quality, R&D, common). We plan to provide more specialized job training by job group and level 
in the future. 
At the same time, we run professional workforce training programs led by each business division. The Phar-
maceutical Business Division provides product training and customer communication, and sales capability 
reinforcement training to expand the market and implement business strategies. The Manufacturing Division 
operates Yuhan Pharmaceutical Technology Institute and offers manufacturing seminars for quality improve-
ment and technological innovation. It also offers regular collective training to help employees reinforce com-
monly required capabilities. Yuhan R&D Institute holds technology seminars to discuss new drug develop-
ment and important technology as well as specialty training seminars featuring outside experts. 
Furthermore, we operate an off-site-job training program whereby employees can join training sessions with-
out any restrictions if they are related to their jobs, such as seminars, conferences, or technology education, 
to help individuals upgrade their work-related capabilities. We also support key talents in obtaining a master's 
or doctorate degree. We also help employees develop their job capabilities in a self-directed manner by pro-
viding various customized learning content on Yuhan Cyber Training Center, an integrated learning platform 
offering support anytime they need it. 

Talent 
Development
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Leadership Program   

Yuhan Corporation has established its own leadership training system by analyzing and reflecting the needs of 
its employees to achieve its vision and nurture leaders who will lead change and innovation. Based on this, we 
run an action-oriented leadership training program that can help employees cope with challenges we will face 
in the future. 
Key leadership programs include workshops for employees who were promoted to help them understand 
their role in the newly taken positions and strengthen their leadership; new manager training; and onboard-
ing training (new hire training and ‘jump-up’ training in their second year) to help them better understand the 
company and adapt themselves to the organization. 
In addition, we run various other programs, including the training for newly appointed executives, breakfast 
meetings for executives, and Seoul National University CEO Course for key leaders who will lead the business. 
We also partner with major prestigious universities in Korea to provide monthly special lectures on executives’ 
leadership on major topics such as economy, management, leadership, and trend. 

Common Program  

Yuhan Corporation provides a variety of common area training programs to develop the knowledge, skills, 
and attitudes essential for company members. In particular, in 2021, we newly created team training to share 
knowledge and strengthen teamwork. Each team can apply for training they need, and 25 teams applied for 
15 courses, including team-specific duties, economic/management trends, and a personality diagnosis-based 
organizational revitalization program, joined by 165 employees. In the future, we will continue to develop and 
provide training courses for each team, such as team-specific duties and teamwork building.
We hold Yuhan Special Lectures once a month for all employees to learn the latest trends and information. In 
2021, we invited prominent figures from our society, such as Professor Rando Kim, Professor Jaeseung Jeong, 
and Professor Jaecheon Choi to gain insight into individual and organizational outcomes. We also support a 
healthy and happy life at work for our employees by providing monthly health lectures by medical specialists 
to offer correct information about major diseases. 

Book Learning 
 
Yuhan Corporation runs a book learning system through an electronic library (e-book) for the ongoing self-de-
velopment of its employees. The e-library, which opened in 2018, has 1,200 books (as of the end of 2021), so 
employees can read any book they want anytime, anywhere. Starting in 2021, we help all employees develop 
capabilities and improve business performance through collective intelligence by selecting and distributing 
books among those recommended by Kyobo Bookstore and specialized educational institutions. To form a 
self-directed reading habit and build a culture of communication, cooperation, and learning, we will introduce 
an exclusive online book store site so that individuals can purchase books they want while providing readers 
with rewards to encourage reading.

Outplacement Service Program 
 
Yuhan Corporation provides a variety of re-employment support services to prepare for a super-aged society and 
help (potential) retirees who have contributed to the growth of the company and society, redesign their lives and 
take on new challenges. Trainees can choose among career consulting courses consisting of career-related ed-
ucation and consulting; the job placement course that provides re-employment consulting and job placement 
services for 2 or more times; and the re-employment /startup training course for those who seek to find a job at 
another company or start their own business. This program is popular among (potential) retirees as it provides 
practical support for career advancement and re-employment after a job change or retirement.

Overview	of	Major	Training	Programs

Category Main Content 2019 2020 2021 

Global�
Program

Domestic/overseas�language�training,�
phone/live�video�foreign�language,�
in-house�study�with�native�English�
speakers,�private�institutes,�etc.

4,163�/�43,672 3,512�/�45,034 2,265�/�27,710

Expertise�
Program

Academic�training�(diploma)�
internal/external�job�training,�etc. 1,111�/�12,541 1,242�/�14,680 1,969�/�20,120

Leadership�
Program

Training�for�newly�promoted�
employees,�new�executives/�
managers,�and�new�hires

781�/�11,405 669�/�7,773 951�/�11,115

Common�
Program

Online�humanities�courses�and�
law-mandatory�courses 14,775�/�40,294� 16,933�/�44,425� 18,930�/�44,727

Total 20,830�/�107,912 22,356��/�111,912 24,115�/�103,672

(Unit:�persons/hours)

* Based on training provided by the HRD Team (excludes internal training program provided by each business division)

Yuhan Special LectureCASE

Starting from May 2021, Yuhan special lecture is held once a month to give employees a chance to learn human-
ities, leadership, trends, and others from well-known figures in and outside of the company. Furthermore, we 
provide online broadcasting (via YouTube Live) for easy access to lectures.

Date Company/Organization Name Title of Lecture

2021.�5 Yuhan�Corporation Doohee�Lee��
(General�Manager) Quest�for�Value

2021.�6 Department�of�Management,��
Korea�University

Jungbien�Moon,�
Professor�� Understanding�ESG�Management�and�Future

2021.�6 Ewha�Womans�University Jaechun�Choe,��
Chair�Professor How�Should�We�Live?

2021.�7 Department�of�Psychology,��
Seoul�National�University

Incheol�Choi,��
Professor Conditions�for�a�Happy�Life

2021.�8 Yuhan�Corporation Suman�In,��
General�Manager

Sharing�Unique�Efforts�and�Achievements�
Made�at�Work�and�Life

2021.�9 Seoul�School�of�Integrated�Sciences�
&�Technologies

Jegoo�Shin,��
Professor Secret�Behind�True�Leadership

2021.10 Department�of�Psychology,�Aju�
University

Kyungil�Kim,��
Professor Is�the�Law�of�Communication�Changing?

2021.11 Department�of�bio�and�Brain�
Engineering,�KAIST

Jaeseung�Jeong,�
Professor

Artificial�Intelligence�and�Opportunities��
in�the�Future

2021.12 Department�of�Consumer�Science,�
Seoul�National�University

Rando�Kim,��
Professor Trend�Korea�2022
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Fair Evaluation and Compensation

Evaluation System
 
Yuhan Corporation overhauled its personnel evaluation system in 2016 for fair evaluation and compensation 
and performance-based promotion. Evaluation system is divided into performance and competency evalua-
tions for all employees and organizational evaluations for each department and business division.
Performance evaluation is strategic management by objectives (MBO) that reflects business plans and continuous-
ly implements higher-level organizational goals. Employees set KPIs and goals clearly and objectively and conduct 
objective evaluations based on results. Quarterly progress management improves the target achievement rate and 
the acceptability of evaluation results, which are reflected in promotions and compensation. 
Competency evaluation is conducted based on the essential competencies commonly required for all em-
ployees, which are set based on the company's management philosophy, core values, and the employee 
survey analysis, and optional competencies depending on the job. We make efforts to enhance the objectivity 
and acceptability of the evaluation results, which are reflected in promotions, by conducting and document-
ing quarterly interviews. 
The organizational evaluation, which is implemented for the first time in 2022, is developed to enhance the ob-
jectivity of assessment and fairness of compensation plan by considering both individual performance and dif-
ferences in the organization. The evaluation will be done for each business division/department and team based 
on their business plan, and the result will be reflected in compensation along with individual evaluation results. 

Improving Labor-Management Relations

Yuhan Corporation implements various systems and activities for smooth communication and close coopera-
tion between labor and management. We leverage various communication channels such as the labor-man-
agement council, grievance committee, employee steering committee, and the “Open Voice” website, fol-
lowing our communication culture and principle of encouraging the free expression of opinions and mutual 
respect. Following the Act on the Promotion of Employees’ Participation and Cooperation, the quarterly 
labor-management council discusses various agenda items to improve working conditions. In addition, union 
members participate in business plan presentations to share the company’s business performance and plans. 
Furthermore, we reinforce partnership by holding various joint labor-management events and supporting 
union events. Also, at regular labor union meetings, we give an award to exemplary employees who conduct-
ed excellent labor union activities. In 2017, the Ministry of Employment and Labor certified Yuhan Corporation 
as a company with an excellent labor-management culture recognizing its continuous labor-management 
partnership.

Creating a  
Sound 
Organizational 
Culture

Evaluation	System

Category Target No. of Trials

Performance�evaluation All�employees Once�a�year

Competency�evaluation All�employees Once�a�year

Organizational�evaluation Business�division/department,�team Once�a�year

No.	of	Evaluated	Employees	Compared	to	the	Full-timers

* �Excludes employees who have worked for less than 6 months per year (leave of absence, new hires who joined the company in the 
year), part-time employees

Item Unit 2019 2020 2021

Total�no.�of�employees Persons 1,816 1,855 1,878

No.�of�employees�evaluated1) Persons 1,694 1,742 1,755

Rate % 93.3 93.9 93.5

Compensation System
 
Yuhan�Corporation�has�an�annual�evaluation-based�salary�system�to�provide�employees�with�reasonable�com-
pensation�depending�on�their�job�outcomes.�The�wage�increase�reflects�the�company’s�business�performance�
and�labor-management�agreement,�and�the�principle�of�equal�pay�for�the�same�job�applies�to�both�full-timers�
and�temporary�employees.�Performance�bonuses�vary�by�the�results�of�performance�evaluations,�and�team�
leaders�receive�different�pay�rise�based�on�the�previous�year’s�achievements.�A�special�promotion�is�given�to�
those�who�meet�special�promotion�criteria,�including�those�who�received�high�scores�in�evaluation.�Various�
other�reward�systems�are�also�available,�such�as�performance�incentives�by�the�department,�domestic�and�
overseas�training�for�employees�with�excellent�R&P,�and�rewards�for�creative�ideas�suggested�and�inventions�
made�for�their�jobs.�

2020	Job	Satisfaction	Survey	Results

No. of  
Employees 

Surveyed

Total
Number of 

Respondents

Current job satisfaction (suitability)
Employees 

Who Preferred 
Other JobsVery

Satisfied Satisfied Average Dissatisfied
Very

DIssatis-
fied

1,679 1,557 490 866 183 14 4 225

Employee Satisfaction Survey 

Yuhan Corporation conducts employee surveys to create a healthy organizational culture and improve 
employees’ job satisfaction. In 2015, we conducted an anonymous survey targeting all employees on the 
company’s strengths, things to be improved, and messages to the company through an external server. 
Based on the survey results, we identified ‘leadership and communication’ as a keyword and selected it as 
one of the essential items for a competency evaluation. Then, in 2020, we also conducted a job satisfaction 
survey for all employees and reflected the result in personnel appointments and mid/long-term HR tasks, 
creating an employee-friendly organizational culture.

Union Membership Rate 
(As of the end of 2021) 44.3%

Overview	of	Labor	Union	Members

No. of Employees Who can Join the Labor Union No. of Labor Union Members

852�persons 378�persons

*A collective agreement applies only to labor union members, but it can also be applied to nonunion employees, if necessary.

(Unit:�persons)
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Human 
Rights 
Management

Human Rights Management Principles

Inheriting�the�founder�Dr.�Ilhan�New's�management�philosophy,�“Every�member�of�an�organization�should�
be�united�by�the�common�bond�of�work,"�Yuhan�Corporation�has�developed�a�corporate�culture�emphasizing�
respect�for�humans,�believing�that�the�company�is�owned�by�its�members�and�that�humans�are�the�most�cru-
cial�resources�of�the�company.�Based�on�this�corporate�culture,�we�try�to�build�a�human�rights�management�
system�that�protects�the�human�rights�of�all�stakeholders,�including�our�employees.�We�are�doing�our�best�to�
comply�with�international�standards�and�guidelines�related�to�human�rights�and�labor�as�well�as�domestic�
laws�and�protect�the�rights�of�employees.�We�also�hold�a�labor-management�council�and�run�a�grievance�han-
dling�system�so�that�all�employees�can�work�in�an�environment�where�their�human�rights�are�respected.�We�
regularly�conduct�human�rights�education�to�raise�our�employees’�awareness�of�human�rights�as�well.�

Human Rights Education for Employees

Yuhan�Corporation�believes�that�raising�employees’�awareness�of�human�rights�comes�first�in�implementing�
human�rights�management.�To�spread�a�culture�in�which�all�members�respect�and�understand�each�other’s�
diversity,�we�introduced�a�human�rights�education�course�at�the�Cyber�Training�Center�in�2021�and�opened�an�
online�training�program.�The�human�rights�education�program�consists�of�preventing�sexual�harassment�in�
the�workplace,�prohibiting�workplace�bullying,�and�changing�the�perception�of�the�disabled.�In�the�future,�we�
will�continuously�develop�and�expand�education�programs�to�improve�employees’�awareness�of�human�rights�
and�encourage�them�to�put�it�into�practice.

Spreading a Culture of Respecting Diversity    

Maternity Protection Program
 
Yuhan Corporation protects maternity through diverse policy supports so that talented female employees do 
not suffer career interruptions due to pregnancy, childbirth, and childcare. We have statutory and non-statu-
tory policies, including supporting fertility treatment and providing fetal examination leave, reduced working 
hours during pregnancy and childcaring periods, paid health leave, maternity leave before and after child-
birth, parental leave, family care leave and prohibiting assigning hazardous/risky jobs to pregnant women. We 
use flexible working systems such as alternative working schedules and flex-time work to allow employees 
to adjust their working hours. A growing number of employees are taking parental leave every year. This is 
possible because we rapidly hire substitute employees to replace employees who take paid holiday and leave 
of absence, by managing a pool of replacement employees, resolving the work vacancy, and easing the bur-
den on employees. In addition, we help our employees manage the work-childcare balance by running an in-
house daycare center in the headquarters and installing nursing rooms and a parking lot for pregnant women 
in the headquarters, factories, and research institute.

Family-friendly Company Certification
 
In 2021, Yuhan Corporation was certified by the Ministry of Gender Equality and Family as a family-friendly 
company in recognition of its family-friendly work environment, including maternity leave before and after 
childbirth, parental leave, flexible working hours, an in-house daycare center, and the company’s support for 
employees’ welfare. The certification is given to exemplary companies that support childbirth and childcare, 
run a flexible work system, and create a family-friendly corporate culture in accordance with Article 15 of the 
Act on Promotion of Creation of a Family-Friendly Social Environment. We received great reviews in the areas 
such as family-friendly policy performance, employee's satisfaction, and top management's interest and will-
ingness. Taking winning the certification as an opportunity, we plan to further strive to create a family-friendly 
work environment through work-life balance.

Excellent Gender Equality in Employment Award 
 
Yuhan Corporation has been pursuing gender equality without discrimination and prejudice in personnel 
management, including employment, wages, promotion, and education. In 2022, we received a prime minis-
ter commendation from the Ministry of Employment and Labor as an excellent company for gender equality 
in recognition of its contribution to gender equality in employment, such as preventing sexual discrimination 
in employment, promoting maternity protection system, supporting work-family balance, and helping female 
employees develop their occupational capabilities. At Yuhan Corporation, the number of female manager is 
continuously increasing, due to our active support to enable female employees to show their ability and to 
become the next generation of leaders.

Overview	of	Employees	Who	Took	Parental	Leave	and	Returned

Item Unit 2019 
(male/female)

2020 
(male/femal)

2021 
(male/female)

No.�of�employees�who�took�parental�leave Persons 19(2/17) 22(3/19) 33(8/25)

No.�of�employees�who�returned�to�work�
after�parental�leave Persons 21(2/19) 18(1/17) 21(3/18)

No.�of�employees�who�worked�12�
months�or�longer�after�taking�parental�
leave(among�those�who�returned�to�work�
in�that�year)

Persons 19(2/17) 17(1/16) 18(3/15)

Female	Manager	Overview

Item Unit 2019 2020 2021

Total�no.�of�managers Persons 110 121 130
No.�of�female�managers Persons 12 15 19
Percentage % 10.9 12.4 14.6

Overview	of	Employee	Human	Rights	Education

Programs Unit 2019 2020 2021

Sexual�harassment�
prevention

No. of target employees Persons 1,852 1,849 1,808

Rate of completion % 100 100 100

Information�
protection�

No. of target employees Persons 1,852 1,849 1,808

Rate of completion % 100 100 100

Disability�
awareness�

No. of target employees Persons 1,852 1,849 1,808

Rate of completion % 100 100 100

Workplace�bullying�
prevention�

No. of target employees Persons - 1,801 1,799

Rate of completion % - 100 100
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Operation of Grievance Handling System  

Yuhan Corporation has established a grievance handling and counseling system to listen to and resolve 
various grievances that employees raise in the workplace, such as individual complaints about the working 
environment or working conditions, sexual harassment or bullying, issues with personality or psychological 
conditions, and other personal problems. We designate grievance committee members and have a separate 
counseling space at each business site, such as the headquarters and branch offices, Yuhan R&D institute, and 
Manufacturing Division. A total of 3 grievance committee members - the head of the Human Resources Man-
agement Team, the head of the Plant General Affairs Team, and the chairman of the labor union - act as coun-
selors and help employees resolve their grievances. Grievance reports and applications sent in via personal 
visit, phone, e-mail, and the Open Voice website are handled through the meetings with one of the grievance 
committee members. Upon receiving a report, the grievance committee handles the issue by checking the 
details and facts without delay and notifying measures and other processing results within 10 days of hearing 
the grievance. In addition, a grievance handling log regarding the receipt and handling of grievances must be 
kept for 1 year (cannot be accessed by anyone other than the people concerned).

Win-Win 
Management

Supply Chain Operations

Supply Chain Operating Philosophy
 
Yuhan�Corporation�exerts�efforts�to�fulfill�its�social�responsibilities�by�realizing�mutual�growth�with�its�suppliers�
under�the�clear�understanding�that�suppliers�are�important�business�partners�that�contribute�to�the�company’s�
growth.�In�particular,�we�believe�that�closer�cooperation�throughout�the�supply�chain�and�improved�sustain-
ability�are�most�important�for�a�stable�supply�of�high-quality�pharmaceuticals�worldwide.�Yuhan�Corporation�
has�established�and�implemented�purchasing�management�guidelines,�including�purchasing�ethics�based�on�
the�corporate-wide�ethical�management�system,�anti-corruption�management�system�(ISO�37001),�compliance�
management�system�(ISO�37301),�and�relevant�domestic�and�foreign�laws�to�ensure�fair�trade�with�suppliers.�In�
addition,�we�fundamentally�prevent�corruption�by�having�purchase,�inspection,�and�approval�handled�by�differ-
ent�teams.�We�also�provide�the�Procurement�Team�with�purchasing�ethics�training,�communicate�the�anti-cor-
ruption�policy�to�suppliers,�and�request�them�to�submit�an�anti-corruption�pledge.�We�will�work�closely�with�all�
suppliers�to�establish�fair�and�transparent�transaction�relationships�through�these�efforts.

Grievance	Committee	Members	Assigned	by	Sites

Category Grievance Committee Member

HQ,�branch�offices,�Yuhan�R&D�Institute •�Human�Resources�Management�Team�leader

Ochang�Plant�
•�Plant�General�Affair�Team�leader
•�Chairman�of�the�labor�union

Yuhan	Corporation’s	Purchasing	Ethics

Purchasing	managers	shall	comply	with	the	following	based	on	trust	and	integrity.

1.��Purchasing�managers�take�pride�and�have�a�sense�of�responsibility�that�they�represent�the�
company�and�carry�out�purchasing�tasks�sincerely�and�fairly�within�the�authority�granted�by�the�
company.

2.��Purchasing�is�also�part�of�the�production�process�and�starting�point�for�making�and�selling�
the�best�quality�products.�In�this�regard,�purchasing�should�satisfy�all�quality�standards�of�the�
company.

3.��Purchasing�activities�must�be�carried�out�to�achieve�the�company’s�profit�and�purpose,�not�
personal�gain.�In�the�event�of�a�conflict�of�interest�between�individuals�and�the�company,�the�
latter�takes�precedence.

4.��Purchasing�managers�should�understand�and�comply�with�laws�related�to�purchasing�business,�
such�as�the�Monopoly�Regulation�and�Fair�Trade�Act�and�the�Fair�Transactions�in�Subcontracting�Act.

5.��Purchasing�managers�do�not�receive�any�entertainment�that�may�affect�the�purchasing�business�
or�accept�unfair�acts�against�the�law�and�trade�ethics,�such�as�signing�double�contracts.

6.��Purchasing�managers�do�not�provide�the�information�obtained�from�the�purchasing�business�to�
a�third�party�who�might�benefit�from�the�information.

Grievance	Handling	Procedure

Handle 
grievances

Take action 
and notify the 

results

Grievances 
collection

(reception of 
reports)
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Establishing a Supply Chain Management Process     

Purchasing Management Organization
 
Yuhan Corporation’s purchasing management organization is divided into the Procurement Team of the Man-
ufacturing Division and the Import Team of Overseas Business Department. The Procurement Team of the 
Manufacturing Division is in charge of purchasing raw materials, materials, products, reagents and reagent in-
struments, mechanical equipment, repair materials, computer equipment, and other consumables supplied by 
domestic partners for production, as well as supplier management, such as establishing and managing the pur-
chase management system and selecting and evaluating suppliers. The Import Team of the Overseas Business 
Department is in charge of importing raw materials, materials, products, and equipment from overseas countries 
for production and supply.

Purchasing Management System Operation
 
Yuhan Corporation has built and operated a company-wide purchasing management system, mainly led 
by the Procurement Team of the Manufacturing Division and the Import Team of the Overseas Business 
Department, which are in charge of supply chain management. Based on the purchasing management 
system, we try to create optimal purchasing performance through comprehensive management of all 
suppliers’ quality, cost, and delivery. In line with the recent environmental changes in supply chain oper-
ation, such as the need to reflect ESG items in supplier selection and evaluation, the purchase manage-
ment system is being revised overall, and new standards and processes for supply chain management is 
being established. The revised purchasing management system will include the reorganization of the ded-
icated purchasing organization, documentation of processes by purchase type, improved supplier evalua-
tion criteria, an increase in the number of supplier management types, and an integrated purchasing data 
management system.

Selection of Suppliers  
 Yuhan Corporation’s suppliers include domestic and overseas suppliers of raw materials, products, equipment, 
reagents, reagents equipment, and consumables, and contract manufacturing organizations (CMO). Domestic 
suppliers are selected transparently and fairly in consultation with relevant teams and considering quality, price, 
delivery date, due diligence data, financial structure, past transaction performance, and major transaction mat-
ters. In particular, we comply with the principle of comparison among multiple quotations and sealed quota-
tions (applicable when exceeding a certain value). When using a purchasing agency, we select a company after a 
separate price comparison. Overseas suppliers are selected through discussions and reviews with relevant teams 
such as the Quality Assurance, Quality Control, Plant Admin, Procurement, Pharmaceuticals Development, and 
Marketing Teams based on the supply contract criteria. Selected suppliers are categorized into 3 types for man-
agement: alliance relationships, collaborative relationships, and transactional relationships.
As a part of win-win cooperation with the local community, we also select local companies near our business 
sites as our suppliers. Due to the characteristics of a pharmaceutical company where quality and delivery are 
crucial, we mainly purchase consumables, small-size items, and office supplies from local suppliers and the pro-
portion of local purchasing is 5.9% as of the end of 2021.

Supplier evaluation criteria

Category Evaluation Item Point Led by

Quality

Quality�review�results

55�points
Quality�Assurance�TeamCAPA�1)�implementation�

Defect�rate
No.�and�grade�of�non-conformities

Procurement�Team

Cost Progress�with�cost�reduction�efforts 5�points

Delivery
Delivery�compliance�rate

25�points
Quality�issue�occurred

Cooperation Cooperation 10�points
Ethics Corporate�ethics�and�safety�management 5�points

1) Corrective Action and Preventive Action

Supplier Evaluation Overview
Type Evaluation Type Evaluation Target Evaluation Item Evaluation Cycle

Raw�material Regular�evaluation •�Domestic�manufacturers •��Quality,�delivery�time,�price,�degree�of�
cooperation,�corporate�ethics Half-yearly

Material Regular�evaluation
•��Companies�that�signed�contracts�
worth�over�40�million�KRW�half-yearly�

•��Suppliers�of�material�to�be�graded

•��Quality,�delivery�time,�degree�of�
cooperation,�corporate�ethics Half-yearly

Product Regular�evaluation •�Domestic�manufacturers •��Quality�issues,�return�history,�and�
delivery�specifics Once�a�year

Mechanical�
equipment Selection�evaluation •�Equipment�manufacturers

•��Price,�construction�capacity,�
performance,�finance�and�credit,�
company�information,�and�size

When�necessary

Repair�material Regular�evaluation •�Repair�material�suppliers •�Price Once�a�year
Reagents�and�
Reagent�Instruments Regular�evaluation •��Top�10�companies�in�semi-annual�

performance
•��Delivery�time,�quality,�degree�of�
cooperation,�corporate�ethics Once�a�year

Consumables Regular�evaluation •��Companies�with�over�10�million�KRW�in�
semi-annual�performance

•��Delivery�time,�quality,�degree�of�
cooperation,�corporate�ethics Once�a�year

Supplier Evaluation
 Yuhan�Corporation�evaluates�existing�suppliers�regularly,�including�quality�due�diligence�through�the�Procure-
ment�Team�and�Quality�Assurance�Team.�Regular�evaluation�items�include�quality,�cost,�delivery�time,�degree�of�
cooperation,�business�ethics,�and�safety�management�activities.�The�machinery�and�equipment�suppliers�are�
evaluated�separately�in�terms�of�the�price,�construction�capability,�performance,�finances�and�credit,�company�
information,�and�size.�According�to�evaluation�results,�suppliers�will�be�categorized�into�grades�A�to�D.�ESG�due�
diligence�results�will�be�added�as�a�new�supplier�evaluation�item�in�addition�to�the�existing�5�items.�For�a�more�
reasonable�and�practical�evaluation�of�suppliers,�we�will�create�or�revise�items�in�the�purchase�management�sys-
tem�and�will�improve�evaluation�systems�to�encourage�suppliers�to�internally�carry�out�quality�improvement�by�
sharing�the�evaluation�criteria�and�results�with�the�suppliers.�

Supplier Overview

Category
2019 2020 2021

No. of Companies Purchase Amount No. of Companies Purchase Amount No. of Companies Purchase Amount
Domestic 549 873.5 561 931.2 562 925.3
Overseas1) 82 78.1 72 101.3 74 72.3
Total 631 951.6 633 1,032 636 997.6

(Unit: EA, billion KRW)

1) Yuhan Corporation’s overseas suppliers are based in the US, Italy, Germany, Austria, Sweden, Spain, and China.

Major	Supplier	Type

Channels

Raw 
materials CMO Products

Yuhan Corporation
• R&D  • Manufacturing 
and logistics  • Sales 

and marketing

Distribution Channels

Global pharmaceutical 
companies

Drugstores 
&

hospitals

Hypermarkets, 
online stores, etc.*

Wholesalers

*Non-medical products

Domestic

Overseas

Purchasing Organization

Foreign raw materials

Foreign goods

Foreign materials

Foreign equipment

Overseas Business Department

Import Team

Overseas

Manufacturing Division

Procurement Team

Domestic

Raw material

Mechanical equipment

Computer equipment

Repair materials

Others & consumables

ProductMaterial Reagents and 
reagent instruments

Roadmap for Building an Integrated Purchasing Data Management System

System Building

• �Collect individually 
managed data

• �Categorize items subject to 
be managed

• �Introduce a management 
system

• �Utilize purchasing 
information

2022
System Utilization

• �Utilize statistical analysis 
data

• �Automatically prepare 
reports

• �Increase the scope of data 
management 

2023
System Upgrade

2024

• �Separate management of 
individual data

• Difficulty in data utilization
• �Differences in management 

levels depending on 
individual capabilities

1. Build Big Data
• �Manually prepare regular 

reports 
• �Difficulty in calculating 

purchasing outcomes
• Insufficient analysis activities

2. �Search and 
Statistics Data

• ��System integration required 
(managed by raw data)

• Simplification of approval
• �Purchasing based on data(to 

eradicate artificial mistakes) 
(anti-corruption)

3.  Connection to 
Existing Systems

System-based 
purchase

Efficient
purchase 
activities

• �Connect with the existing 
system 

  - Groupware, SAP
• One-stop approval
• �Automatically calculate when 

placing a purchasing order 
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Support for Improved Supply Chain Sustainability     

Supplier ESG Management
 
While expanding ESG management throughout its business activities, Yuhan Corporation is trying to spread 
and establish ESG management throughout the supply chain, including suppliers, by reflecting ESG items in 
supplier selection and evaluation. We will further strengthen the sustainability of the entire supply chain by 
adding items related to suppliers’ ESG management to the newly revised purchase management system. 

Support for Suppliers’ Quality Management
 
By regularly conducting due diligence, we support our raw material and material suppliers' product quality 
control. We visit suppliers for due diligence when initially creating cooperative relationships and visit them on 
a regular basis depending on the importance of suppliers and due diligence results. After inspection, we share 
documents listing items to be improved and measures to be taken with suppliers. We also support quality con-
trol to ensure that things that were shared and implemented with the suppliers can be operated continuously. 
At the same time, we will actively find ways to support suppliers’ internal quality management, including renting 
out an idle tensile strength tester for free to related suppliers to improve the quality of the supplied products.

Support for Win-Win Cooperation with Suppliers
 
Yuhan Corporation is running various programs in sustainability, mutual growth, communication, and cre-
ating shared value for win-win cooperation with suppliers. We plan to help our suppliers enhance their ESG 
management by improving suppliers’ classification and management systems to improve sustainability. In 
addition, we continuously improve our mutual growth strategies and policies, such as supporting training on 
GMP, quality, innovation, claims, assisting productivity and process improvement, and sharing of environmen-
tal and stability policies. Also, we hold regular meetings with major suppliers once or twice a year and listen to 
their grievances and suggestions for smooth communication with them. The meeting was once postponed in-
definitely after the COVID-19 outbreak but will resume sooner or later. Furthermore, we plan to actively review 
and implement various methods to create shared value in terms of quality, cost, and delivery management, 
such as signing a quality agreement, forming a cost discussion body, and sharing production plans.

Customer 
Satisfaction 
Management

Customer Satisfaction Management System 

Yuhan�Corporation�always�pursues�the�health�and�safety�first�of�its�customers�and�is�doing�its�best�to�provide�
satisfactory�products�and�services�from�the�perspective�of�customers.�In�order�to�give�the�highest�level�of�sat-
isfaction,�we�created�a�dedicated�CS�team�for�each�department�and�implemented�client�satisfaction�manage-
ment�strategies�and�tasks�as�part�of�our�active�customer�satisfaction�activities.�We�collect�customers’�voices�
via�various�channels�and�share�their�opinions�with�related�teams�to�incorporate�the�feedback�into�product�
improvement.

Product	Improvements

Areas of Improvement Changes Outcome 

Formulation •�Reduced�tablet�size •�Improved�the�convenience�of�taking�

Labeling�
•��Enhanced�lot�number�and�expiry�date�marking •��Enhanced�product�reliability�and�

consumer�safety

•�Braille�Labeling�on�Essential�Medicine�� •��Prevented�medicine�misuse�and�abuse�of�
the�underprivileged�class

Container •�Improved�the�sealing�of�vitamin�bottles •��Became�easier�to�open,�improved�
customer�satisfaction

Packaging
•��Changed�similar-looking�product�packaging� •�Prevented�medicine�misuse
•�Changed�packaging�material •�Easier�waste�sorting

CS Activities for Customer Satisfaction

Active Product Improvement
 
Through�active�CS�activities,�Yuhan�Corporation�not�only�discovers�areas�of�improvement�in�the�entire�process�
of�product�development,�production,�distribution/sales,�use,�and�disposal�but�also�collects�customer�opinions�
via�various�channels,�such�as�market�research,�customer�consultation,�and�VOC�and�reflect�them�to�improve�
products.�In�particular,�we�continuously�improve�the�formulation,�labeling,�container,�and�packaging�of�pharma-
ceuticals�to�realize�customer�satisfaction�by�enhancing�product�safety�and�convenience.�We�improved�customer�
satisfaction�by�strengthening�the�stability,�convenience,�and�reliability�of�pharmaceutical�products�through�ac-
tive�product�improvements�such�as�reducing�the�size�of�tablets,�enhancing�lot�number�and�expiry�date�marking,�
improving�package�sealing,�changing�similar-looking�product�packaging,�and�replacing�packaging�materials

CS	Organization	and	Business	Process

CS

Sales, Marketing

Consumer Development

Manufacturing 
Team(s)

Quality Team(s)

Manufacturing 
Division

Core	Values	of	Win-win	
Cooperation	with	Suppliers

Sustainability

Creating 
Shared 
Value

Communica-
tion

Mutual 
Growth 

Mutual Growth by Supporting Bio Venture CompaniesCASE

Yuhan Corporation is building an ecosystem for mutual growth by working with various companies in the 
process of R&D to create future value as well as manufacturing, distribution, and sales. 

• �Contract Research 
Organization
• �Contract Manufacturing 

Organization

In particular, Yuhan Corporation is making a great 
effort to continuously find and invest in biotech 
venture companies that have technological power 
but lack funds and experience. 
The amount of accrued investment made by Yuhan 
Corporation in unlisted bio venture companies for 
the past 3 years is approximately 85 billion KRW 
(USD 636 billion). In addition, 14 companies that 
received investment are in a wide range of areas 
– AI-based R&D on new medicines, R&D for new 
medicines to treat brain diseases, R&D for stem cells 
and immunotherapy, DNA vaccine R&D, and devel-

opment of prostate cancer treatment and diagnosis 
devices. When necessary, we shared R&D know-how 
and conducted joint research, further improving 
development speed and research outcomes.  

Major Suppliers in R&D

Yuhan

Biotech Biotech 

CRO·CMO*University

Base Technology & 
Lead Compound

Non-clinical & 
Clinical Research

Global Market

Investment in Bio Venture 
Companies

Item� 2019 2020 2021
Investment�
amount 20 30 35

 - �Support activities: joint research, sharing R&D know-
how and infrastructure, etc.

(Unit:�billion�KRW)
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Reduced Tablet Size
 
Yuhan Corporation considers various measures to improve the convenience of taking tablets. For instance, we 
changed the Yuhan Metformin XR Tab. 500mg from an uncoated tablet to a film-coated tablet, reducing the 
tablet size by approximately 68%. This improved the convenience of taking the tablet while maintaining the 
product quality.

Enhanced Lot Number and Expiry Date Marking  
 
Considering that ink printed lot number and expiry date on the package can be erased with organic solvents, 
we changed from inkjet printing to laser printing. By applying it to over-the-counter (OTC) products manufac-
tured by Yuhan Corporation (excluding some over-the-counter medicines used for prescription), more accu-
rate information was delivered to customers. At the same time, we reduced waste volume by reducing the use 
of printing materials such as ink cartridges and printer ribbons. We plan to apply the change to containers of 
other sizes as well. 
Also, we improved the visibility of lot numbers and expiry dates, which were originally printed only at the up-
per section of Press Through Package (PTP) sheets, by printing the information on each pocket so that they do 
not get lost when a pocket is cut out by pharmacists or patients. By applying the change to 75 items, including 
Duowell Tablets 40/10mg 30T, we improved customer convenience further and will apply the method to other 
sizes of containers.

Improved the Sealing of Vitamin Bottles 
 
Yuhan Corporation adopted an easy tab sealer that can be easily opened and thoroughly removed to prevent 
customer injuries and product contamination. It was applied to 48 items, including Beecom-C Power Tablets, 
and by 2022, it will be used to 93 items, including Atorva Tablets 10mg 30T. The changed sealing improved 
customer convenience and made recycling much easier.

Prevented Misuse due to Similar Product Packaging 
 
Products with similar package designs caused concerns about customer confusion or material mixing. To 
improve this, we changed the design of 18 items, including the Grandpherol Soft Capsules, by using different 
colors, inserting photos, and increasing the font size. Reduced risk of product misuse by design changed im-
proved customer satisfaction. We will continue to apply different product designs when launching new prod-
ucts in the future.

Changed Packaging Material for Recycling
 
As part of efforts to enhance customer satisfaction and protect the environment, Yuhan Corporation consid-
ered ways to increase the efficiency of product recycling. First, we changed the label material of 162 items, 
including Beecom-C Tablet, to PP to make separate waste collection easier, and changed the material of the 
ampoule holder of 9 items, including Beecom Hexa Injection, to transparent PET material for easy recycling. 
Since there is no need to separate labels, recycling has become more convenient, and the recycling rate is ex-
pected to increase even higher. We plan to apply the changed packaging to new products. 
In addition, we applied eco-friendly CCP ⓝ paper to the packaging of 22 items, including a Vitamin C Tablet 
1000mg 100T box. We display the FSC certification mark, given to eco-friendly paper supplied by a reliable 
supplier, on product packaging to widely promote our effort for customers and the environment.

Braille Labeling on Essential Medicines
 
There is an ongoing concern about misuse and abuse of prescription medicines by the underprivileged class. 
To help them access medicines more easily, Yuhan Corporation selected 14 essential medicines, including the 
Rapicol series, to apply Braille labeling on the package so that the visually impaired can easily identify them. 
Braille labeling was applied to 3 items, and the Braille marking will be done on all 14 items by 2022. We are 
trying to apply the labeling system to a broader range of medicines in addition to essential medicines. 

VOC Management

Customer Satisfaction Activities Through VOC Management
 
Considering�the�characteristics�of�products�and�customer�convenience,�the�Pharmaceuticals�Business�Divi-
sion�and�Consumer�Goods�&�Health�Care�Department�manage�the�voice�of�customer�(VOC).�We�try�to�listen�to�
customer�voices�carefully�and�rapidly�reflect�them�in�our�products�and�services.
The�Pharmaceutical�Business�Division�has�various�VOC�channels,�such�as�telephone,�fax,�mail,�and�website,�
to�listen�to�the�valuable�opinions�of�customers.�When�a�customer’s�inquiry,�suggestion,�or�complaint�about�
the�product�is�received,�details�are�checked�along�with�consultation�or�product�exchanges.�If�the�need�for�im-
provement�arises�while�handling�customer�complaints�about�products,�the�relevant�teams�will�take�action�to�
improve�it.
Since�2015,�the�Consumer�Goods�&�Health�Care�Department�has�been�operating�a�separate�counseling�team�
for�each�business�division�to�resolve�customers’�inconveniences�regarding�their�use�of�products�in�a�timely�
manner�and�identify�areas�for�improvement�by�listening�to�various�opinions.�In�addition,�the�Division�tries�
to�listen�to�customers’�voices�through�various�channels,�including�online�and�telephone�consultations.�Also,�
responsible�employees�in�charge�of�different�items�try�to�rapidly�resolve�claims�raised�at�the�sales�floor.�Con-
sumer�claims�are�collected�monthly�and�shared�with�responsible�employees�and�manufacturers,�and�the�data�
are�actively�used�for�product�improvement.�

Overview	of	Handling	VOCs	by	the	Pharmaceutical	Business	Division

Category 2019 2020 2021

No.�of�VOCs�received�
or�handled�by�type

Inquiry 12,116 12,220 12,168

Proposal 28 25 21

Dissatisfaction 1,681 1,366 1,721

Total 13,825 13,611 13,910

(Unit:�cases)

VOC	handling	status	of	the	Consumer	Goods	&	Health	Care	Department

Category 2019 2020 2021 

No.�of�VOCs�received�
or�handled�by�type

Inquiry 4,512 4,936 3,774

Proposal 11 20 24

Dissatisfaction 1,074 1,354 1,779

Total 5,597 6,310 5,577

(Unit:�cases)

VOC	Handling	Process

Receive 
inquiries

Relevant 
employees and 

teams check 
details

Handle the 
received 
inquires

Complete 
handling the 

inquiries 
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•   Systemize giving back 
corporate profits to society 
through corporate governance

•   The largest shareholder (non-
profit foundation) implements 
public interest projects by 
using high dividends

•   Carry out social 
contribution projects 
through voluntary services

•   Implement projects under 
the themes of health, 
community, and education

•     Run employee volunteer 
group

•   Strengthening support for 
volunteer activities

•   Run various volunteer and 
donation programs

Giving Profits 
Back to Sociey

Social 
Contribution

Voluntary 
Service

Social 
Contribution

Social Contribution Strategies  

Social Contribution Philosophy
�
Yuhan�Corporation�has�stayed�committed�to�sharing�corporate�values�with�society�by�inheriting�Dr.�Ilhan�
New’s�founding�spirit�that�a�company�should�return�profits�it�earned�to�society.�Our�unique�social�contribution�
system,�established�with�the�founder’s�donation�of�his�entire�assets,�naturally�created�a�social�contribution�
structure�whereby�profits�earned�are�spent�on�doing�business�of�our�non-profit�foundations�(Yuhan�Founda-
tion,�Yuhan�School)�through�the�dividend�income�every�year.�We�also�implement�various�social�contribution�
projects�to�inherit�the�founder’s�entrepreneurial�spirit�and�achieve�the�corporate�vision.�We�also�lead�creating�
an�implementation-oriented�voluntary�service�culture�to�nurture�talents�who�contribute�to�society.

Yuhan Corporation’s Social 
Contribution System

Social Contribution Value System
 
As a representative Korean pharmaceutical company, Yuhan Corporation is doing its best to create social 
value and grow with the local community by utilizing its core competencies under the slogan ‘Make People 
Healthier, Make the World Happier’ based on the social contribution system.

Yuhan Corporation’s Social Contribution Value System

Core 
Values

Culture
Yuhan people who practice sharing 

Provide institutional support and create a corporate culture to 
promote employee volunteering

Sustainability Effectiveness Sincerity Empathy

Make people healthier, make the world happier!

Promote 
Public Health

Improve the physical, 
mental, and social 

health of the people

Develop 
Local Community

Promote a happy 
life for all members 

of society

Cultivate future 
science talents who 
contribute to society

Business 
Direction

Nurture 
Future Talent

Social Contribution 
System
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COVID-19 prevention pop-up book

Happy Home Gift Box

Community Development  
 
Yuhan�Corporation�formed�networks�with�local�social�welfare�centers�and�various�NGOs�and�is�working�with�
them�to�solve�problems�in�the�local�community�and�help�citizens�lead�happy�life.�In�addition,�our�employees�
interact�with�the�local�community�and�take�the�lead�in�resolving�local�problems�by�conducting�regular�and�
irregular�volunteer�activities�for�the�underprivileged.

Support	for	the	Underprivileged
Yuhan�Corporation�engages�in�various�activities�with�its�employees�to�promote�the�welfare�of�the�elderly�who�
live�alone,�children,�and�the�disabled,�in�partnership�with�welfare�centers�and�welfare�facilities�near�the�busi-
ness�sites.

Social Contribution Program

National Health Promotion 
 
Yuhan Corporation is making various efforts to improve health care and public health by leveraging its busi-
ness features and core competencies. In particular, we provide medicines and operates health promotion 
programs for the underprivileged in the community, such as low-income families and seniors living alone. Af-
ter the outbreak of COVID-19, we are also carrying out infection prevention and personal hygiene projects for 
children of low-income families. In addition, to contribute to the development of medical science, we support 
academic research activities in the health and medical field by holding academic awards.

Senior Health Promotion Program
Yuhan Corporation runs the "A Companion For Community Health" project, a health promotion program for 
low-income seniors over the age of 65, in cooperation with 6 welfare centers in Dongjak-gu. Since 2018, we 
have comprehensively operated health, psychological, and emotional care programs for various geriatric 
diseases to help the elderly effectively manage their health. In 2021, we ran various dementia prevention and 
emotional support programs as the mental health problems among the elderly emerged due to the prolonged 
COVID-19 pandemic. In particular, the effectiveness of the project was further enhanced by preparing and 
handing out health handbooks to the elderly as part of the senior care program to improve self-health man-
agement capabilities and encourage them to take care of each other. A total of 139 senior citizens participated 
in this program as of 2021. We will expand the project after reviewing the effectiveness of the project before 
and after its implementation.

Personal Hygiene Improvement Project for the Underprivileged   
Yuhan Corporation has produced and distributed the ‘COVID-19 Prevention Pop-up Book’ with the personal 
care brand Happy Home to prevent children from COVID-19 infection and help them form good personal hy-
giene habits. Our employees volunteered to make the pop-up book and delivered them along with our prod-
ucts (e.g., Happy Home Hand Sanitizer) to children from the underprivileged class at home and abroad. The 
booklet includes information about the symptoms of COVID-19 and how to prevent it, such as how to wash 
hands and wear masks properly, with illustrations in a pop-up book format to make it easy and fun for chil-
dren to read. A total of 400 pop-up books were handed out in 2021. In addition, the Happy Home kit consist-
ing of personal hygiene items such as hand sanitizer and hand washes was delivered to low-income families 
along with the pop-up book. In particular, the box has coloring illustrations inside so that kids can play with 
them. We delivered these gift boxes containing 3,040 Happy Home products to 588 people in 2021.

Award Ceremony Organization 
Academic awards
Yuhan Corporation has continuously supported research groups’ and individuals’ academic research activities 
to improve the health of humankind and advance medical science in the future. Medical experts with out-
standing research results are annually selected and given academic awards such as the Yuhan Medical Award 
and the Yuhan Tuberculosis and Respiratory Academic Award to celebrate their hard work and achievements.

Ilhan New Award 
Ilhan New Award was established in 1995 to commemorate the 100th anniversary of Dr. Ilhan New’s birth and 
to honor his great life and noble spirit. This biennial award selects and recognizes renowned figures who have 
made excellent achievements in various areas of society and can become a guiding light to many people.

Award Title Year Established Description

Yuhan�Medical�
Award 1967 A�representative�medical�award�that�was�established�to�lay�the�foundation�for�future�medical�

development�and�to�encourage�the�research�activities�of�medical�scientists

Yuhan�Tuberculosis�
and�Respiratory�
Academic�Award

1979 A�representative�academic�award�in�the�field�of�respiratory�medicine�in�Korea�to�award�researchers�
who�have�contributed�to�the�development�of�respiratory�medicine

Inhan�New�Award 1995

2015�the�10th:�Moim�Kim�(honorary�professor�of�College�of�Nursing�at�Yonsei�University,�former�
Minister�of�Health�and�Welfare)
2017�the�12th:�Hyungseok�Kim�(honorary�professor�of�Department�of�Philosophy�at�Yonsei�University�)�
2019�the�13th:�Hyunjae�Lee�(honorary�professor�of�Department�of�Economics�at�Seoul�National�
University)

Awards	Overview	

(Unit:�persons)

Item 2019 2020 2021 Total
No.�of�
beneficiaries� 122 132 139 393

Overview of Senior Health Promotion Program

Category Description 2021 Performance

The�elderly

•��Match�employees�to�seniors�1:1�so�that�the�employees�
can�volunteer�to�the�seniors�regularly

•��Giving�local�seniors�gifts�on�national�holidays�and�
Parents’�Day

•��3�volunteer�groups
•��Regular�activities�twice�a�year�

Children

•��Partner�with�local�child�care�centers�to�teach�children�
online�and�provide�tutoring�as�part�of�voluntary�services

•�3�volunteer�groups

•��Partner�with�local�child�care�facilities�to�run�emotional�
support�programs

•�10�times�a�year

•��Make�and�donate�personal�hygiene�products�and�
catheter�pouches�for�children�with�leukemia

•�100�kits

The�disabled

•��Volunteer�groups�offer�Braille�translation�of�children’s�
books�for�the�visually�challenged�children

•�1�volunteer�group

•��Converted�the�existing�outing�programs�for�the�disabled�
to�online�emotional�support�programs�(baking�class,�
making�handicraft�items)�due�to�COVID-19

•�5�volunteer�groups

•��Converted�the�existing�home�repair�programs�to�
furniture�assemblage�programs�for�the�low-income�
disabled�families

•�1�volunteer�group�

Overview of Support for the Underprivileged 
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Talent Development 
 
Yuhan Corporation is engaged in a variety of projects to nurture future talents who will lead society. Major 
programs include Beodeul Science Class and Beodeul Career Camp for children and teenagers, which aim to 
nurture science talents. We raise interest in science for future talents and offer them opportunities to explore 
their future career. In addition, we run Ilhan New Youth Academy as part of our active efforts to nurture future 
talents who can create social value. Yuhan Corporation will continue to offer teenagers opportunities to pay 
attention to social issues and put “sharing” into practice. 

Nurturing Science Talents in the Industry
Beodeul Science Class  
We held an online Beodeul Science Class for youths who had few chances to get hands-on experience and 
opportunities to explore careers due to the pandemic. This program began in 2019 as a volunteer activity by 
researchers at Yuhan R&D Institute, and we later switched it to an online contact-free program in 2021 due to 
COVID-19. experiments. In particular, the online tour video consists of interesting content, featuring research-
ers introducing the process of developing new medicines to help children easily understand the process. This 
program was held 3 times in the first and second half of the year, joined by a total of 58 people, including ele-
mentary school students near the headquarters, children from childcare centers in 4 regions across the coun-
try where Yuhan employees provide voluntary services, and children of the company employees. The program 
received enthusiastic feedback from participants.

Beodeul Career Camp
In 2021, Yuhan Corporation newly launched the Beodeul Career Camp, a career counseling and mentoring 
program for teenagers. We developed a specialized program in cooperation with the Dongjak Career & Job 
Experience Support Center, an institution specializing in career education for youths, and provided psycho-
logical tests related to career path and occupations, professional counseling, and employee mentoring by job 
group 3 times. A total of 20 people from Seoul and other provinces, such as Daejeon and Daegu where access 
to such experience is rare, joined the program and had a useful time exploring their future careers. 

Nurturing Talents to Promote the Value of Sharing and Founder’s Spirit 
Ilhan New Youth Academy 
In partnership with Dongjak-gu Office in 2019, Yuhan Corporation held Ilhan New Academy for teenagers 
in the district. The program was designed to promote the value of sharing and love of the nation for young-
er generations. 81 teenagers joined the program in 19 teams, planning and implementing the “Love Your 
Country” project promoting national independence activists. In 2020, we ran an online 1-day program due to 
COVID-19 and held a workshop with 20 teenagers who are children of our employees under the theme of re-
solving social issues.

Participation by Employees   
 
Support for Employees’ Volunteer Activities
Yuhan Corporation is actively supporting volunteer and donation activities so that its employees can practice 
the value of sharing as members of society. Each business site operates a community-based volunteer group, 
and we support expenses and other matters necessary for all activities. In addition, each business site has a 
responsible team to efficiently carry out volunteer activities tailored to the characteristics of each department. 
The characteristic of our volunteer activities is that we organize various programs so that employees and their 
families can enjoy participating in the sharing. After the outbreak of COVID-19 in 2020, we shifted the focus of 
our volunteer activities to prevent the spread of the virus among employees and to support local communi-
ties, and  implementing contact-free volunteer programs and making donations. 
To encourage employees’ participation, we select and award employees who actively provide volunteer ser-
vices once a year, and provide overseas volunteering oportunities to employees who spent the longest cumu-
lative hours in volunteering each year.

Donation	Activities	by	Employees

Category 2019 2020 2021

Social�contribution�
activities

Year-end�auction�&�
bazaar

Agricultural�products�
purchased�for�donation�
&�year-end�auction

Year-end�auction�&�
overseas�donation

Donation�in�cash�&�
donation�in�kind� 18.03�million�KRW 17.87�million�KRW 10�million�KRW�&�

292�pieces�of�clothing

Overview of No. of Participants in Talent Development Programs

Category 2019 2020 2021 Subtotal Total 

Beodeul�Science�Class 20 - 58 78

199Beodeul�Career�Camp �- -� 20 20

Ilhan�New�Youth�Academy 81 20 - 101

(Unit:�persons)

Active	Donation		
Yuhan�Corporation�has�continuously�run�employee�donation�programs�to�practice�the�value�of�sharing.�Since�
2018,�we�converted�employee�volunteer�hours�into�money�and�donated�the�amount�to�neighbors�in�need�
in�the�community.�In�2019,�we�introduced�a�year-end�auction�joined�by�employees,�and�the�proceeds�from�
the�auction�were�used�to�support�the�underprivileged�in�the�area.�The�proceeds�totaled�17.6�million�KRW�in�
2�years.�We�supported�facilities�for�the�disabled�in�2019�and�low-income�families�suffering�from�COVID-19�in�
2020.�In�addition,�at�the�end�of�the�year,�we�held�a�winter�clothing�donation�campaign�to�give�warm�winter�
clothes�and�Happy�Home�hand�sanitizers�to�Mongolia,�where�it�had�overseas�volunteer�activities�in�2019.

No. of Participants in 
Activities to Nurture 
Science Talents
2021

78 persons

Employee 
Volunteer 
Group

Cumulative No. 
of Employees 
Participated in 
Volunteer 
Activities

Partner  
Social welfare 
Organization 
and Groups

932persons

40
Total No. 
of Hours 
Volunteered 2,220 hours

(As of 2021)

groups
33groups
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Board of Directors (BOD)  

BOD Composition and Roles
�
Yuhan�Corporation�was�the�first�Korean�company�to�introduce�the�professional�management�system�in�the�
country�and�has�been�practicing�the�corporate�philosophy�that�‘A�Company�Belongs�to�Society’�early�on.�Ma-
jor�management�decisions�are�made�through�discussions�between�the�BOD�and�the�management,�laying�the�
foundation�for�rational�and�responsible�management�by�a�professional�manager.�As�of�the�end�of�March�2022,�
Yuhan�Corporation’s�BOD�consists�of�8�members,�including�2�executive�directors,�1�non-executive�director�and�
5�independent�directors.�To�secure�the�independence�of�the�BOD�and�increase�the�transparency�of�supervi-
sion,�the�chairman�of�the�BOD�is�not�the�CEO�but�the�non-executive�director.�More�than�half�of�the�BOD�is�com-
posed�of�independent�directors�to�maintain�independence�to�perform�checks�on�the�management�efficiently.�
In�addition,�the�company�appointed�independent�directors�from�various�areas�to�secure�expertise.

3 Governance
▪Governance 
▪Risk Management 
▪Compliance 
▪Information Protection 

Governance

BOD Composition

Category Name Gender Career background Date of Initial 
Appointment1) Committee

Executive�
director

Wookje Cho Male CEO and President 2015. 3.20

Independent 
Director Candidate 
Nomination 
Committee

Byungman Lee Male Executive Vice President 2018. 3.16
Non-
executive�
director

Junghee Lee Male Chairman of the BOD 2006. 3.17

Independent�
director

Chul Lee Male Honorary President of Hanaro 
Medical Foundation 2017. 3.24

Independent 
Director Candidate 
Nomination 
Committee

Sunggil Chi Male Professor, Department of Life 
Sciences, Korea University 2020. 3.20

Independent 
Director Candidate 
Nomination 
Committee

Dongjin Park Male
Dean and professor of Law 
School/College of Law, Yonsei 
University

2020. 3.20 Audit Committee

Juncheol Kim Male Accountant at Dasan Accounting 
Corporation 2021. 3.19 Audit Committee 

(Chairman)

Youngjae Shin Female Partner lawyer at LIN 2021. 3.19 Audit Committee

(As�of�the�end�of�March�2022)

1) The dates the BOD were appointed for the first time
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BOD Independence, Expertise, and Diversity 
 
At the general shareholders’ meeting held in March 2021, Yuhan Corporation’s BOD decided to separate the CEO 
position from the BOD Chairman position and appoint a non-executive director as the Chairman of the BOD, 
thereby securing the independence of BOD operation and further enhancing the transparency of supervision. 
When appointing directors, we try to select those with proper knowledge and expertise as BOD members with-
out discrimination. The executive directors have expertise in each field and are responsible for the overall man-
agement. In addition to Chul Lee, a doctor; Sunggil Chi, a professor of life science; and Dongjin Park, a professor 
of law school, we newly appointed Juncheol Kim, a certified public accountant; and Youngjae Shin, a lawyer as 
independent directors to strengthen expertise and competitiveness crucial to the management of the company. 
In particular, Youngjae Shin, a female lawyer, was appointed to ensure diversity for the BOD. 

BOD Operation
 
Yuhan Corporation’s regular BOD meetings are held in February, April, July, and October every year, and it is 
stipulated in the BOD rules that temporary board meetings should be held whenever necessary. In 2021, a to-
tal of 9 BOD meetings were held to deliberate upon and approve major management issues such as appoint-
ing the BOD Chairman and executives, approving financial statements, making new investments, reshuffling 
the organization, and executing donations. The average attendance rate of incumbent directors was 98%. 

Committees under the BOD 
 
Yuhan Corporation runs the Audit Committee and the Independent Director Candidate Nomination Commit-
tee under the BOD. The Audit Committee, which is based on Article 542-11 of the Commercial Act, is com-
posed of a total of 3 independent directors and conducts internal monitoring of the management; enhances 
the transparency of accounting information; investigates the company’s business and asset status; and has su-
pervisory authority, including the right to demand the management to report sales. The Independent Director 
Candidate Nomination Committee based on Article 542-8 of the Commercial Act, consists of 1 executive direc-
tor and 2 independent directors and recommends independent director candidates to general shareholder’s 
meeting through a careful prior deliberation process.   

Audit Committee  
The members of the Audit Committee are appointed at the general shareholders’ meeting following a rigorous 
review by the BOD, and all 3 members are independent directors without any grounds for disqualification un-
der the Commercial Act and other relevant laws, to ensure independence. The committee audits accounting 
and major business activities, assesses the operation of the internal control over financial reporting system, 
checks the operation of internal monitoring, deliberates upon and approves matters stipulated in regulations 
or the articles of incorporation, and audits how the directors and management perform their duties so that 
they can make a reasonable business judgment. In 2021, the Audit Committee held 5 meetings to deliberate 
upon and approve agenda items such as the appointment of the Audit Committee Chairman, investment sta-
tus quo, revision of internal control over financial reporting regulations, and audit progresses.  
Meanwhile, the BOD operates the IAC Team and Audit Team as supporting organizations for the Audit Com-
mittee to assist the audit activities of the Audit Committee members. In addition, the BOD provided training 
on changes in the business environment, R&D overview, and the internal control over financial reporting 
system to help the Audit Committee members better understand management and perform their tasks more 
professionally.  

Independent Director Candidate Nomination Committee   
Yuhan Corporation has run the Independent Director Candidate Nomination Committee to recommend in-
dependent director candidates to the general shareholders’ meeting. The committee is composed of 2 inde-
pendent directors and 1 executive director. The committee was established on March 19, 2021 and there have 
been no activity  as of the end of December 2021.

Overview of Committees Under the BOD

Committee Position Type Name Major Roles

Audit Committee

Chairman Independent 
director Juncheol Kim •  Supervise the work of directors 

and management
• Approve outside auditors 
•  Other matters stipulated in 
the articles of incorporation or 
company regulations related to 
audit work

Committee 
member

Independent 
director Dongjin Park

Committee 
member

Independent 
director Youngjae Shin

Independent 
Director Candidate 
Nomination 
Committee

Committee 
member

Executive 
director Wookje Cho •  Check and improve principles 

and regulations related to the 
appointment of independent 
directors 

•  Recommend independent director 
candidates to be appointed at the 
general shareholders’ meeting

Committee 
member

Independent 
director Chul Lee

Committee 
member

Independent 
director Sunggil Chi

Supporting Organizations for the Audit Committee

Team No. of 
Team Members Position (years of service) Key Activities

IAC Team 3

1�team�leader�(1�years)
•��Support�the�operation�of�the�Audit�
Committee

•��Assess�the�operation�of�the�
internal�control�over�financial�
reporting�system�

•��Follow-up�activities�regarding�
the�requests�from�the�Audit�
Committee�

1�general�manager�(3�years)

1�assistant�manager�(2�years)

Audit�Team 5

1�team�leader�(1�years) •��Internal�audits��
(1�regular�audit,�1audit�for�
confirmation,�1financial�audit)

•��Follow-up�activities�regarding�
the�requests�from�the�Audit�
Committee

1�director�(6�years)

3�general�managers�
(6�years,�2�years,�3�years)

(As�of�the�end�of�March�2022)

* The above team belongs to the Audit Group. The head of Audit Group (2 years) is also in office in addition to the employee above.
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BOD Evaluation and Remuneration 
 
Yuhan Corporation evaluates independent directors based on the attendance rate of the BOD meeting. For 
independent directors’ fair and transparent appointment, the qualifications for independent directors re-
quired by the Commercial Act, professionalism, fair fulfillment of job, ethical responsibility, and faithfulness 
are thoroughly reviewed during the general shareholders’ meeting. According to the articles of incorporation, 
directors’ remuneration should be determined through a resolution at the general meeting of shareholders. 
Compensation for independent directors should be equivalent to those in the same or similar industries, con-
sidering the level of legal responsibility and the size of the company. In addition, the independent director’s 
duties and workload and level of remuneration compared to those of other companies are taken into consid-
eration within the limit approved at the general shareholders’ meeting. The stock option is not granted as the 
remuneration of independent directors.

Shareholder Composition and Shareholder Protection  

In accordance with the articles of incorporation, Yuhan Corporation pays dividends to shareholders after a 
resolution by the BOD and approval of the general shareholders’ meeting. Dividends are determined in con-
sideration of investment for sustainable growth of the company, enhancement of shareholder value, and 
business environment within the available range of dividends. We have provided dividends every year since 
our listing in 1962 and made a 5% capital increase without consideration every year for the past 6 years to 
enhance shareholder value. As part of the shareholder value enhancement policy, we signed a 15 billion KRW 
treasury stock repurchase trust contract as of August 1, 2021. We also introduced an electronic voting system 
at the 2020 ordinary general shareholders’ meeting to further strengthen shareholder rights and actively re-
flect shareholder opinions in management.

Risk 
Management

Risk Management System  

Yuhan�Corporation�operates�a�risk�management�system�that�reflects�its�business�characteristics�and�strate-
gies�to�prevent�and�manage�potential�risks�in�financial�and�non-financial�areas.�Mainly�led�by�the�Steering�
Committee,�a�risk�management�consultative�body�joined�by�the�CEO�and�leaders�of�each�department,�each�
business/division�that�has�expertise�in�each�risk�area�monitors�and�responds�to�individual�risks.�Furthermore,�
committees�and�councils�-�the�R&D�Strategy�Committee,�Investment�Deliberation�Committee,�YCPM�(Yuhan�
CP�Meeting),�and�ESG�Working�Council�-�cross-check�with�the�business�department/division�on�risk�areas�to�
ensure�more�systematic�and�effective�risk�management.Remuneration Overview

Type No. of People 
Appointed

Total 
Remuneration

Average Remuneration 
Per Person Note

Registered�directors�(excluding�
independent�directors�and�members�of�
the�audit�committee)

7�persons 3,273�million�KRW 468�million�KRW •�4�retired

Independent�directors�(excluding�audit�
committee�members) 2�persons 119�million�KRW 59�million�KRW -

Audit�Committee�members 3�persons 196�million�KRW 65�million�KRW •��2�new�independent�
directors

Auditors 2�persons 103�million�KRW 52�million�KRW •�2�retired

Amount Approved by General Shareholders’ Meeting

Type No. of People 
Appointed

Amount Approved at the 
General Shareholders’ Meeting

Note

Registered�directors
(including�5�independent�directors) 9�persons 4,000�million�KRW

•��3�executive�directors
•��1�non-executive�director
•��5�independent�directors

Auditors 2�persons 450�million�KRW •��1�standing�auditor,��
1�non-standing�auditor

(As�of�2021)

Shareholder Composition Overview

Shareholders No. of Shares (common shares) Share Ratio

Yuhan�Foundation 10,960,980�Shares 15.7%

National�Pension�Service 8,774,915�Shares 12.5%

Treasury�stock 5,950,952�Shares 8.5%

Yuhan�School 5,390,133�Shares 7.7%

Yonsei�University 2,606,945�Shares 3.7%

Other 36,289,034�Shares 51.9%

Common�stock 69,972,959�Shares 100.0%

(As�of�the�end�of�December�2021)

Risk Management Organization

Steering Committee (Chairman: CEO)

Board of Directors

Committees

• R&D Strategy Committee 
• Investment Deliberation Committee
• YCPM(Yuhan CP Meeting)
• Personnel Committee
• Public Relations Committee

• Employee Steering Committee
• Occupational Safety and Health Committee
• Experimental Animal Ethics Committee
• Biosafety committee
• ESG Working Council

Business/
Division

• �Planning and 
Management 
Division

• Audit Group
• �Legal Affairs Group
• �ESG Management 
Group

• �Pharmaceutical 
Business Division

• �Consumer Goods 
& Health Care 
Department

• �Special Purpose 
Business 
Department

• �Compliance Team

• �Manufacturing 
Division

• �Overseas Business 
Department

• �Corporate Strategy 
Group

• �Pharmaceuticals 
Development Group

• �Healthcare Product 
Development Group

• �Yuhan R&D Institute
• �Clinical Development 
and Medical 
Department

R&D

• �Technology leakage
• �Patent infringement
• �Suspension of 
clinical trials

Management

• �Managerial 
environment 
changes

• Accounting fraud
• �Insider trading
• �Disputes & lawsuits

Sales

• �Unethical behaviors
• �Sales and marketing
  �Restrictions on 
activities

• �Violation of laws

Manufacturing

• �Strengthening 
environmental 
regulations

• Safety accidents
• �Supply chain 
issues

Risk Area�

Risk Type
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Tax Risk
 
Tax Management Policy   

Yuhan�Corporation�adopts�honest�tax�payment�as�its�corporate�philosophy�in�line�with�the�spirit�of�founder�Dr.�
Ilhan�New,�who�said,�“The�wealth�accumulated�through�corporate�activities�must�be�returned�to�the�nation�
through�honest�tax�payment.”�Based�on�this�philosophy,�we�set�tax�principles�and�are�exerting�efforts�to�pre-
vent�tax�risks�in�various�aspects.

R&D Risk  
 
Yuhan Corporation, aiming to become an R&D-oriented global pharmaceutical company while implementing 
active open innovation, is strengthening its management of risks that may suspend or delay R&D processes. 
For strict R&D risk management, we established a response system to prevent crises and accidents in the R&D 
area, such as technology leakage, patent infringement, confirmation, maintenance, and termination of exter-
nal partnerships, and crises occurring during clinical trial preparation or process. 

Management Risk   
 
Yuhan Corporation is also trying to hedge management risks that may negatively affect the company’s sales 
or reputation. We strengthened advance monitoring of crises and accidents throughout the business, such as 
disputes, litigation, sending or receiving warning letters, leakage of important secret information, and sanc-
tions due to the violation of various laws and regulations. We put in place a system for a prompt response. 

Sales Risk 
 
Yuhan Corporation is always careful not to create sales risks that can limit or stop sales activities. In addition 
to quickly identifying regulatory changes, such as strengthening relevant regulations, with related teams as a 
central figure, we are systematically responding to crises and accidents related to product advertising, mar-
keting, and sales including various civil complaints and sanctions. 

Manufacturing Risks  
 
Yuhan Corporation medicines and household/healthcare products are manufactured by various internal and 
external manufacturing facilities, including Ochang Plant. We systematically manage them via the Manufac-
turing Division and other related teams to prevent manufacturing risks that might suspend or delay product 
manufacturing. We promptly respond to regulation changes while strictly trying to prevent safety accidents 
on sites. Also, we are running response systems ranging from prior inspections and follow-up management of 
various crises related to product manufacturing and distribution.   

Tax Risk Management Activities

Areas of Management Main Activity

Tax issues •��Decisions�made�by�taking�into�account�the�opinions�of�external�tax�
experts�in�advance

Tax data •��Tax�returns�and�supporting�documents�are�made�into�documents�
for�storage

Amendment of Tax Law •��Tax�law�amendments�are�reviewed�in�advance�and�reflected�
promptly

Transactions between related 
parties

•��The�transaction�price�is�calculated�after�a�preliminary�review�based�
on�the�principle�of�arm’s�length�price�

Compliance with CP •�Confirm�compliance�with�fair�trade�laws

Tax Principles

1. We comply with the tax laws and regulations in the countries where we operate.

2. We do not exploit differences in tax laws between countries to avoid taxes.

3. We do not operate a separate legal entity for tax avoidance purposes.

4. We evaluate the adequacy of transfer prices according to the arm’s length price principle.

5. We carry out preemptive management and monitoring to reduce tax risks.

6. Upon request by the tax authorities, we provide relevant information transparently and promptly.

7. �We instituted a process to obtain the BOD's approval with regards to crucial matters related to 
taxes, including the approval of tax policies. 

Risk Management by Sector  

Yuhan�Corporation�classifies�risk�areas�into�4�areas:�R&D,�management,�sales,�and�production.

Risk Management Areas 

Area Definition 

R&D Risks�that�can�suspend�or�delay�R&D�processes

Management Risks�that�can�negatively�affect�the�company’s�revenue�and�reputation

Sales Risks�that�can�restrict�or�suspend�sales�activities

Manufacturing Risks�that�can�suspend�or�delay�product�manufacturing

Tax Risk Assessment     

Yuhan�Corporation�is�doing�its�best�to�identify�tax�risks�early�on�and�prevent�them�in�all�business�activities�and�
transactions.�In�the�case�of�making�important�business�decisions,�such�as�transactions�of�goods�and�services,�
acquisition�of�stocks,�international�trade,�new�businesses,�and�changes�in�transaction�structure,�we�work�with�
related�organizations�inside�the�company�and�outside�experts�to�thoroughly�review�tax�risks.�Then�the�results�
of�the�review�are�reflected�in�the�final�decision-making.�In�addition,�we�are�trying�to�internalize�tax�principles�
by�encouraging�employees�to�comply�with�laws�and�regulations�related�to�fair�trade.�

Tax Risk Management    

For�effective�tax�risk�management,�we�hire�an�outside�expert�every�year�to�receive�a�tax�advisory�service.�We�
receive�review�and�advice�twice�a�year�to�report�and�pay�corporate�taxes�faithfully�and�get�additional�advice�
when�other�tax�issues�occur�for�risk�management.�We�exert�active�efforts�to�resolve�such�issues,�if�any,�by�sign-
ing�a�separate�advisory�service�agreement�when�necessary,�depending�on�the�importance�of�the�issues.�
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Compliance

Compliance Management System

Compliance Management Principles 
 
Based�on�the�CEO’s�firm�will,�Yuhan�Corporation�is�pursuing�compliance�management�as�a�top�priority�by�es-
tablishing�righteousness�management�as�its�management�policy.�All�employees�strive�to�practice�the�core�val-
ues�of�Yuhan�Corporation:�faithfulness,�sincerity,�honesty,�and�integrity�in�their�work�and�daily�life�with�a�strong�
sense�of�ethics.�To�this�end,�we�established�a�dedicated�compliance�management�organization�under�the�CEO�
and�built�a�global-level�compliance�management�system�based�on�the�Fair�Trade�Compliance�Program�(CP)�
and�the�Compliance�Management�System�(ISO�37301).�In�addition,�we�acquired�the�anti-corruption�manage-
ment�system�(ISO�37001)�certification,�internalizing�anti-corruption�as�a�unique�corporate�culture.�

Fair Competition and Compliance Guidelines
 
Yuhan�Corporation�complies�with�all�laws,�regulations,�and�social�ethics�in�all�business�activities.�We�estab-
lished�Guidelines�for�Fair�Competition�and�Compliance�to�promote�mutual�development�through�competition�
in�good�faith�with�competitors�in�the�market,�encouraging�our�employees�to�follow�the�guidelines.

Compliance Management Organization 

In�order�to�respond�to�the�growing�global�demands�for�corporate�ethics�and�legal�compliance,�Yuhan��
Corporation�has�designated�a�Compliance�Manager�through�the�BOD,�giving�the�Compliance�Manager�practi-
cal�responsibilities�and�authority�for�compliance�management.�In�addition,�the�Compliance�Team,�an�organi-
zation�dedicated�to�the�operation�of�compliance�management,�was�placed�under�the�direct�control�of�the�CEO�
to�ensure�independent�compliance�management�activities.�Also,�we�hired�a�domestic�lawyer�as�the�leader�
of�a�dedicated�organization�to�reinforce�our�capability�to�handle�various�legal�risks.�The�Compliance�Team�
operates�an�anti-corruption�management�system�along�with�activities�such�as�developing�compliance�man-
agement�policies,�training,�and�monitoring�so�that�compliance�management�and�anti-corruption�can�become�
part�of�our�corporate�culture.

Compliance Program 

Operation of Fair Trade Compliance Program 
 
In�order�to�implement�compliance�management,�Yuhan�Corporation�introduced�the�voluntary�Fair�Trade�
Compliance�Program�(CP)�in�2007�to�prevent�illegal�acts�related�to�fair�trade,�laying�the�foundation�for�trans-
parent�and�lawful�compliance�management.�All�employees�actively�follow�the�CP�to�ensure�that�all�manage-
ment�activities�are�conducted�transparently�and�fairly�and�that�fair�trade-related�laws�and�regulations�are�
strictly�observed.�For�system-based�CP�operation,�an�enterprise�resource�planning�system�(ERP)�was�opened�
to�ensure�that�all�corporate�activities�such�as�production,�logistics,�finance,�accounting,�sales,�purchasing,�and�
inventory�are�performed�transparently�and�fairly.�With�this,�we�can�efficiently�manage�the�obligations�to�sub-
mit�and�store�expenditure�reports�on�the�provision�of�economic�benefits�under�the�Pharmaceutical�Affairs�Act.

Fair Competition and Compliance Guidelines

Fair Competition and Compliance Guidelines

1. �We should respect the relevant laws and generally accepted commercial practices in all 
domestic and foreign countries where it operates the business. We should not engage in any 
behavior that violates or is likely to violate the current Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act.

2. �We should respect the competition order in the market, practice fair competition in good faith, 
and must not unfairly exploit competitors’ weaknesses.

3. �We do not obtain information necessary for transactions in an illegal way. Information should 
be obtained and used legitimately and should not be unlawfully disclosed to the outside.

Dedicated Compliance Management Organization

CEO

Compliance Manager 

Board of Directors 

Dedicated Compliance Organization  
(Compliance Team) 

Team leader (1 person, lawyer), 
person in charge (5 people)

Appointment

CP Process

Feedback

Operation of a compliance program system with laws related to fair trade

Reporting to 
the CEO and 
Compliance 

Manager

CP 
Planning Training

Monitoring 
and Corrective 

Action
Improvement
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Spread of Anti-Corruption Management System
 
Yuhan�Corporation�acquired�the�anti-corruption�management�system�(ISO�37001)�certification�in�March�2018�
to�spread�an�anti-corruption�culture�by�eradicating�corruption,�secured�corporate�competitiveness�and�creat-
ed�a�sustainable�business�environment.�With�this,�we�recognized�potential�corruption�risks,�came�up�with�risk�
control�plans,�and�spread�the�efforts�to�prevent�corruption�across�the�company.�In�addition,�we�were�able�to�
significantly�lower�the�risk�of�corruption�and�strengthen�reliability�in�and�outside�the�company�through�various�
control�measures,�including�establishing�a�system�to�report�corruption,�such�as�solicitation,�offer,�provision,�or�
acceptance�of�bribes�by�employees�or�those�of�affiliated�companies.�
Even�after�obtaining�the�above�certification,�we�further�upgraded�the�anti-corruption�management�system�
by�reviewing�and�improving�the�regulations�of�the�anti-corruption�management�system,�the�corruption�risks�
identified�by�business�divisions,�and�control�measures,�together�with�external�experts.�We�secured�the�effec-
tiveness�and�sustainability�of�the�anti-corruption�management�system�certification�by�passing�the�follow-up�
and�renewal�deliberation�every�year�since�2019.��

Establishment of Compliance Management System
 
Yuhan�Corporation�established�a�compliance�management�system�(ISO�37301)�to�solidify�compliance�man-
agement�when�the�internal�and�external�regulatory�environments�become�tougher,�and�the�level�of�stake-
holder�demand�for�compliance�management�is�going�up.�On�June�2022,�the�adequacy�and�effectiveness�of�
the�system�was�acknowledged�through�a�certification�by�an�authorized�certification�agency.�With�an�efficient�
and�effective�compliance�management�system,�we�will�prevent�and�manage�risks�of�legal�violations�so�that�all�
company�activities�can�be�in�line�with�compliance�management.�
We�integrated�the�existing�anti-corruption�and�compliance�management�systems�into�a�single�system.�In�Feb-
ruary�2022,�the�CEO�declared�anti-corrupton�and�compliance�policies,�demonstrating�our�strong�commitment�
to�anti-corruption�and�compliance�management�at�home�and�abroad.

Compliance Risk Management   

Yuhan�Corporation�operates�a�company-wide�risk�management�process�to�respond�to�rapidly�changing�
internal�and�external�compliance�risks.�To�create�a�virtuous�cycle�of�planning,�training,�monitoring,�and�im-
provement�actions,�we�constantly�identify�and�reflect�internal�and�external�compliance�issues�in�the�risk�man-
agement�process.�In�addition,�we�make�efforts�to�run�the�risk�management�process�smoothly�by�providing�
employees�in�the�dedicated�organization�with�opportunities�to�continuously�strengthen�their�competencies�
through�training�and�others.�

Reporting Violations  

Yuhan�Corporation�has�a�reporting�system�that�allows�users�to�report�any�unethical�situations�that�violate�laws�
and�company�regulations�and�systems�in�doing�business.�Anonymity�is�strictly�guaranteed�for�all�reports,�and�
the�whistleblower�and�the�details�of�the�report�are�kept�confidential.�In�addition,�we�try�to�protect�the�whis-
tleblower�from�disadvantages�in�HR,�retaliation,�and�discrimination�due�to�reporting.

Compliance Risk Management Process

Planning 

• �Identify and analyze risks
• �Update process and 
systems

Education 
and Training 

• Prepare guidelines
• �Conduct training for 
relevant teams

Monitoring

• �Conduct monitoring 
by the dedicated 
organization 

Improvement 
Measures

• �Analyze monitoring 
results

• Determine the cause
• �Revise and improve the 
process and systems

• Conduct tracking 
Anti-Corruption and Compliance Policy

Anti-Corruption and Compliance Policy

Yuhan Corporation declares an anti-corruption and compliance policy to continuously grow into a 
global company by practicing ethical and transparent management based on a corporate culture 
emphasizing honesty and trust.

1. �We, including our employees, comply with all applicable domestic and international compliance 
obligations.

2. �We apply the principle of zero tolerance to violations of compliance obligations, including 
corruption by employees.

3. ��We establish and continuously manage and improve a compliance management system that 
can achieve the objectives of anti-corruption and compliance management.

4. ��The Compliance Manager has the authority and independence to operate the compliance 
management system and is obliged to report directly and regularly to the governing body.

5. �Employees should not offer or accept any money and valuables, entertainment, or bribes 
to/from stakeholders in their work.

6. �Employees are responsible for managing compliance issues and reporting them to the 
Compliance Manager

7. ��When employees become aware of compliance violations, including corruption, they must 
immediately notify the company of the violation. The company should guarantee the 
confidentiality of the whistleblower’s identity and what was reported and shall protect the 
whistleblower from any potential disadvantages due to reporting.

8. �If an employee violates a compliance obligation or fails to take reasonable measures to prevent 
the violation even though he/she was aware of it, the company shall not be held liable on 
behalf of the employee and may take disciplinary action following its regulations.

Violation Report Channel

Category To report Channels for reporting

Hotline
•��Violation�of�laws,�company�
regulations�and�systems

•��Corrupt�acts�such�as�
soliciting,�offering,�or�
accepting�bribes�between�
employees�and�business�
stakeholders

Direct�phone�calls,�fax,�or�e-mails�to�the�CEO,�
Compliance�Manager,�Head�of�Audit�Group

Open�Voice�website Intranet�

Website Report�on�the�company�website�or�send�an�
e-mail�to�the�person�in�charge

Violation Report Overview

Category 2019 2020 2021

Reporting�violations�of�
ethics�and�compliance 0 0 1

Measures�to�handle�
violations�of�ethics�and�
compliance�

Discipline - - -

Pay�cut - - -

Dismissal - - -

Discharge - - -

* �A case reported in 2021 was confirmed to have followed due processes as a result of the investigation and was closed without 
additional action.

(Unit:�cases)
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Compliance Training Overview

Year No. of trainees Hours of training Main training content

2019 2,433� 8,790�
•��Pharmaceutical�Affairs�Act�and�Monopoly�Regulation�
and�Fair�Trade�Act�(to�prevent�rebate)

•�Anti-corruption�(including�subsidiaries)
•�Improper�Solicitation�and�Graft�Act
•��Act�on�the�Punishment�for�Serious�and�Major�Disasters

2020 3,637� 11,979�

2021 5,643� 13,600�

 Internal Compliance Management Campaigns in 2021

Month Campaign Topic
January Prohibiting�giving�and�receiving�holiday�gifts�with�employees�and�suppliers
February -
March Preparing�expenditure�reports�under�the�Pharmaceutical�Affairs�Act
April Ban�collusion
May Easy�understanding�of�the�Improper�Solicitation�and�Graft�Act
June Prohibiting�the�abuse�of�monopoly�power
July Increased�penalties�for�medicine�rebates�following�the�revision�of�the�National�Health�Insurance�Act
August Precautions�when�dealing�with�dealerships
September Cautions�regarding�applying�for�online�academic�conferences
October Cautions�when�requesting�technical�data
November Revision�of�Pharmaceutical�Affairs�Act�related�to�expenditure�reports
December Act�on�the�Punishment�for�Serious�and�Major�Disasters

Internalization of Compliance Culture 

Compliance Training
 
Yuhan�Corporation�actively�provides�compliance�training�to�create�a�forward-looking�corporate�culture�that�
complies�with�laws�and�regulations�by�learning�the�spirit�of�Yuhan:�faithfulness,�sincerity,�honesty,�and�integri-
ty.�We�provide�compliance�training�programs�regarding�various�laws�and�regulations:�Korea’s�Pharmaceutical�
Affairs�Act�and�Monopoly�Regulation�and�Fair�Trade�Act�related�to�illegal�behaviors�of�pharmaceutical�compa-
nies;�the�Improper�Solicitation�and�Graft�Act�related�to�corruption;�the�Act�on�the�Punishment�for�Serious�and�
Major�Disasters�and�the�Act�on�the�Prevention�of�Conflict�of�Interest�Related�to�Duties�of�Public�Servants,�which�
will�come�into�force�in�2022;�and�the�US�Foreign�Corrupt�Practices�Act�to�ensure�that�all�employees�comply�
with�laws�in�all�of�their�business�activities.�
We�provide�employees�and�new�employees�of�the�headquarters�and�branches,�Manufacturing�Division,�and�
Yuhan�R&D�Institute�with�customized�online/offline�training�tailored�for�each�business�division�and�job�posi-
tion�and�training�with�invited�external�instructors.�We�also�provide�our�affiliated�companies�home�and�abroad�
with�regular�compliance�training.�In�particular,�we�continued�training�even�amid�the�COVID-19�pandemic�by�
leveraging�various�online�training�platforms.��

Activities to Spread Compliance Culture

Yuhan�Corporation�is�carrying�out�various�activities�to�spread�compliance�culture,�thus�raising�the�awareness�of�
compliance�among�its�employees.�We�issue�monthly�newsletters�containing�the�latest�news,�regulatory�changes�
and�notices�to�teams�about�compliance�management�teams�with�high�risks�related�to�fair�transactions.�We�also�
produce�compliance�management�posters�with�various�themes,�including�‘Easy�Understanding�of�Improper�
Solicitation�and�Graft�Act,’�‘Prohibiting�the�Abuse�of�Monopoly�Power,’�and�‘Cautions�When�Requesting�Technical�
Data.’�These�posters�are�displayed�at�easy-to-find�locations�in�the�headquarters�and�branches,�Manufacturing�
Division,�and�Yuhan�R&D�Institute.�In�addition,�anti-corruption�guidelines�for�eradicating�corruption�are�also�in-
cluded�in�the�daily�planners�distributed�to�all�employees�to�raise�awareness�of�anti-corruption�in�everyday�work.

Compliance Clinical Trial Support SystemCASE

As research on new medicines increases in the 
pharmaceutical industry, the importance of clinical 
trials and transparency in the process have become 
even more crucial. In this regard, we formed e-CCT, 
a Compliance Clinical Trial Support System in 2021 
to support clinical trials and reduce compliance 
risks. We started preparing for the system building 
in the first quarter, completed it, and provided user 
training in October.
Collaboration between related teams while build-
ing the system improved work efficiency and re-

duced compliance risks by developing clinical trial 
data and compliance reviews into a database in 
the system. In addition, we were able to further en-
hance the convenience and accuracy of preparing 
and storing expenditure reports required under the 
Pharmaceutical Affairs Act. We will continuously 
improve and upgrade the system while efficiently 
managing compliance risks for clinical trial support 
through system-based monitoring.

In-house Posters on Compliance Training CASE
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Information 
Protection

Information Protection System    

In�order�to�protect�our�information�assets�and�customers’�personal�information,�we�developed�information�
protection�policies�and�strategies�based�on�domestic�and�foreign�laws�and�systems,�including�the�Act�on�Pre-
vention�of�Divulgence�and�Protection�of�Industrial�Technology�and�the�Act�on�Promotion�of�Information�And�
Communications�Network�Utilization�and�Information�Protection,�etc.�Also,�we�are�conducting�company-wide�
information�security�and�risk�management�activities.�For�information�security,�we�take�technical,�administra-
tive�and�physical�security�measures�needed�to�secure�information�safety.�For�more�systematic�information�
protection,�we�are�trying�to�obtain�the�international�standard�for�information�security�management�system�
(ISO�27001)�certification�in�the�second�half�of�2022.

Dedicated Organization for Information Protection   

With�the�Human�Resources�Management�Team�as�a�dedicated�organization�in�charge�of�personal�information�
protection,�Yuhan�Corporation�is�continuously�making�efforts�to�handle�complaints�and�remedy�damages�re-
lated�to�our�personal�information�management�process.�We�are�also�endeavoring�to�build�an�internal�control�
system�to�prevent�misuse�and�abuse�of�personal�information�at�the�same�time�offering�personal�information�
protection�training�programs�to�employees�in�general�and�persons�in�charge.�
Also,�to�make�further�security�enhancements,�we�created�the�IT�Security�Team�in�July�2021.�The�team�is�check-
ing�and�managing�potential�information�security�risks�by�establishing�response�procedures�in�case�of�informa-
tion�leakage�and�infringement�of�personal�information.�

Personal Information Protection   

Yuhan�Corporation�set�plans�to�manage�personal�information�protection�to�protect�the�personal�information�
of�stakeholders,� including�employees�and�customers,�and�designated�a�personal�information�protection�
manager�who�oversees�all�tasks�related�to�handling�personal�information.�Also,�we�established�policies�for�
handling�personal�information�and�announced�who�the�personal�information�protection�manager�is�on�the�
official�website.�Upon�receiving�requests�from�information�subjects�to�access,�revise,�delete�personal�informa-
tion�or�suspend�its�handling,�we�quickly�handle�such�requests�and�notify�the�result,�guaranteeing�the�rights�of�
all�information�subjects�to�request�access�to�their�personal�information.�We�duly�collect�the�minimum�person-
al�information�needed�to�provide�our�services.�When�handling�personal�information,�we�safely�manage�the�
information�to�protect�the�relevant�information�subjects’�rights.��
We�established�an�internal�control�system�to�prevent�personal�information�leakage,�misuse/abuse�and�in-
fringement�accidents.�We�store�and�manage�records�of�access�to�the�personal�information�handling�system�for�
at�least�1�year,�along�with�technical�protective�measures�such�as�restricting�access�to�personal�information.�We�
also�take�safety�measures�to�prevent�forgery,�theft,�and�loss�of�access�logs.�
There�has�been�no�leakage�of�personal�information�until�now,�and�we�will�do�our�best�to�manage�personal�in-
formation�by�taking�technical,�administrative,�and�physical�actions�and�conducting�regular�checking�in�order�
to�prevent�the�leakage�of�personal�information�in�the�future.���

IT Information Protection

Information Protection Policy
 
As�part�of�Yuhan�Corporation’s�information�protection�policy,�we�develop�a�systematic�information�protection�
plan�and�recognize�the�importance�of�security�in�order�to�safely�protect�information�assets�from�various�forms�
of�internal�and�external�threats,�such�as�damage,�forgery,�theft,�and�leakage.�We�will�promote�the�personal�
information�manager�and�senior�information�protection�manager�from�a�team�leader�to�an�executive�level�to�
strengthen�the�internal�information�security�management�system�and�protection�of�information�assets�and�
personal�information.��

Information Protection Organization
 
Yuhan�Corporation�has�developed�technical,�administrative,�and�physical�security�measures�by�creating�a�
dedicated�team�in�charge�of�information�protection.�We�have�complied�with�the�Personal�Information�Pro-
tection�Act�to�protect�customers’�information�and�the�Act�on�Promotion�of�Information�and�Communications�
Network�Utilization�and�Information�Protection�to�protect�information�assets.�We�also�introduced�and�utilized�
a�security�system�and�regular�monitoring�of�information�protection�as�part�of�efforts�to�respond�to�security�
threats�actively.

Information Protection Activities 
 
The�Information�Protection�Organization�of�Yuhan�Corporation�runs�security�solutions�to�block�spam�mails�
and�prevent�intrusion�in�order�to�prevent�information�leakage.�Also,�once�a�year,�they�check�vulnerability�and�
carry�out�simulation�training�for�response�to�spam�mails�and�disaster�recovery�to�enhance�the�ability�to�re-
spond�to�any�infringement�accidents.���
In�addition,�we�received�consultation�by�a�specialized�third�party�to�systematically�check�compliance�with�
regulations�and�guidelines�about�information�protection�and�personal�information.�With�this,�we�established�
an�information�protection�management�system�and�are�conducting�activities�to�raise�employees’�information�
security�awareness.�
Yuhan�Corporation�will�establish�a�system�to�validate�information�security�in�compliance�with�various�informa-
tion�security�regulations.�We�will�strengthen�employees’�security�mindset�to�manage�information�assets�from�
various�threats�safely.�

Organizational Chart

CEO

Planning and 
Management Division

Personal Information 
Protection

IT Information 
Protection

Human Resources 
Management Team IT Security Team
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Information Protection Training Overview

Item Unit 2019 2020 2021

Training�hours Hours 1,852 1,849 1,808

No.�of�training�sessions Sessons 1 1 1

No.�of�training�personnel Persons 1,852 1,849 1,808

4
Appendix
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Sustainability Initiatives

Financial Information 

Non-Financial Information  

GRI Standards Index

Independent Assurance Statement 

Independent Auditor’s Report

Awards and Associations

Spreading Information Protection Culture      

Yuhan�Corporation�conducts�various�activities�to�spread�the�information�protection�culture�so�that�all�employ-
ees�can�protect�information�at�work�and�at�home�with�an�accurate�understanding�of�information�protection.�
These�activities�include�an�annual�online�personal�information�protection�training�for�all�employees.�The�
training�consists�of�understanding�personal�information�and�its�importance�and�guidelines�for�handling�and�
processing�personal�information�to�offer�practical�help�in�implementing�information�protection.�We�will�con-
tinue�to�conduct�activities�to�raise�awareness�of�information�protection.



Category Principle Major	activities Pages

Human	rights

1
Support�and�respect�the�
protection�of�internationally�
proclaimed�human�rights.

Yuhan�Corporation�works�hard�to�
establish�a�human�rights�management�
system�that�protects�the�human�
rights�of�all�stakeholders,�including�
employees.�We�are�doing�our�best�to�
comply�with�international�standards�
and�guidelines�related�to�human�rights�
and�labor�and�domestic�laws�to�protect�
employees'�rights.�We�run�a�labor-
management�council�and�a�systematic�
grievance�handling�system�to�respect�all�
employees’�human�rights.�

70-74

2
Make�every�effort�not�to�be�
engaged�in�human�rights�
violations.

Labor

3
Recognize�freedom�of�association�
and�the�right�to�collective�
bargaining

4 Eradicate�all�forms�of�forced�labor

5 Effectively�eradicate�child�labor

6 Eliminate�discrimination�in�
employment�and�work.

Environment

7 Support�a�preventive�approach�
to�environmental�issues

Yuhan�Corporation�implements�
enterprise-wide�environmental�
management�through�a�global-level�
environmental�management�system�
and�a�dedicated�organization.�A�
dedicated�team�leads�setting�overall�
environmental�management�plans,�
goals,�and�policies;�sets�specific�
targets;�and�makes�improvements�
for�each�team�to�ensure�that�
environmental�management�
policies�can�stably�be�implemented.�
Information�related�to�environmental�
management�performance,�such�
as�response�to�climate�change�and�
development�of�eco-friendly�products,�
is�provided�to�various�stakeholders�
via�annual�reports,�Green�Company�
Report,�etc.,�in�a�transparent�manner.�

47~55

8 Take�actions�to�promote�
environmental�responsibility

9
Promote�the�development�and�
innovation�of�environmentally�
friendly�technologies

Anti-
corruption 10

Try�to�eradicate�all�forms�of�
corruption,�including�extortion�
and�bribery

Yuhan�Corporation�complies�with�all�
laws,�regulations,�and�social�ethics�in�
all�corporate�activities.�It�has�enacted�
Guidelines�for�Fair�Competition�and�
Compliance�to�promote�mutual�
development�through�competition�
in�good�faith�in�the�market�and�
encourage�its�employees�to�follow.��

96-101

Sustainability 
Initiative

The 10 Principles of the UNGC 
Yuhan�Corporation�agrees�with�the�purpose�and�philosophy�of�the�United�Nations�Global�Compact�(UNGC),�
a�global�sustainability�management�initiative,�and�is�exerting�efforts�to�internalize�the�10�principles�in�the�4��
areas�-�human�rights,�labor,�environment,�and�anti-corruption�-�adopted�by�the�UNGC.�

UN SDGs
Yuhan�Corporation�believes�in�achieving�the�United�Nations�Sustainable�Development�Goals�(UN�SDGs)�for�
humanity’s�socially�and�environmentally�sustainable�development.�We�reflected�the�philosophy�of�sustainable�
development�in�its�management,�currently�pursuing�activities�related�to�10�out�of�the�17�Sustainable�Develop-
ment�Goals.
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Target Main	Activity Pages	

Goal	3	 Ensure�healthy�lives�and�promote�
well-being�for�all�at�all�ages

New�Medicine�Development�
Through�Reinforced�R&D,�
Quality�Management�for�
Customer�Safety,�Medical�
Welfare�Support�Activities,�
Customer�Satisfaction�
Management,�Social�
Contribution

26-33,�34-39,�
40-43,�79-81,�
82-87

Goal	4
Ensure�inclusive�and�equitable�
quality�education�and�promote�
lifelong�learning�opportunities�for�all

Talent�Management,�Social�
Contribution�� 66-69,�82-87

Goal	5	 Achieve�gender�equality�and�
empower�all�women�and�girls

Human�Rights�Management,�
Governance 72-73,�90

Goal	6
Ensure�availability�and�sustainable�
management�of�water�and�sanitation�
for�all

Eco-Friendly�Management 49

Goal	7

Promote�sustained,�inclusive�and�
sustainable�economic�growth,�full�
and�productive�employment�and�
decent�work�for�all

New�Medicine�Development�
Through�Reinforced�R&D,�
Talent�Management,�Human�
Rights�Management�

26-33,�70-71,�
72-74�

Goal	9

Build�resilient�infrastructure,�
promote�inclusive�and�sustainable�
industrialization�and�foster�
innovation

New�Medicine�Development�
Through�Reinforced�R&D 26-33

Goal	12 Ensure�sustainable�consumption�and�
production�patterns

Eco-Friendly�Management,�
Customer�Satisfaction�
Management

53-55,�79-80

Goal	13	 Take�urgent�action�to�combat�climate�
change�and�its�impacts Eco-Friendly�Management 52

Goal	15

Protect,�restore�and�promote�
sustainable�use�of�terrestrial�
ecosystems,�sustainably�manage�
forests,�combat�desertification,�and�
halt�and�reverse�land�degradation�
and�halt�biodiversity�loss

Eco-Friendly�Management 47~53

Goal	16

Promote�peaceful�and�inclusive�
societies�for�sustainable�
development,�provide�access�to�
justice�for�all�and�build�effective,�
accountable�and�inclusive�institutions�
at�all�levels

Compliance 96-101
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2019		 2020 2021

Non-current liabilities 114,982 164,845 95,943

Net�defined�benefit�liabilities 11,870 53,673 16,920

Provision�for�returns 2,128 4,088 5,391

Other�provisions 12,218 13,334 14,422

Deferred�income�tax�liabilities� 38,332 41,969 26,169

Long-term�deposits�received 779 752 354

Long-term�borrowings 44,250 46,775 28,125

Other�non-current�liabilities - - 65
Other�non-current�financial�
liabilities 5,406 4,254 4,497

Total	liabilities 467,209 547,020 527,923

Equity

Capital stock 65,067 68,038 71,154

Capital�stock-common� 63,886 66,857 69,973

Preferred�capital�stock� 1,181 1,181 1,181

Other paid-in capital -61,633 -62,280 -80,844

Retained earnings 1,545,396 1,691,264 1,800,317

Other components of equity 97,433 143,088 136,245

Non-controlling interests 3,728 6,392 9,018

Total equity 1,649,991 1,846,502 1,935,889

Total liabilities and equity 2,117,200 2,393,522 2,463,812

Consolidated Statement of Financial PositionFinancial 
Information

(Unit: million KRW)

2019		 2020 2021

Asset

Current assets 1,116,951 1,195,517 1,224,097

Cash�and�cash�equivalents 274,215 353,490 253,588

Short-term�financial�instruments 15,312 5,571 41,142

Short-term�investments 119,330 82,116 135,769
Trade�accounts�and�notes�
receivable 397,149 442,704 461,095

Accounts�receivable 20,676 21,522 12,802

Short-term�loans 200 164 154

Inventories 186,910 251,985 274,780

Advanced�payments 29,282 20,305 15,859

Prepaid�expenses 1,560 2,301 5,765

Deposit 6,096 4,422 6,305

Other�current�assets 9,520 10,936 16,839

Non-current�assets�as�held�for�sale 56,702 - -

Non-current assets 1,000,250 1,198,006 1,239,715

Long-term�financial�instruments 27 29 26

Long-term�investments 157,952 202,393 128,618
Investments�in�associates�and�
joint�ventures 407,108 527,637 614,313

Property,�plant�and�equipment 327,499 325,883 331,182

Investment�property 47,835 46,847 40,655

Intangible�assets 28,731 58,501 87,593

Deposits�provided 12,633 14,707 17,592

Other�non-current�assets 9,205 10,345 8,551

Other�non-current�financial�assets 105 438 349

Deferred�income�tax�assets 9,154 11,225 10,836

Total assets 2,117,200 2,393,522 2,463,812

Liabilities

Current Liabilities 352,227 382,175 431,980

Trade�payables 110,799 122,495 141,624

Non-trade�payables 29,114 56,101 38,086

Accrued�expenses 12,262 3,460 5,672

Income�taxes�payable 5,421 28,475 42,812

Withholdings 29,549 25,872 21,641

Deposits�received 8,268 8,869 8,408

Short-term�borrowings 15,000 48,500 69,000

Advances�from�customers� 93,696 41,152 39,474
Provisions�for�returns�in�current�
liabilities� 19,098 21,266 30,729

Current�portion�of�long-term�
liabilities 24,017 20,475 20,550

Other�current�liabilities 2,199 2,427 11,390
Other�non-current�financial�
liabilities� 2,803 3,083 2,593



Environmental Performance Non-
financial 
Information

Water Consumption and Water Pollutant Discharge
Water Consumption

Item Unit 2019 2020 2021

Headquar-
ters

Amount�of�water�supply�consumed Ton ��������20,136� ��������18,213� 18,274
Amount�of�purified�water�consumed Ton ��������27,958� ��������25,888� 24,610
The�total�amount�of�water�consumed Ton ��������48,094� ��������44,101� 42,875
Amount�of�wastewater�discharged Ton 0 0 0

Ochang 
Plant

Amount of industrial water consumed Ton 123,579� 148,433� 146,743
Amount of purified water consumed Ton 86 311 160
The total amount of water consumed Ton 123,665� 148,744� 146,896
Amount of wastewater discharged Ton 64,528� 79,691� 76,307
Amount of sewage water discharged Ton 22,978 24,348 27,167

Yuhan R&D 
Institute

Amount�of�water�supply�consumed Ton ��������23,146� ��������22,910� 22,435
Amount�of�purified�water�consumed Ton 0 0 0
The�total�amount�of�water�consumed Ton ��������23,146� ��������22,910� 22,435
Amount�of�wastewater�discharged Ton 2,894 1,534 1,751
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Energy Consumption

Item Unit 2019 2020 2021

Headquar-
ters

Gasoline kℓ 66 48 60
LNG k㎥ 306 354 372
Electricity MWh 3,167 3,236 3,327
Total�energy�consumption TOE 1,091 1,142 1,191
Energy�intensity1) TOE/100�million�KRW� 0.07 0.07 0.07

Ochang 
Plant

Gasoline kℓ 13.47 10.66 9.98
Diesel kℓ 3.76 2.73 2.27
LNG k㎥ 1,949 2,219 2,243
LPG k㎥ 1.00 0.90 0.75
Electricity MWh 21,549 22,438 22,940
Total�energy�consumption TOE 7,004 7,443 7,571
Energy�intensity TOE/100�million�KRW� 0.47 0.46 0.45

Yuhan R&D 
Institute

Gasoline kℓ 3.66 1.47 1.64
Diesel kℓ 2.20 0.61 0.58
LNG k㎥ 711 598 673
Electricity MWh 5,236 5,408 5,419
Total�energy�consumption TOE 1,935 1,855 1,935
Energy�intensity TOE/100�million�KRW� 0.13 0.11 0.11

1)�Total�energy�consumption�per�unit:�Total�energy�consumed�compared�to�revenue

Item Unit 2019 2020 2021

Headquar-
ters

Scope�1:�Direct�emissions tCO2eq 985 1,084 1,156
Scope�2:�Indirect�emissions tCO2eq 1,485 1,517 1,560
Total�GHG�emissions tCO2eq 2,488 2,602 2,716
GHG�emission�intensity1) tCO2eq/100�million�KRW� 0.10 0.09 0.09

Ochang 
Plant

Scope�1:�Direct�emissions tCO2eq 4,301 6,150 6,227
Scope�2:�Indirect�emissions tCO2eq 9,862 10,522 10,757
Total�GHG�emissions tCO2eq 14,163 16,672 16,984
GHG�emission�intensity� tCO2eq/100�million�KRW 0.96 1.03 1.01

Yuhan R&D 
Institute

Scope�1:�Direct�emissions tCO2eq 1,978 1,657 2,053
Scope�2:�Indirect�emissions tCO2eq 2,455 2,536 2,541
Total�GHG�emissions tCO2eq 4,433 4,192 4,595
GHG�emission�intensity� tCO2eq/100�million�KRW 0.30 0.26 0.27

Greenhoues Gas(GHG) Emissions

*��GHG�emissions�were�calculated�in�accordance�with�the�Guidelines�on�the�Operation�of�GHG�Emission�Target�Management�(No.�2022-
54,�Notice�of�the�Ministry�of�Environment).�

1)�Total�GHG�emissions�per�unit:�Total�GHG�emissions�compared�to�revenue

Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income 

2019		 2020 2021

Sales 1,480,354 1,619,865 1,687,810

Cost of sales 1,049,502 1,061,443 1,163,160

Gross profit 430,851 558,423 524,651
Selling, general and administrative 
expenses 321,416 331,534 369,377

R&D expenses 96,900 142,634 106,677

Operating profit 12,536 84,255 48,596

Other income 19,175 142,478 53,316

Other expenses 35,499 36,379 46,282

Financial income 17,238 9,185 16,247

Financial expenses 5,560 23,148 3,572

Equity method gains (losses) on 
investments 47,030 63,502 57,755

Profit before income tax 54,920 239,892 126,061

Income tax expense 18,307 49,490 26,934

Net Income 36,612 190,402 99,127

Controlling interest 40,006 192,761 102,583

Non-controlling interest -3,394 -2,359 -3,456

Other comprehensive income -3,815 22,814 24,600

Items that will not be reclassified 
subsequently to profit or loss -3,814 24,035 21,586

Gains (losses) on actuarial 
valuation -5,971 -22,842 31,432

Changes in retained earnings from the 
equity method 174 12,622 -4,111

Gains (losses) on valuation of 
long-term investment assets 3,958 27,262 -37,084

Gains (losses) on disposal of 
long-term investment assets -1,975 6,993 31,348

Items that will be reclassified 
subsequently to profit or loss -1 -1,222 3,014

Gains (losses) on valuation of 
long-term investment assets 165 -195

Changes in retained earnings from 
the equity method -247 -536 2,055

Overseas operations translation 
credit (debit) 81 -490 959

Total comprehensive income 32,797 213,216 123,726

Controlling�interest� 36,817 215,463 127,169

Non-controlling�interests -4,020 -2,247 -3,442

Earnings per share

Basic�earnings�per�share�of�common�
stock�(unit:�KRW) 610 2,807 1,496

Basic�earnings�per�share�of�preferred�
stock�(unit:�KRW) 683 2,817 1,510

(Unit: million KRW)



Air Pollutant Emissions

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Ochang 
Plant

Dust1) �Ton 0.340� 0.174� 0.123　

Nox2) �Ton 4.690� 1.977� 1.841　

Dichloromethane3) �Ton 0.015� 0.012� 0.002

1)�Management�using�Stack�Emission�Management�System�(SEMS)�of�National�Air�Emission�Inventory�and�Research�Center
2)�Management�using�the�air�pollutant�management�system�for�business�sites�called�Stacknsky�of�Korea�Environment�Corporation
3)�Management�using�Stack�Emission�Management�System�(SEMS)�of�National�Air�Emission�Inventory�and�Research�Center

Violation of Environmental Laws and Regulations

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Head-
quarters

Total�fine Million�KRW� 0 0 0

Prosecutions Cases 0 0 0

No.�of�non-monetary�sanctions Cases 0 0 0

Ochang 
Plant

Total�fine Million�KRW� 0 0 0

Prosecutions Cases 0 0 0

No.�of�non-monetary�sanctions Cases 0 0 0

Yuhan 
R&D 
Institute

Total�fine Million�KRW� 0 0 0

Prosecutions Cases 0 0 0

No.�of�non-monetary�sanctions Cases 0 0 0

Investment in Environmental Protection

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Head-
quarters

Waste�and�emission�treatment�
costs Million�KRW 0 23 20

Environmental�pollution�
prevention�and�environmental�
management�costs

Million�KRW 0 0 0

Ochang 
Plant

Waste�and�emission�treatment�
costs Million�KRW 151 157 189　

Environmental�pollution�
prevention�and�environmental�
management�cost

Million�KRW 818 691 1,776　

Yuhan 
R&D 
Institute

Waste�and�emission�treatment�
costs Million�KRW 71 69 66　

Environmental�pollution�
prevention�and�environmental�
management�cost

Million�KRW 0 0 0
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Water Recycling

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021
Ochang 
Plant

Amount�of�water�recycled�
and�reused Ton 8,364� 10,647 10,522

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Head-
quarters

Amount�
of�waste�
generated

General�wastes Ton 28 34 41

Hazardous�wastes Ton 0 0 0

Total�generated�waste Ton 28 34 41

Amount�
of�waste�
processed

Incinerated�(outside�the�
company) Ton 28 34 41

Recycled�amount Ton 0 0 0

Total�processed�waste Ton 28 34 41

Waste�recycling�rate % 0 0 0

Ochang 
Plant

Amount�
of�waste�
generated

General�waste Ton 1,382 1,514 1,325

Hazardous�waste Ton 19 25 45

Total�generated�waste Ton 1,402 1,540 1,370

Amount�
of�waste�
processed

Incinerated�(outside�the�
company) Ton 799 790 750

Recycled�amount Ton 603 749 620

Total�processed�waste Ton 1,402 1,540 1,370

Waste�recycling�rate % 43 49 45

Yuhan 
R&D 
Institute

Amount�
of�waste�
generated

General�waste Ton 103 104 72

Hazardous�waste Ton 66 65 45

Total�generated�waste Ton 169 169 117

Amount�
of�waste�
processed

Incinerated�(outside�the�
company) Ton 164 164 116

Recycled�amount Ton 5 5 1

Total�processed�waste Ton 169 169 117

Recycled�rate�of�waste % 3 3 1

Amount of Waste Generated

Water Pollutant Discharged

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Ochang 
Plant

BOD Ton 0.900 0.710� 0.610

COD1) Ton 1.220 1.200� 1.244�

SS Ton 0.910 1.310� 0.839�

T-N Ton 0.520 0.670� 0.778�

T-P Ton 0.080 0.020� 0.023�

1)��Yuhan�Corporation�completed�shifting�from�COD�to�TOC�in�December�2021�and�has�analyzed�water�quality�based�on�TOC�since�
January�2022.



Employees Who Took Parental Leaves and Returned 

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Employees who took 
parental leave

Total Persons 19 22 33

Male Persons 2 3 8

Female Persons 17 19 25

Employees who returned 
to work after parental 
leave

Total Persons 21 18 21

Male Persons 2 1 3

Female Persons 19 17 18

Employees who worked 
for 12 months or longer 
after parental leave

Total Persons 19 17 18

Male Persons 2 1 3

Female Persons 17 16 15

Turnover	(Retirement)

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Turnover rate1)
Male % 6.0 3.2　 5.0　

Female % 8.2 4.0　 8.4　

Turnover
Male Persons 84 45　 71　

Female Persons 35 18　 39　

Voluntary turnover 
rate2)

Male % 4.0 1.8　 3.1　

Female % 6.3 3.1　 5.8　

1)��Number�of�full-timers�who�retired�out�of�the�total�number�of�employees�at�the�end�of�the�year�(cacluation�criteria:�Total�number�of�
retired�full-timers�x�Total�number�of�employees�x�100)

2)��An�employee's�departure�based�on�their�own�decision�rather�than�the�employer's�decision,�to�get�higher�education,�change�jobs,�or�
deal�with�other�personal�issues

Length of Service 

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Average length of service Years 11.4 12.3 12.7
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Social Performance

Recruitment and Turnover (Retirement)

Recruitment

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Recruitment

Total�no.�of�people Persons 133 107 125

Male Persons 86 63 72

Female Persons 47 44 53

By age

Under�30 Persons 86 62 67

30�to�39 Persons 36 28 42

40�to�49 Persons 3 7 8

In�their�50�or�older Persons 8 10 8

By business 
site

Headquarters Persons 92 69 89

Yuhan�R&D�Institute Persons 16 11 16

Ochang�Plant Persons 25 27 20

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Total no. of 
employees

Total� 　 Persons 1,816� 1,855 1,878

Male 　 Persons 1,390� 1,405� 1,413　

Female 　 Persons 426� 450� 465　

By business 
site

Headquarters 　 Persons 1,190 1,208 1,241

Yuhan�R&D�Institute 　 Persons 240 244 244

Ochang�Plant 　 Persons 386 403 393

By contract
Full-timer

Male Persons 1,371� 1,389� 1,397　
Female Persons 416� 435� 452　

Part-timers
Male Persons 19� 16� 16　
Female Persons 10� 15� 13　

By age

Under�30
Male Persons 186　 168　 144　
Female Persons 138　 130　 121　

30�to�39
Male Persons 516 458　 426　
Female Persons 213　 227　 233　

40�to�49
Male Persons 450 519　 579　
Female Persons 70　 85　 101　

In�their�50�or�older
Male Persons 238 260　 264　
Female Persons 5 8　 10　

By rank
Executives

Male Persons 19 20　 18　
Female Persons 1　 2　 3　

Managers1) Male Persons 79 86 93
Female Persons 11 13 16

Minority

Disabled Persons 29　 27　 28　

Foreigners Persons 3　 4　 4　

Veterans Persons 45　 44　 43　

Employee Diversity

1)��Excludes�manager�level�or�higher,�deputy�branch�manager�of�the�Sales�Department,�part�manager�of�the�Manufacturing�Department,�
and�head�of�logistics�management

Employee Performance Evaluation

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Total no. of employees Persons 1,816� 1,855� 1,878�

No. of evaluated employees1) Persons 1,694� 1,742� 1,755�
% 93.3 93.9 93.5

Management by objectives (MBO) 
Persons 808� 828� 853�
% 44.5 44.6 45.4

R&P (Sales Department)
Persons 706� 736� 736�
% 38.9 39.7 39.2

Grade-5 or less 
(achievements/capabilities combined)

Persons 180� 178� 166�
% 9.9 9.6 8.8

1)��Full-timers�who�were�on�duty�less�than�6�months�per�year�(e.g.�employess�who�took�leave�of�absence,�employess�who�joined�in�the�
middle�of�the�year)�and�part-timers�are�excluded�form�the�evaluations.�



Social Contribution

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Amount of contribution Amount�spent�for�
social�contribution Million�KRW 2,031� �����21,912� 7,263

Type of contribution

Cash� Million�KRW �710� �����21,055� 6,059�
In-kind� Million�KRW 247� 259� 324
Business�costs�
(management�costs) Million�KRW 1,074� 598� 879�

Amount of support 
compared to net income

Amount�of�support�
compared�to�net�
income

% 3.76� 11.34� 7.33

Employees’ participation

Rate�of�employees’�
participation�in�
voluntary�services�

% 42� 31� 19

Hours�of�voluntary�
services�per�
employee

Hours 4.2� 1.7� 1.2�

Violation of Information Security-related Regulations

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

No. of violations Cases 0 0 0

Strengthening R&D capabilities

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

R&D investment

Expenditures Million�KRW 138,222 219,520� 178,259�

Ratio�to�sales % 9.3 13.6 10.6
No.�of�researchers�and�
developers Persons 265 281 288

Patents 

Applied�in�Korea Cases 13 12 19

Applied�abroad Cases 63 124 92

Registered�in�Korea Cases 0 1 5

Registered�abroad Cases 54 53 55

Theses Theses�published Cases 0 2 1

Reporting Violations of Ethics And Compliance Policies

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

No. of reports Cases 0 0　 1�

No. of corrections1) Cases 0 0 02)

1)��Counted�when�measures�such�as�pay-cuts,�reprimands�are�taken�depending�on�the�seriousness�of�the�violations,�following�our�
verification�of�the�facts�related�to�the�reported�cases.����

2)��As�a�result�of�our�investigation,�the�legitimacy�of�1�case�reported�in�2021�was�verified.�Accordingly,�the�case�was�closed�without�taking�
further�measures.
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Employee Competency Training

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Cumulative no. of trainees Persons 20,830� 22,356� 24,115

Cumulative no. of training hours Hours 107,912� 111,912� 103,672

Cumulative amount of training cost Million�KRW 2,275 1,609 2,013

Average training hours per person Hours 59.4 60.3 55.2

Average training cost per person Million�KRW 1.25� 0.87 1.07

Employee Human Rights Training

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Sexual harassment 
prevention training

No.�of�employees�
required�to�take�
training

Persons 1,852 1,849 1,808

Completion rate % 100 100 100

Information 
protection training

No.�of�employees�
required�to�take�
training

Persons 1,852 1,849 1,808

Completion rate % 100 100 100

Human rights 
training

No.�of�employees�
required�to�take�
training

Persons 1,852 1,849 1,808

Completion rate % 100 100 100

Workplace bullying 
prevention training

No.�of�employees�
required�to�take�
training

Persons - 1,801 1,799

% - 100 100

Occupational Safety and Health

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

No. of industrial accidents Cases 0 0 0
Absence from work due to Industrial 
accidents Days 0 0 0

Industrial accidents rate % 0 0 0

Employee Compliance and Ethical Management Training 

Type Unit 2019 2020 2021

Compliance 
training1)

Training�hours Hours 7,794 9,300 9,661

No.�of�participants Persons 1,621 917 1,675
Ethical 
management 
education

Training�hours Hours 996 2,679 3,939

No.�of�participants Persons 812 2,720 3,968

1)��Yuhan Corporation's compliance trainings are centered on medicine and medical supplies salespersons and marketing 
representatives



GRI 
Standards 
Index

Universal	Standards	(GRI	100)

Classification Disclosure Indicators Page

Organizational 
profile

102-1 Name�of�the�organization 4
102-2 Activities,�brands,�products,�and�services 14~15
102-3 Location�of�headquarters 4
102-4 Location�of�operations 4,�8~9
102-5 Ownership�and�legal�form 4,�92
102-6 Markets�served 4,�8~9
102-7 Scale�of�the�organization 4
102-8 Information�on�employees�and�other�workers 114-115
102-9 Supply�chain 77
102-10 Significant�changes�to�the�organization�and�its�supply�chain N/A
102-11 Precautionary�Principle�or�approach 93~95
102-12 External�initiatives 106-107
102-13 Membership�of�associations 124

Strategy 102-14 Statement�from�senior�decision-maker 2~3

Ethics and 
integrity

102-16 Values,�principles,�standards,�and�norms�of�behavior 10~13
102-17� Mechanisms�for�advice�and�concerns�about�ethics 74,�99-101

Governance

102-18 Governance�structure 89-91
102-22 Composition�of�the�highest�governance�body�and�its�committees 89-91
102-23 Chair�of�the�highest�governance�body 89
102-24 Nominating�and�selecting�the�highest�governance�body 90
102-35 Remuneration�policies 92

Stakeholder 
engagement

102-40 List�of�stakeholder�groups 21
102-41 Collective�bargaining�agreements 71
102-42 Identifying�and�selecting�stakeholders 21
102-43 Approach�to�stakeholder�engagement 21~22
102-44 Key�topics�and�concerns�raised 23

Reporting 
practice

102-45 Entities�included�in�the�consolidated�financial�statements 1
102-46 Defining�report�content�and�topic�Boundaries 23
102-47 List�of�material�topics 23
102-48 Restatements�of�information N/A
102-49� Changes�in�reporting N/A
102-50 Reporting�period 1
102-51 Date�of�most�recent�report 1
102-52 Reporting�cycle 1
102-53 Contact�point�for�questions�regarding�the�report 1
102-54 Claims�of�reporting�in�accordance�with�the�GRI�Standards 1
102-55 GRI�content�index 118-119
102-56 External�assurance 120-121

Management 
Approach

103-1 Explanation�of�the�material�topic�and�its�Boundary 26,�34,�40
103-2 The�management�approach�and�its�components 26,�34,�40

Economic	Performance	(	GRI	200)

Economic Performance(GRI 200)

Classification Disclosure Indicators Page

Economic 
performance

201-1 Creation�and�distribution�of�direct�economic�value 4,�108-110
201-3 Defined�benefit�pension�plans�and�other�retiree�pension�plans 65

Indirect 
economic 
effect

203-1 Infrastructure�investment�and�service�support�activities�for�the�public�
interest 82-87

203-2 Significant�indirect�economic�ripple�effects�and�impacts 26~33

203-4 Earnings�from�government-funded�subsidies Disclosed�in�the�annual�
report

Anti-corruption
205-2 Notices�and�training�on�anti-corruption�policies�and�procedures 96~101,�116
205-3 Confirmed�corruption�cases�and�actions�taken 99,�117

Tax strategy 207-1 Tax�strategy 95

Environmental Performance(GRI 300)

Classification Disclosure Indicators Page

Energy
302-1 Energy�consumption�within�the�organization 111
302-3 Energy�intensity 111

Water
303-3 Water�withdrawal 111
303-4 Wastewater�discharge 111
304-5 Water�consumption 111

Discharge

305-1 Direct�GHG�emissions�(scope�1) 111
305-2 Indirect�GHG�emissions�(scope�2) 111
305-4 GHG�emission�intensity 111
305-7 Nox,�Sox,�and�other�major�air�pollutants� 113

Wastes
306-3 Waste�generation 112
306-4 Waste�diverted�from�disposal 112

Environmental 
Compliance 307-1 Non-compliance�with�environmental�laws�and�regulations� 113

Social Performance(GRI 400)

Classification Disclosure Indicators Page

Employment

401-1 New�recruitment�and�transfer 114-115

401-2 Compensation�for�full-time�employees,�whch�is�not�provided�to�
temporary�or�part-time�employees 63-65

401-3 Parental�leave 63-64,�115

Occupational safety 
and health

403-1 Occupational�safety�and�health�management�system�operation 57~62

403-3 Occupational�health�services 62

403-4 Workers’�participation�in�occupational�safety�and�health�(OSH)�
management,�advice,�and�communication 58~59

403-5 Worker�training�on�OSH 60~62

403-6 Promotion�of�workers’�health 62

403-7 Prevention�of�OSH�impacts�directly�linked�due�to�business�
relationships 57~62

403-9 work-related�injuries 116

Training and education

404-1 Average�training�hours�per�employee 116

404-2 Programs�to�strengthen�employee�capabilities�and�support�
transition 66-69

404-3 Percentage�of�employees�who�received�regular�performance�and�
career�development�reviews 115

Diversity and
equal opportunity 405-1 Governance�body�and�employee�diversity 89-90,�114

Prohibition of 
discrimination 406-1 Discrimination�incidents�and�corrective�actions N/A

Child Labor 408-1 Operations�and�suppliers�at�significant�risk�for�incidents�of�child�
labor N/A

Forced or Compulsory 
Labor 409-1 Operations�and�suppliers�at�significant�risk�for�incidents�of�forced�or�

compulsory�labor N/A

Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples 411-1 Incidents�of�violations�involving�rights�of�indigenous�peoples N/A

Human Rights 
Assessment 412-2 Operations�that�have�been�subject�to�human�rights�reviews�or�

impact�assessments 72,�116

Community 413-1 Community�engagement,�impact�assessment,�and�development�
program�operation 40~43,�82~87

Supplier Social 
Assessment 414-2 Negative�social�impacts�in�the�supply�chain�and�actions�taken N/A

Customer safety and 
health 416-2 Cases�that�violated�regulations�on�the�health�and�safety�impact�of�

products�and�services N/A

Marketing and Labeling
417-2 Incidents�of�non-compliance�concerning�product�and�service�

information�and�labeling N/A

417-3 Incidents�of�non-compliance�concerning�marketing�communications N/A
Customer information 
protection 418-1 Number�of�complaints�with�confirmed�customer�privacy�violations�

and�loss�of�customer�information N/A

Socioeconomic 
Compliance 419-1 Non-compliance�with�laws�and�regulations�in�the�social�and�

economic�area
Disclosed�in�the�
annual�report
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Independent 
Assurance 
Statement
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To: The Stakeholders of YUHAN

Introduction and objectives of work
BSI�Group�Korea�(hereinafter�“the�Assurer”)�was�asked�to�verify�Yuhan’s�2021-2022�Sustainability�Report�(hereinafter�“the�
Report”).�This�assurance�statement�applies�only�to�the�relevant�information�contained�in�the�scope�of�the�assurance.
YUHAN�is�solely�responsible�for�all�information�and�assertion�contained�in�the�report.�The�responsibility�of�the�assurer�
is�to�provide�independent�assurance�statement�with�expert�opinions�to�Yuhan’s�executives�by�applying�the�verification�
methodology�and�to�provide�this�information�to�all�stakeholders�of�Yuhan.

Assurance Standards and Levels 
This�assurance�was�based�on�the�AA1000AS�v3�(2020)�Assurance�Standard�and�confirmed�that�the�report�is�prepared�in�
accordance�with�the�Core�Option�of�GRI�Standards.�The�assurance�level�was�based�on�the�Type�1�that�confirmed�compli-
ance�with�the�4�principles�of�AA1000�AP�(2018)�in�accordance�with�the�AA1000�AS.

Scope of Assurance
The�scope�of�assurance�applied�to�this�report�is�as�follows;
-�Based�on�the�period�from�January�1st�to�December�31st,�2021�included�in�the�report�
-��Major�assertion�included�in�the�report�such�as�sustainability�management�policies,�strategies,�objectives,��
business�and�performance

-�Information�related�to�material�issues�determined�as�a�result�of�materiality�assessment�
-�Appropriateness�and�consistency�of�processes�and�systems�for�data�collection,�analysis�and�review�
-��The�following�items�were�not�included�in�this�assurance�
•�Financial�information,�UNGC�10�Principles�and�UN�SDGs�included�in�the�report�appendix�
•�Other�related�additional�information�such�as�the�website�presented�in�the�report

Methodology 
As�part�of�its�independent�assurance,�the�assurer�has�used�the�methodology�developed�to�collect�relevant�evidence�to�
comply�with�the�verification�criteria�and�to�reduce�errors�in�the�reporting,�and�has�performed�the�following�activities;
-�To�determine�verification�priorities,�review�of�materiality�issue�analysis�process�and�verification�of�the�results
-�System�review�for�sustainability�strategy�process�and�implementation
-���Review�the�evidence�to�support�the�material�issues�through�interviews�with�senior�managers�with��
responsibility�for�them

-�Verification�of�data�generation,�collection�and�reporting�for�each�performance�index

Assurance Opinion  
On�the�basis�of�our�methodology�and�the�activities�described�above,�it�is�our�opinion�that
-����The�information�and�data�included�in�YUHAN`s�Sustainability�Report�are�accurate�and�reliable�and��
the�assurer�cannot�point�out�any�substantial�aspects�of�material�with�mistake�or�misstatement.

-���The�report�was�prepared�according�to�the�Core�option�of�the�GRI�Standards
The�assurance�opinion�on�the�4�principles�presented�by�the�AA1000�AP�(2018)�is�as�follows.

AA1000 AP (2018)

・    Inclusivity: Stakeholder Engagement and Opinion 
�Yuhan�divided�stakeholders�into�customers,�shareholders�and�investors,�employees,�suppliers,�government�and�local�
communities,�and�has�communication�channels�and�processes�to�implement�stakeholder�engagement�program.�They�
have�communication�channels�for�each�group�and�collect�opinions.�Also,�43�issues�were�derived�by�benchmarking�
advanced�company�reports,�analyzing�international�norms,�analyzing�media,�and�surveying�to�identify�stakeholder�
issues,�and�it�was�confirmed�that�derived�material�issues�are�reflected�in�decision-making�on�sustainability�manage-
ment.

・ Materiality: Identification and reporting of material sustainability topics 
�Yuhan�identified�materiality�for�issues�by�analyzing�stakeholder�interest�and�business�impact�on�the�43�issues�derived.�
As�a�result,�the�core�material�issues�of�3�topics�and�the�reporting�issues�of�12�topics�were�selected.

・Responsiveness: Responding to material sustainability topics and related impacts 
Yuhan�establishes�and�implements�a�response�plan�for�each�issue�to�appropriately�respond�to�the�derived�core�issues�
that�reflects�the�expectations�of�stakeholders,�and�discloses�detailed�response�activities�and�performance�for�them�
through�the�report.�

・Impact:  Impact of an organization's activities and material sustainability topics on the organization and 
stakeholders 

�Yuhan�strives�to�establish�processes�to�monitor,�measure,�assess�and�manage�the�impact�of�organizational�activities�
for�more�effective�decision�making�and�management.�Identified�impact�should�be�integrated�into�stakeholder�engage-
ment�and�periodic�importance�assessment�processes�to�inform�organizational�governance,�strategy,�goal�setting�and�
operations,�thereby�increasing�informed�decision�making�and�responsiveness.�In�addition,�the�impact�determined�by�
each�key�issue�from�a�sustainability�topics�are�disclosed�in�the�report.�

Key areas for ongoing development
To�the�extent�that�the�results�of�the�verification�are�not�affected,�the�following�comments�were�made.
-��It�may�be�helpful�to�establish�sustainability-related�organizations�and�processes�within�governance�structures�such�as�
ESG�committees�and�ESG�working-group�managing�sustainability�issues,�and�then�monitor�those�processes,�disclose�
performance�and�plans�to�advance�the�sustainability�management�system.

-��It�may�help�to�develop�mid-�to�long-term�plans�and�report�on�performance�on�sustainability�issues�that�have�a�substan-
tial�impact�on,�in�order�to�identify�stakeholder�issues,�a�wide�range�of�topics�in�the�context�of�sustainability�are�included�
in�the�pool,�but�it�is�necessary�to�strengthen�the�criteria�for�stakeholder�engagement�and�issue�selection�so�that�the�
social�interest�of�the�bio/healthcare�industry�can�be�more�clearly�reflected�in�the�issues.�For�this�purpose,�In�the�future,�
it�is�necessary�to�collect�and�analyze�sustainability�issues�by�stakeholder�annually.

-��The�boundaries�of�this�report�are�limited�to�domestic�Korea,�it�may�be�helpful�to�include�major�overseas�business�areas,�
where�the�headquarters�are�located�due�to�the�nature�of�the�pharmaceutical/bio�industry.

-��We�recommendation�that�in�future�the�report�should�provide�clearer�information�on�how�the�business�growth�strategy�
impacts�on�the�15�main�sustainability�issues�identified�and�the�Yuhan's�plans�to�manage�these�linkages.

Statement of independence and competence
The�assurer�is�an�independent�professional�services�company�that�specializes�in�Quality,�Health,�Safety,�Social�and�En-
vironmental�management�with�almost�120�years�history�in�providing�independent�assurance�services.�No�member�of�
the�assurance�team�has�a�business�relationship�with�YUHAN.
We�have�conducted�this�verification�independently,�and�there�has�been�no�conflict�of�interest.��All�assurers�who�partic-
ipated�in�the�assurance�have�qualifications�as�AA1000AS�assurer,�have�a�lot�of�assurance�experience,�and�understand�
the�BSI�Group's�assurance�standard�methodology.�

Evaluation against GRI ‘In Accordance’ Criteria
The�assurer�confirmed�that�this�report�was�prepared�in�accordance�with�the�GRI�Standards�Core�Option�and�the�disclo-
sures�related�to�the�following�Universal�Standards�and�Topic-specific�Standards�Indicators�based�on�the�data�provided�
by�Yuhan.

[Universal Standards]
Organizational�Profile�102-1~13,�Strategy�102-14,�Ethics�and�Integrity�102-16~17,�Governance�102-18,�102-22~24,
102-35,�Stakeholder�Engagement�102-40~44,�Reporting�practice�102-45~56,�Management�Approach�103-1~2�

[Topic-specific Standards]
•�Economic:�201-1,�201-3,�203-1,�203-2,�203-4,�205-2~3,�207-1
•�Environmental:�302-1,�302-3,�303-3~5,�305-1~2,�305-4,�305-7,�306-3~4,�307-1
•�Social:��401-1~3,�403-1,�403-3~7,�403-9,�404-1~3,�405-1,�406-1,�408-1,�409-1,�411-1,�412-2,�413-1,�414-2,�416-2,�417-2~3,�

418-1,�419-1

29 July 2022
BSI Group Korea, Managing Director S. H. Lim 



Independent 
Auditor’s 
Report

Yuhan Corporation 
Attention: Shareholders and Board of Directors 

Audit opinion
We�have�audited�the�consolidated�financial�statements�of�Yuhan�Corporation�and�its�subsidiaries�(the�“Con-
solidated�Companies”).�The�consolidated�financial�statements�consist�of�a�consolidated�statement�of�financial�
position�as�of�December�31,�2021�and�December�31,�2020;�a�statement�of�comprehensive�income,�consol-
idated�statements�of�changes�in�equity,�and�consolidated�statements�of�cash�flows�during�the�above�said�
reporting�periods�that�end�on�the�same�day;�and�notes�to�the�consolidated�financial�statements,�including�
summaries�of�significant�accounting�policy.�In�our�opinion,�the�attached�consolidated�financial�statements�
of�the�company�fairly�represent�the�consolidated�financial�position�of�the�company�as�of�December�31,�2021,�
and�December�31,�2020,�and�the�consolidated�financial�performance�and�consolidated�cash�flows�for�both�
reporting�periods�that�end�on�the�same�day�in�accordance�with�the�Korean�International�Financial�Reporting�
Standards.

Grounds of Audit Opinion
We�conducted�our�audits�in�accordance�with�the�Accounting�Audit�Standards�of�the�Republic�of�Korea.�Our�
responsibilities�under�these�standards�are�described�in�the�Auditor’s�Responsibilities�for�Auditing�the�Consol-
idated�Financial�Statements�section�of�this�audit�report.�We�are�independent�of�the�company�in�accordance�
with�the�ethical�requirements�of�the�Republic�of�Korea�related�to�the�audit�of�the�consolidated�financial�state-
ments�and�have�fulfilled�other�ethical�responsibilities�in�accordance�with�those�requirements.�We�believe�that�
the�audit�evidence�we�have�obtained�is�sufficient�and�appropriate�as�a�basis�for�our�audit�opinion.�

Key Audit Items
According�to�our�professional�judgment,�key�audit�items�are�the�most�significant�ones�in�the�audit�of�the�
current�consolidated�financial�statements.�We�handled�these�items�when�forming�our�opinion�while�auditing�
the�entire�consolidated�financial�statements,�and�we�do�not�provide�a�separate�opinion�on�these�items.�As�de-
scribed�in�Note�17�of�the�impairment�test�for�the�internally�generated�intangible�asset�(development�cost),�the�
pharmaceutical�industry�where�the�company�operates�has�a�significant�R&D�portion�for�new�medicine�devel-
opment.�As�of�the�end�of�December�2021,�the�company�has�61,359�million�KRW�of�internally�created�internal�
assets�(development�costs)�related�to�Lazertinib�(YH25448),�a�non-small�cell�lung�cancer�(NSCLC)�treatment.�
The�management�applied�their�estimation�to�major�assumptions�and�variables�used�in�estimating�the�recov-
erable�amount,�and�we�believe�the�estimation�is�sensitive�in�terms�of�profit�or�loss.�So�we�chose�this�item�as�a�
a�key�audit�item.
The�procedures�we�took�in�relation�to�the�key�audit�items�for�the�current�audit�are�as�follows.

▪Evaluated�the�independence�and�adequacy�of�external�experts�utilized�by�management�
▪Reviewed�the�adequacy�of�the�evaluation�method�used�for�the�impairment�test�
▪�Evaluated�the�adequacy�of�major�assumptions�(discount�rate,�future�cash�flow,�etc.)�used�in�the�impairment�test
▪Reviewed�the�sensitivity�analysis�for�the�impairment�test�suggested�by�the�management
▪�Performed�recalculation�for�verification�to�confirm�the�accuracy�of�the�calculation�in�the�impairment�test�report�

Responsibilities of the Management and Governing Body for Consolidated 
Financial Statements
The�management�is�responsible�for�the�fair�preparation�and�presentation�of�these�consolidated�financial�
statements�in�accordance�with�Korean�International�Financial�Reporting�Standards�and�is�also�responsible�for�
any�internal�controls�it�considers�necessary�to�prepare�the�consolidated�financial�statements�free�from�mate-
rial�misstatement�due�to�fraud�or�error.�When�preparing�the�consolidated�financial�statements,�the�manage-
ment�is�responsible�for�evaluating�the�company’s�ability�to�continue�as�a�going�concern�and,�where�applicable,�
disclosing�going�concern-related�matters.�The�management�is�also�responsible�for�using�the�going�concern�
premise�in�accounting�unless�the�management�intends�to�liquidate�or�cease�operations.�The�governing�body�
is�responsible�for�monitoring�the�financial�reporting�procedures�of�the�consolidated�companies.

Auditor’s Responsibilities for Auditing Consolidated Financial Statements
Our�objective�is�to�obtain�reasonable�assurance�as�to�whether�the�consolidated�financial�statements�of�the�
consolidated�companies�are�free�from�material�misstatement�due�to�fraud�or�error�and�to�issue�an�audit�report�
that�includes�our�opinions.�Reasonable�assurance�implies�a�high�degree�of�assurance�but�does�not�guarantee�
that�an�audit�conducted�in�accordance�with�auditing�standards�will�always�discover�material�misstatement.�
Misstatement�can�arise�from�fraud�or�error,�and�a�misstatement�is�considered�material�if�it�is�reasonably�ex-
pected�that�the�misstatement,�individually�or�collectively,�will�affect�users’�economic�decisions�based�on�the�
consolidated�financial�statements.�As�part�of�the�audit�in�accordance�with�audit�standards,�we�exercise�profes-
sional�judgment�and�maintain�professional�skepticism�throughout�the�entire�audit�process.�Also,

▪�We�identify�and�evaluate�the�risks�of�material�misstatement�in�the�consolidated�financial�statements,�wheth-
er�due�to�fraud�or�error,�and�design�and�perform�audit�procedures�to�respond�to�those�risks.�In�addition,�we�
obtain�sufficient�and�appropriate�audit�evidence�as�a�basis�for�our�audit�opinion.�Because�fraud�can�involve�
collusion,�forgery,�intentional�omissions,�misrepresentation,�or�the�disabling�of�internal�controls,�the�risk�of�
failing�to�discover�a�material�misstatement�due�to�fraud�outweighs�the�risk�of�error.

▪�We�understand�the�internal�controls�related�to�auditing�to�design�appropriate�audit�procedures�for�the�situ-
ation.�However,�it�is�not�intended�to�express�an�opinion�on�the�effectiveness�of�internal�controls.�

▪�We�evaluate�the�appropriateness�of�the�accounting�policies�applied�by�management�to�prepare�the�finan-
cial�statements�and�the�reasonableness�of�accounting�estimates�and�related�disclosures�derived�by�man-
agement.

▪�Based�on�the�audit�evidence�obtained�and�the�appropriateness�of�the�going�concern�premise�of�the�ac-
counting�used�by�management,�we�conclude�whether�material�uncertainties�exist�related�to�events�or�cir-
cumstances�that�could�give�rise�to�significant�questions�about�the�company’s�ability�to�continue�as�a�going�
concern.�If�we�conclude�that�material�uncertainties�exist,�we�are�required�to�draw�attention�to�our�audit�
report�regarding�the�relevant�disclosures�of�the�consolidated�financial�statements�and�change�our�opinion�
if�these�disclosures�are�inappropriate.�Our�conclusions�are�based�on�the�audit�evidence�obtained�up�to�the�
date�of�the�audit�report;�however,�future�events�or�circumstances�could�cause�the�consolidated�companies�
to�cease�their�existence�as�going�concerns.

▪�We�evaluate�the�overall�presentation,�structure�and�content�of�the�consolidated�financial�statements,�in-
cluding�disclosure,�and�evaluate�whether�the�financial�statements�present�transactions�and�events�underly-
ing�the�consolidated�financial�statements�in�a�fair�manner.

▪�In�order�to�express�an�opinion�on�the�consolidated�financial�statements,�we�obtain�sufficient�and�appropri-
ate�audit�evidence�related�to�the�company’s�financial�information�or�business�activities�within�the�group.�
We�are�responsible�for�the�direction,�supervision�and�performance�of�the�group�audit�and�are�fully�respon-
sible�for�the�audit�opinion.�We�communicate�with�the�governing�body�about�significant�audit�findings,�such�
as�the�planned�scope�and�timing�of�the�audit�and�significant�inadequacies�in�internal�control�identified�
during�the�audit,�among�other�things.�In�addition,�we�provide�a�statement�to�the�governing�body�that�we�
will�comply�with�ethical�requirements�for�our�independence�and�that�we�will�communicate�with�the�govern-
ing�body�all�relationships�and�other�matters�we�believe�are�relevant�to�our�independence�issues�and,�where�
applicable,�relevant�institutional�safeguards.�Among�the�matters�communicated�with�the�governing�body,�
we�determine�the�most�significant�matters�in�the�audit�of�the�current�consolidated�financial�statement�as�
key�audit�items.�We�describe�these�matters�unless�laws�exclude�disclosures�of�such�matters�or,�in�extremely�
rare�cases,�we�reach�a�conclusion�that�we�should�not�communicate�them�via�the�audit�report�since�it�is�rea-
sonably�expected�that�negative�results�from�describing�the�matters�in�the�audit�report�will�exceed�the�public�
benefit�obtained�from�communicating�them.
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EY Korea

Yong Keun Park
CEO and Regional Managing Partner



Awards and 
Associations

Awards

Date Awarding	Organization Award

Jun.�2022 Cheongju�City •�Eco�Awards�of�Cheongju�–�Grand�Prize�

May.�2022 Ministry�of�Employment�and�Labor •�2022�Excellent�Gender�Equality�Award�–�Prime�Minister’s�Award

Mar.�2022 Korea�Management�Association�
Consulting

•��Ranked�no.�1�as�Korea’s�most�admired�pharmaceutical�company�
and�received�the�All-Star�Award�for�19�consecutive�years

Dec.�2021 Ministry�of�Gender�Equality�and�Family •�Certified�as�a�family-friendly�company

Dec.�2021 Korea�Management�Association�
Consulting

•��Selected�as�the�best�company�in�social�value�at�the�Management�
Grand�Awards�

Nov.�2021 Korea�Food�&�Drug�Administration •��2021�Korea�Bio�&�Health�Awards�–�Grand�Prize�in�the�new�
medicine�sector

Mar.�2021� Korea�Exchange •�Selected�as�an�excellent�company�in�disclosure�

Dec.�2020 Korea�Environment�Packaging�
Promotion�Institute�

•��The�10th�Green�Packaging�Contest�–�Grand�Prize��
(Minister�of�Environment)

Oct.�2019 Ministry�of�Health�and�Welfare� •��Received�a�commendation�for�an�excellent�innovative�
pharmaceutical�company

Sep.�2019 Korea�Drug�Research�Association •��Won�the�grand�prize�in�the�new�drug�research�category�of�the�
Korea�New�Drug�Awards

124

Associations

Korea�Pharmaceutical�
Traders�Association

Korea�Biotechnology�
Industry�Organization

Korea�Drug�Research�
Association

Korea�Pharmaceutical�and�
Bio-Pharma�Manufacturers�

Association
Federation�of�Korean�

Industries
Korea�Listed�Companies�

Association
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